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THE LITERARY CLUB 
Telephone M:Ain 1-6589 

.. 
SEPTEMBER, 1955 

.. 
September 19 

Rausim Pidgin? Disfela Tinktink 
1-0lesem Rubis I 

wILLIAM H. HESSLER 

Annual Business Meeting 
September 26 

Informal 
CLARK B. FIRESTONE 

LOUIS B. OWENS, Clerk 

The BoOJrd of Management suggests 
that guests retire to the Lib'Nllry during 

business meeting of the Club. 
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the l4terarx Cl»i 

1954 - 55 In Review 

The statistical norm·or the 1954-SS meetings ish~ amazing. 

It was attended by ;;.46 melll.bers, in reasonably good weather tor the 

season, to listen to a paper which lasted 4) minutes and 51 seconds. It 

began at 8:)1 3/4 and found your secretar,y 31/39ths present. It it was 

followed by' a business Meeting, no business vas transacted at it, in

cluding the election or no new melber&, but 1/4 ot an announcement of 

some sort was made, and the secretary's llinutee were received with 1/7 

ot a grunt ot disapproval or approval, 

The dullest aeries ot business meetings in the Jlemory ot 11an was 

fortunately not paralleled by the papers. For the most part, the papers 

were interesting, occasionally too d~nae tor oral presentation, and occa-

sionalq too thin tor intelligent digestion. There were also one or two 

which were hastily written and thoughtlessly organized; happily tor 

everyone' • dispoai tion, the net or these t ew was no more serious than 

boredoa. The thin and the hasty were the rare exceptions; variety and 

perception were the rule, 

By conventional classification according to subject-matter, his-

tory and its parent, biography, probably dominated the year. In this 

group, I believe Juee Brodhead •s "Beautiful Valley" stood alone as the 

only straight narrative or events. The othere gave us personalities and 

institutions from widely disparate points of view; from the semi-fiction 

of O. M. Gale's Baby Doe Tabor, through the wit of Bert Smith's Sidney 

Smith, to the conventional Yankee Bookseller or Wyman Parker, Dr. 

Whitney's happy paper on The Economist ancl Walter Bagehot dese"ee aention 
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in this group, and Dr. Moore 1 s frolic with the devil - particularq their 

jig on the Book o! Job. 

Personal reminiscence vas, not surprisingly, the neXt aost ~ 

portant category. Here again the individual personal! ty vas so often 

the .tulcrua that the line between recollection and biography occasionally 

becaM i~~perceptible; examples, perhaps, are that doughty pair Joseph Hall 

on B. H. Kroger, a Literary Club •natural• if ner there vaa one, or that 

gentler duo, RaymoDi Walters on Richard. Hardinc Davia. Ot the 110re clear

ly defined reminiscences, Alistair Cameron's llbiguous portrait of hi• 

French teacher remains to puzzle 111; Morris Edwards 1 strangely diaeabodied 

tilt ~th a North Atlantic gale intri~ed; and George Fo.rd 1s encounter 

with George Ford delighted. In addition to the neat, well-disciplined 

recollections troa James Maxwell's past,· we reoeiYecl in Marion Blanken

horn 1 a 'Winesburg Revisted" a brace of lUIIinoueq gentle sllall.-town 

stories; and from Howard Fabing a dock-walloping belt on bulltightiD&• 

The thirci aJXl last aubetantial category vas social and political 

coDUneot. Ot these, John Llojd on the etate lesislature wu a knowing ex

ample. Dr. Mcintyre on the neurological mechanism of un was hackle-

raising but overly technical, Wilson Wright on Soviet logic against demo

cratic illusions was a stand-out, thouah seriously' detective in permtting 

an analogy to have its head. 

Finally, ot course, there were the sports, the traYeloguee, the 

lliacellany. Dr. Blegen on archeological horees, sticks to ., ae11017 with 

its chana. Clark Firestone's gay tongue-twister "The Student's Wine ie 

Sherry" vas a delight. A bit ot fiction nov and then lent baginati'fe 

variety to the. ;year. 

So much tor conventional classification b,y subject-matter. which 
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tells us very litUe of' the rear's basic content. The 7ear apins out a 

great Jllll1 words, which express somewhat f'ewer thoughts • w1 th varying, 

degrees ot pain. All this ·Jill have significance aside troa a catalogue 

of' sUbject-aatter. 

In character and tone, ov paper• lean toward genUenesa, awq 

f'roa hard-bitten Yigor. There is seldom a sentence or paracraph which 

takes deadly aim and lands a direct hit. We bend toward qualification, 

toward the 11a1. tins parenthetical, toward indirect discourae. J~~~es 

Maxwell is an exception, but wen he dresees up his ~let and chisel 

in ribboDS and paper lace. Of' course, where gentlenesa is an organic ele-

ment of the whole, this coaent has no validity, as in John Garber's two 

storiea. It is only where genUenese is, so to apeak, optional that our 

leanincs are aarked. Even when we are beinc· ironic or contentious, we 

seem to tim it hard to wind up and let co; Martin Fischer's 1Griaaces", 

Howard Fabing on bW.ltighting and Wilson Wright - all seemed aware ot 

the tendency aDC1 fought it, but in the end they all, to so• extent, 

pulled their punches. 

What this produces in some cases is a kind ot sweet arcbaiu, 

largely unconscious, and in one or two instances a satire on the style 

and attitude• ot Dineteenth-century prose.· In tact, when you catch a 

taintl.J · r.Un1ecent OYertone in aoae ot our styles, and wonder where to 

start thinkinc, try turning rour wheel• back to Pickwick, Trollope, and 

Thackeray. In one ot them rou will almost invariabl.J pick up a note or 

two. OccasionlllJ you -.y go bac¥ another centur,y and find an ecbo 

f'roa Fielding or even Defoe; I imagine that it Detoe had crosatd on the 

Andrea Doria, his piece on it would have been au.ch like Morrie Fdwards' -

in attitude and i~ selection of' detail, tbough not in strlistic tricks. 
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Howird luther 1 s co.ent on historians and roses was so authenticall.J 

nineteenth century in style and spirit that I would b&ve suepected a. 

hoax it his dates had not aade it i.Jipossible • 

When we write fiction or fictionalized biographies, we are a 

bit sentiaental and alaost alw~qs SJ9Pathetic; when we essay biographical 

sketches, we &Yoid critical stat ... nt. We se~ in a sense, to pledge 

our lo7alt7 to this person and to veer away froa applying to our biographee 

the staMarda of integrity and intelll1ence that we apply eYery Mondq to 

each other. Alistair Caaeron 's foolish Frenchwoman was a sentiaentallzecl 

heroine; Wyaan Parker's robber baron bookseller was a faraichteci prese"er 

of culture. Howard luther gaTe us a selfish fool in Thoaaa Day mi did 

his best to dress h1a in good cloth••• I do not know wey we do this, but 

it brings into focus another of ~ characteristics. 

We seem ·able to organize our subject• aDd ov.r papera coherently, 

we do a good deal of work, anci then in soae .,sterious wq we lose our 

chance for real significance. We do not say the thing that needs to be 

said. We paint a spleDdicl portrait, and we leave out one eye; or we 

build a loveJ.1 building and. forget halt the roof • When we write about 

leather, we ollit ahoea; when we write about scoutaaater traini.Dg, we omit 

the motive at the core. This soaet:laes gives our papers an inconclusive, 

inco~~plete feeling. Banclolph Wadsworth wrote a lovely paper on ~f 

Cooper;·; it .. waa inconcluaiYe; DGtf Cooper hiuelt vu inconclusive, aDd. 

the paper was a reflection of the aan, but I cannot escape the conviction 

that it would have been .a reall7 telling performance if the point had been 

ude a:plicitl7 • 

Coaments like these reflect 1111 own critical canons, of course, 

and, therefore, JlllSt be taken skeptical17: if IV canons are wrong, 1111 
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co.-nta are worthless. Still, there are probably a few truths .in our 

Literary Club year, true regardless of critical stan~•· Iaagine a know

/ iug viai tor froa a distant city, with us but not of us. for the yw; 

what would his net i.Jipression have been? (We shall have to assume that 

soM blessed coincidence kept hiDl away from the Rutherford Hayes program. 

or he would never have cOM again.) 

··I think he would wonder why so rev ot us write on the subjects 

closest to our hearts. We delve into histo17, we rqe the world, but 

where we have the depth ot genuine experience, we do not venture. There 

has been no decent ettort on fatherhood, on Ml'l"iage, on the process ot 

human •turation all year. A year ot homey rwerie would be appallinc, 

ot course, but a tew ot us, . at least, giYe mdence of haYing trouble 

finding a subject. Why do none ot us write about what is under our noses? 

Our visitor aight wonder, bQt would then conclude there was a bit of escape 

.in most or our papers. And why not! Paper& which are not fun to write 

are usually dull. 

He would also perceiYe the gentleness I have mentioned, and ita 
. 

occasional parsui t to the point ot quaintness. He would decide that we 

were JIOderate aen, most of us. But beyoDCl that, he would see that as a 

group· we were COIIpU"atiYel.y happy aen; equable, tolerant, for the most 

part u.ture - all qualities that can only be bred in tairly bapw people. 

I think he would fiDd deep pleasure in our e~~~phaais on hwu.n 

individuality, our insistence that a aan is a unique coabination ot number

less elements, with dignity, strength, and abiding worth; he would see that 

we insist on this not as a cause, but as a tact; which Jlakes us perhaps 

not contemporar,y but genuinely liberal in spirit. 

Above all, he would understand that 1110st of us possess that most 
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~recious or all literar,y qualities, lite: the life of variety, or discover,y, 

of newly umerstood relationships; the life of the freshly chosen word, 

the freshly seen act, the freshly thought thought. It he is much' or a 

critic, he knows that this one quality counter-balances all the literary 

faults in the books and avoids the one detect which every literary u:-

cellence cannot overcoae, dullness • 

Perhaps he would also have been puzzled .b;y the minutes. .ls he 

mq be around this year, I would like to explain the~~ - particularlt as 

the Club at ·its election rejected an otter ot a graceful w~ to get rid of 

th•• For the 110st part we are amateurs, and the unpleasant things I have 

said have usually marked the common faults or amateur writers. I agree 

that it is foolish to scold a boy tor acting like a boy, or to criticize 

amateurs tor writing like amateura, .lt the same tiae, uncritical accept

ance leads, in the one case, to juvenile delinquency, and in the other, 

to a stultified aecretar.y. So huaan a group as this would DOt elect one 

ot ita IIIJIIbers to stultification (and think or what our ida would say it 

we did). The Jli.nutea •st, therefore, reflect the secretary's mind, 

education, and viscera. 

I have tried to be gentle without being insipid. I have not been 
. f!.t .X,~ .VI'\) ... 

unpleasant when I could not also be pleasant; when 1 could not be both, I 

have said as little as polsible. When a a..Oer has given a great deal of 

ti.ae and thought to a paper, he is entitled to the dignity ot an honest 

and thoughtful reaction, The ultiute iadignityis no reaction at all. 

These at least are the propositions which I have nailed. ·to 111 atudl door. 

If I have offended ;you, I have this to say in J11 defense: by '1111 own stan

dards I have honored you; condllln IV' standards it you wish, but not rq 

spirit, 
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I · Expect more of the same in the coming months. For lll¥ part I shall ac-

count it a splendid 7ear if it brings us as IIU.Ch ·as last year o~ hUIWlity1 

perception, anal.Jsis, wit, beauty. and fault, 
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I Respectful~ submitted. 
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THE LITERARY C·LUB 

STATEMENT FOR PERIOD AUGUST 31, 1954 to AUGUST 31~ 1955 

RECEIPTS 

~ .. ,.~ ...... on hand August 31, 1954, ------------------------------------·-
Dues---.,..---- ... -----------------_------- ___ _.. __________ ---- .. _____ ---·--

*(Note: The reason for this figure being an uneven amount is due 
to the fact that Malcolm F. McGregor paid his dues by 
a check on Bank of Montreal, Vancouver, B. C., so the 
charge for collecting the funds was 18~) 

Z/28/54 • Received from The Central Tr-ust Company, Trustee tmder the 
will of Lawrence C. Carr, deceased, surplus income,------

TOTAL RECEIPTS-----------· 

DISBURSEMENTS 

. verages----------·-----------·------------------------- 7·34, 83 
s. Browning--:r-·-----·-··--·-- -~-------- -- ...... ,----.--------- 476. 80 

ity Income T&x-··•--- -- --------·---------------- ----- -·- -- z. 40 
, Bervices--·-··-· ................ _:.. ________ . ____________ ._______ 3Z7. Z6 

ra---------------------------------------------·--, ZZ.l5. 
d-------------------------~------------------------- 918.64 
and Electricity--------------------------·------------ 668.03 

uran.ce--------- ------------------ -·- ------------------- 138. 18 
stage, Printing, Stationery Supplies, etc.---------------- 209.50 

a, Replacements, etc.----------------------------- 1, 074.29 
axe a----------------------- ... -----------------------·---- 670. 02 
lephone--- ...... --- -·-- ---------- -·--- --------------------- 121, ZO 
ater------ .. -- .... ---------------- -·----- ----------------.... 23. 54 

TOTAL DISBURSEMENTS 

.. 1955-------------------------------------

3,416.07 
4,874.82 

348.75 

8,639.64 

5,386,84 

3,252.80 



DISBURSEMENTS 
------------~---

BEVERAGES 

Liquor 
Ice 
Liquor for annual dinner 
The Geo. Wiedemann Brewing Co. , 
The w~ T I Wagner* s Sons Co., 
The Coca-Cola Bottling Works Co. , 
Barq Bottling Co. , Inc, , 
The Geo. Wiedemann Brewing Co, , 
The W. T. Wagner* s Sons Co. , 
The Coca-Cola Bottling Works Co., 
The Burger Brewing Co., 
Vino 1 s, Inc., 
Liquor 
Ice 
The Burger Brewing Co. , 
The Geo. Wiedemann Brewing Co. , 

Liquor 
Ice 
The Geo. Wiedemann Brewing Co. 1 . 

The Burger Brew~g Co. 1 

Liquor 
Ice 
The Geo. Wiedemann Brewing Co. 1 

The Burger Brewing Co. , 
The W •. T. ·Wagner's Sons Co. 1 

The Coca;..Cola Bottling Works Co, , 
Barq Bottling Co., Inc. 1 

Vernor's 
Liquor 
Ice 
The Geo. Wiedemann Brewing Co. 1 

The Burger Brewing Co. 1 

The W. T. Wagner's Sons Co. , 
Vernor's 
Barq Bottling Co. ,, Inc. 1 

Liquor 
Ice 
The Geo, Wiedemann Brewing Co., 
The Burger Brewing Company 

Forwarded 

31.32 
1. 40 

65.00 
15.75 
3. 31 
Z.42 
1.14 

24.45 
3.37 
1. 92 

11.90 
101.13 
34.80 
6. 30 
5.20 

28.35 

41.76 
3.50 

24.45 
7.80 

73.08 
6.30 

58.75 
23.40 
2. 31 
1.92 
1. 12 
1.1Z 

52.20 
6.30 

37.25 
15.60 
2.31 
1. 12 
1. 12 

14.21 
3.10 

15.75 
z. 60 

734.83 734.83 
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DISBURSEMENTS 
(Continued) 

-2-
Forwarded 

MRS. BROWNING 

salary 40.00 
Leas City Income Tax .40 

Do 
Salary 
Salary 

Salary 
Salary 
Salary: 40.00 

Less City Income Tax .40 
Do 
Do 
Do 
Do 
Do 

Note: On 12./20/51 the Club advanced $50. 00 to Mrs. 
Browning to be retained by her to be used to 
purchase s.uppliea, with reimburse.ment monthly. 

CI·TY INCOME TAX 

City of Cincinnati, city income tax withheld from Peggy 
Browning for .month of August, 

Do - month of Septe.mber, 
Do - month of October, 

Do .. months of March, April and May@ 40¢ per month, 

CLERICAL SERVICES 

Gertrude Aspden: 
Typing 39 Literary Club papers @ 4. 00 each, 
Re-Copying of papers 
Indexing 
.Postage 

156.00 
156. 00 

8. 00 
1. 26 

39.60 
39.60 
40.00 
40.00 

40.00 
40.00 

39. 60 ' 
39.60 
39.60 
39.60 
39.60 
39.60 

.40 

.40 

.40 

1.20 

Forwarded 

734.83 

476,80 

2.40 

327.26 

1,541. 29 



FLOWERS 

DISBURSEMENTS 
(Continued) 

-3-

Jone.s, The Florist, flowers for annual dinner, 

FOOD 

Forwarded 

22.15 

Mrs, Browning, to reimburse for amount paid Silverglade's 
Delicatessen, 

Moriconi 1 s Food Market, 
The University Club, annual dinner, 
The Boat House Coffee and Tea Co. , 
H. J. Cain Fish Co., 
Loretta Food Shop, 
Moriconi' s Food Market, 
Klosterman' a French Baking Co. , 
Moriconi' s Food Market, 

Mrs. Browning, to reimburse for amount paid for fruit 
cakes, 

H. J I Cain Fish Co. , 
Moriconi*·s FoodMarket, 
Moriconi * s Food Market, 
French-Bauer 
H. J 1 Cain Fish Co. , 
MoriconPa Food Market, 
Mrs. Browning, to reimburse for amount paid for 

groceries and a ham, 
Moriconi1 s Food Market, 

G.AS AND ELECTRICITY 

Gas 8.21 
Eiectricity 10.90 
Gas 9.03 
Electricity 12.21 
Gas 15.81 
Electricity 20.89 
Gas 49.75 

19.89 

4.58 
33.16 

Z02,44 
6.06 

20.00 
49.30 
96.25 
3,38 

71.96 

1. 25 
5.00 

78.24 
129.90 

5.20 
4,00 

103.73 

15.12 
89.07 

19. 11 

21.24 

36.70 

69.64 Electricity 
Forwarded --- 146. 69 

Forwarded 

1, 541. 29 

22.15 

918.64 

2, 48z.·.o8 
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(Continued) 

-4-
Forwarded 

GAS AND ELECTRICITY - Continued: 
Forwarded---146. 69 

Gas 67 •. 56 
Electricity 33.17 
Gas 80.40 
Electricity 27.44 
Gas 85.17 
Electricity 26.43 
Gas 52,87 
Electricity 24.93 
Gas 37,67 
Electricity 22.97 
Gas 17.94 
Electricity 20.10 
Gas 7.83 
Ele ctri.city 16.86 
No bill rendered 

IN.SURANCE 

G • .Andrews Espy, premises and employer's liability 
ins.urance, 

A •. M •. Peck .IE Co,, fire insurance on furniture and 
fixtures, 

100.73 

107.84 

111.60 

77,80 

60.64 

38.04 

24.69 

124.00 

14.18 

POSTAGE, PRlNTING, S.TATIONERY SUPPLIES, ETC. 

The H. Nieman Co., 
The Central Trust Co., postage for mailing 10/1/54 bills,· 
Elliott Add-ressing Machine Co., 
The H. Nieman Co, , 
Dr. Louis B. Owens, postage, 
Harry C. Sherick, binding 2 volumes 9f papers, 
The H. Nieman Co. r · 
Hathaway Stamp Co. , for. stamp to be used in endorsing 

· check• ... "Credited to the Account of Payee'', 
Carl L. Spitzfaden, Inc. , 4 reams 8 1/2 x 11 white bond 

paper, 
The Central Trust Co,, postage, 
The H. Nieman Co, , · 

78.98 
2.82 

• 26 
7.14 

10,00 
Z0.60 
7.14 

1. 24 

16.79 
3. 00 

15.38 

Forwarded-··· 163.35 

Forwarded 

2,482.08 

668.03 

138.18 

3,288.29 
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DISBURSEMENTS 
(Continued) 
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' 

Forwarded 
POSTAGE, PRINTING, STATI.ONERY 

SUPPLIES, ETC. - Continued: 
Forwarded -- 163. 35 

The H.· Nieman Co., . 
EIIioft Aauressiiig N1achme Co., 

The H. Nieman Co. , 
Do 
Do 
The Central Trust Company, postage for mail~g 

4/1 I 55 bills, 
The H. Nieman Co. , 

REPAIRS, REPLACEMENTS, ETC. 

Mrs, Browning, refund for amount advanced to pay for 
cleaning and removing chairs to basement for annual 
dinner, etc., 

Do - refund for amount advanced to pay for two water 
pitchers, 

Garrety Dry Cleaners, slipcovers dyed and draperies 
cleaned and pressed, 

Moriconi1a Food .Market, light bulbs, 
The Handy Window Shade Co., 13 shades cleaned, 
Pickering Hardware Co., 
The Model Laundry Co, , 
W. E. Anderso~, to reimburse for amount advanced to 

pay extra help at annual dinner, 
The Model Laundry Co. , 
M. Dunsky• Co., rental of glasses, etc. for annual dinner, 
Ziegler Towel Supply, table linen, chair covers, etc. for 

annual dinner, 
The Pounsford Stationery Co,, paper napkins and matches, 
United Cleaning Co., cleaning woodwork and windows, 
The Model Laundry Co., 

Mrs. Browning, Christmas decorations, 
The Model Laundry Co.·, 
United Cleaning Co. , cleaning services, 
Peck, Hannaford It Briggs Co., gas furnace, 596. 00 
. Installing new basement expansion ·tank with 

valves. for draining and new safety pressure 
relief valve, 88. 80 

The Main ·supply Co. , 
The Model L.aundry Co. , 

7:~~ 
7.14 
7,14 
7,14 

2,76 
14,28 

zs. 00 

1. 93 

35.00 
3,74 

10.95 
3. 73 
4.94 

78.00 
12.30 
24,39 

45.22 
2.58 

64.00 
4,40 

s. 75 
5.83 

14.00 

684.80 
,83 

ll. 60 
Forwarded--- 1, 038,99 

Forwarded 

3,288.29 

209.50 

3,497.79 
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DISBURSEMENTS 
··(Continued) 

-6-

REPAIRS, REPLACEMENTS, ETC. 
Continued: 

Forwarded 

Forwarded-- 1, 038.99 

Mrs, Browning, to reimburse for amount paid for 
washing and installing window screens, 

United Cleaning ·co. , 
The Model Laundry Co., 
The Model Laundry Co., 

TAXES 

Paul A. O'Brien, Treasurer, Hamilton County, Ohio, 
first half of 1954 real estate taxes, 

Do- second half of 1954 real estate taxes, 

TELEPHONE 

(Bill was for 13.42· but 3. 63 was due from Mrs. Browning) 

(Bill was for 12. 54 but 2. 75 was due from Mrs. Browning) 

WATER 

6. 00 
14.00 
11.46 
3.84 

335. 01 
335. 01 

9.79 
9.79 

10. 10 
9.79 

9.79 
10. 10 
9.79 

10.77 
11.48 
9.79 
9.79 

10.22 

3. 80 

;:4~ 
6. 30 

TOTAL DISBURSEMENTS 

3,497.79 

1, 074. 29 

!:] ;' \ 
·I , , .. 

670. 02 
:! •;. 
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121. 20 

23.54 

5,386.84 
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· The L1 teran Clup 

September Meetings 
.; 

0 c:1'o bo(-. '\ 
Business Meeting S.tember !!; 1955 

President Dale Osborn called to orde~ a. good-natured, good

sized quorum for the first business meeting of the year. The minutes 

of the June meetings were read and absent-minedl1 appro-ved. The secre

tary's annual. report which followed was a bit long, but was received w:lth 

courage. 

The treasurer's report, tiled with these minutes, was its usual 

awesome, ari thlletical tour de force, ending with the observation that on 

August )1, 1955, our balance on hand was $),252.80. It was observed that 

there .was no commitment .from the treasurer as to what has happened since 

Augl1st )1. Rei tber the historian nor the librariaft made a report. JAuis 

B. Owens, clerk, reported that everyone had been cooperative and this was 

a great pleas.lU"e. 

President Osborn coinmented on the tragic deaths or two members 

during the su.er, and appointed as a memorial co111111ittee for Ramsey Find-

later,·· Messrs. Cellarius, cbail'lll8n, Hooper and.wring; for F. Michael 

• 
Krouse, Messrs. Ford, chairman, Wulsin and Cameron • 

. 
As there ·was nothing else to do, the Meeting adjourned. 

· The program to'J" the JDHting ha~ been William Hessler on pidgin 

English, a philological inquiry resoundingly entitled "Rausim Pidgin? 

:piefela Tinktink I-Olesem Rubis I 11 Someone connected with UN apparently 

wants to abolleh pidgin English tor an assortment ot illogioal reasons, 

and ·Mr. ·Hess1er, having learned it as his contribution to victory- iri World 

War II, 'was opposed to its abolition• The paper began with a brief account 

of ·the orig~ and background of pidgin and its users,_ and proceeded to its 
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basic content, an account of pidgin 1s devel~pment, present status, and 

analytical design. 

Early in the reading, Mr. loring plunged the meeting into total 

darkness i the act proved not to be symbolic. The paper was a delight from 

beginning to end, one-third serious and two-thirds ironic in tone, packed 

with Mr. Hessler's own kind or wry humor, which was robustly fortified by 

illustrations and locutions from the language i tselt. Probably each or 

us fourrl his own delights in the paper; D\Y own favorites were occasional 

inserted thumbnail essays • which separately could have made small budget 

gems i there were for example, e. comment on head and deer hunting, a pidgin 

descriptio~ or unpacking .a piano, s.nd a many-splendored. defense ot vul

garity in languages. By the time Mr. Hessler got around to demolishing 
.. 

the_ UN' s argumente for abolition or pidgin, they ha4 al.ready been reduced 

dis!ela tinktink to rubis; they had served as a spring board, rut they 

were shattered by the impact, 

At the informal meeting or September 26, Mr. C1ark Firestone as 

master or ceremonies presented what he called a sort o£ Times-Star editorial 

page read by himself. Mr. Sagmaster, and Mr. Stimson as contributors. Mr. 

Sagmaster read an amusing comment and analysis on the London/ Times, first 

page personal column, Mr. Stimson contributed an ironic piece on Cincirmati 

weather, suggesting export, or re-export, instead or the monotonous imports 

the city labors in. "It Happened In a Tent" was presented as a very brief 

comment from James Albert Green by his proxy 1 Clark Firestone; and Mr, 

Firestone's own contribution, "The Office Window" wa.s an account of Mr. 

Firestone's early newspaper days in New York, on the Mail am Express am 

on the World. 

It was a pleasant evening. but I doubt t,hat the Times-Ste.r 

• 

.i, 

., 
i, 

i . 
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editorial page· would have published much of it. There is a place in 

our lives for the light touch; Messrs. Sagmas~er and Stimson found it, 

with an undertone of greater substance. "It Happened in a Tent" eluded 

me entirely. And Mr. Firestone 1 s own reminiscences were a radiant con-

tribution to our feelings for early 20th Century journalism in New York, 

particularly Joseph Pulitzer, whose portrait was not particularly flatter-

ing. If the program did not scale the heights, it certainly maintained 

an easy, even keel. 

It might not be amiss to point out here that very little of 

last year's work was done by professional writers. September of this 

year, by contrast, was entirely professional. I have thought the quality 

of professional writing is s~uewhat different from the writing of the rest 

of· us amateurs, as a general rule, and I make this comment to be tucked 

away in our consciousnesses when we judge the coming papers of the yea:r. 

Respectfully submitted, 

~~~ 
Secretary 
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THE LITERARY CLUB 
Telephone MAin 1-6589 

• OCTOBER, 1955~ 

• October 3 
"~'ii-No-Pa-Mo-Disin" 

CHALMERS HADLEY 
Business Meeting 

October I() 
Some Lighter Moments of a 

Darker· Day 
}AMES E. STUART 

October 17 
"Experiment" 

JAMES M. NELSON 
October 24 

Nuclear and Not So Clear 
WILLIAM E. ANDERSON 

October 31 
105th Anniversary 

DALE P. OSBORN 

• LOUIS B. OWENS, Clerk 

The Board of Management suggests 
that guests retire to the Library during 

business meeting of the Club. 
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The Literary Club 

· October Meeting_~ 

1\toiJ,..._ l.. 
Business :t-1eeting Oeteeer • ..].25.2 

Another do-nothing business meeting was called to order and 

adjourned October .3, the only action having been numb approval of the 

September minutes. 

The program of the evening '-'Tas Mr. Chalmers Hadley's "Mi.-No-

Pa-Mo-Disin", which was read by Ashley Walker for Mr. Hadley, The paper 

was in effect a conanemorati ve tribute to the Club's and the City's greatly 

loved James Albert Green, On a rough framework of Mr. Green's biography, 

Mr. Hadley laid the brick and facing of incident and personal recollection • 

It '!r7as a rambling, discursive, almost st:ructureless appreciation 

of a friend, and as such does not justify critical comment. Perhaps a few 

observations, however, are approprie.te. In tone the paper suggested the 

phrase "emotion recollected in tranquility", and was suffused in a glow 

of sweetness both unusual and appropriate. In a few of the outdoors, 
' . 

woodsy incidents, and also with his dogs, Mr. Green came to life vividly; 

for the rest, our individual recollections of Mr. Green were undisturbed. 

On October lO,Mr, J. E. B. Stuart's paper, "Some Lighter Noments 

of a Darker Day'', lightly brushed the da.rkest years of t,he great depression, 

calling to memory the era of Cf1IA, Fm, WPA, and other alphabetical ex

ercises, and )fr, Stuart's own tenure as Welfare Director, The time and its 

meaning were climatic and tragic, but a lighter side lay in the fact that 

human beings waywardly and stubbornly insisted on being human beings, a.nd 

therefore a bit dizzy, Accounts of the efforts of fellow travelers, of 

personal experiences, and of a few colorful individuals s"J.idly supported 

i. 

!! : 
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Mr. Stuart's thesis that the era was hectic, shifting, jerking, contra

dictory and epochal. 

The great depression probably brought to this count!"'J the world 
-, 

movement which marks our century, the era or the common man ~.nd of his 

social aspirations, We characterize the movement in our own phrases; Nr. 

Stuart chooses to think of it in this country as the adoption of the second 

umrri tten constitutional amendment, by which, for the first time, individ1.lal 

human welfare became the responsibility or government. 

The paper sparkled in many spots, delighted in many spots, and 

perh,aps for these reasons barely failed to achieve historical depth, We 

are far enough .from the era to have acquired the outline of an historical 

perspective: Mr. Stuart also has the outline of an historical perspective 

bu.t did not, in this paper,develope it. A mass of personal ident.ity and 

detail confronted Mr. Stuart; this he organized - a difficult job it was -

and blasted out of h:i.s way. Perhaps, having written this paper, Mr. 

Stuart's perspective will further deepen, and he will evolve a form which 

' will give us both his w1 t and the period's historical significance. 

On October 17 in "Experiment" James Nelson brought us an histor

ical account of prohibition in America, Using the St. Valentine's Day 

massacre in Chicago as a jumping off point r~. Nelson propounded the ques

tion: how can our country have gotten this result from the well-intended 

experiment "noble in purpose?" The account of the prohibition movement 

stemming from the early days of the Republic, which constituted the body 

. of Mr. Nelson • s paper, was well organized, interestihgly presented, and 

carefully evaluated; but it did not answer Mr. Nelson's question. Bits 

ahd pieces of history and folklore were .~arefully selected, and were 

I 
' ' 
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brought into historical relationship with a pleasant illusion of finality. 

A writer who selects an historical subject has his choice of 

several presentations. Mr. Nelson chose straight historical narrative 

with a bit of personal and impersonal evaluation thrown in. I suppose 

that from this point of view, simple observation of a phenomenon is 

sufficient; thus the observation that the temperance movement was cyclical 

rather than, for example, circular or cumulative is all we are entitled 

to granted this point or view. It seems to me, though, to be incompletei 

in Mr. Nelson's example, while it gave us an interesting narrative, in the 

end it asked more questions than it answered. Questions are run, but so 

are answers. 
I 

On .october 24 Mr. William Anderson essayed a layman 1s excursion 

into nuclear physics and chemistry with his paper "Nuclear and Not So Clear". 

Maybe "Anderson in Wonderle.nd 11 would have been as appropriate a title. Start-

ing calmly with a discussion of relative size, the paper shortly got itself 

involved in a burrowing process, which went deeper and deeper, passing ever 

stranger sights until finally it ended on the other side of something (I am 

not sure what) in the bright and happ,y light of a declaration of faith from 

Mr. Lilienthal, to the general effect that we Americans are a people with 

faith in each other, God, and reason. 

Mr. Anderson took his position squarely on the proposition that 

a reasonably well-educated, non-scientific layman should be ab~e to un

derstand these things and express them in a simple English translation. 

To a degree he was sucee3sful; as with practically all science-made-eas.y 

efforts, a line was drawn between oversimplification and normal compli

cation; and Mr~ Anderson drew the line .on the oversimplification side. 

With this I do not quarrel,. as Mr. Anderson had the right to choose, but 

I, 
I 
I I . 
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I 
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even so there were spots vrhere Mr •. Anderson sounded much like Mr. Benoh

le,y immortally carving a turkey, or perhaps Mr. Seasongood explaining 

proportional representation. I should say that the paper was not highly 

succesful: to those reasonably literate on the subject it had little 

educational value; to those wholly illiterate on the subject it was more 

like Benchley than $ducation; only to the brains of a few in-betweeners 

did the'paper add some news. 

The President's dinner on October 31, celebrating the Club's 

106th anniversary, was as always graceful, festive and gay, to which, of 

course, the brimming cocktail glass and flowing wine bottle added their 

share. Pleasant letters from Derrick Vail, Simeon Johnson, and John P. 

Frye brought a contrasting touch or reminder and regret, 

After dinner the Mummers Guild of the University of Cincinnati 

presented the program, Christopher Frye 1 s "A Phoenix Too Frequent 11 , in a 

presentational production by three talented, accomplished and likable 

drama students. The theme of the play was well expressed in the phrase 

"our opposite corruptions, the world and the grave". To one not familiar 

with it, the play possessed an electrifying wit both of word selection 

and of idea. All in all, it was an admirable, though decidedly unusual, 

program selection for the occasion~ 

The most interesting aspect of the play to me was the reaction 

of the members, the puzzled chuckle, the joyful guffaw, and the uneasy 

gasp as compr,hension dawned. An occasional survey of faces ge.ve new 

depth to familiarity - amused, fascinated, interested, and appalled all 

at once, and deeply immersed in eloquence and riddle. 

Excluding the President's dinner, it is my guess that the 

!. ' ,. ' 
,I ,, 
·' ·' 
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literary fare for October will turn out to have been typica.J., Mr. Hadley 

gave us recollection with charm; Mr. Stuart, social history with wit; Mr. 

Nelsen, political history with ~stery; Mr. Anderson, science with wonder, 

This adds up to catholicity of interest, variety of style, individuality 

of view-point and deficiency in imagination - perhaps an interesting 

series of phrases, but in the end hardly more than the observation that 

boys will be boys. 

Respectfully submitted, 

Secretary 
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THE LITERARY CLUB 
Telephone MAin 1-6589 

NOVEMBER, 1955 

November 7 
The Head of the Harpe 

I ' . 
CHAR.LES s. ADAMS 

Business Meeting 
November 14-

Nestor's Pylos, 1955 . 
CARL w: J.kEGEN 

November 21 

Volcano Island 
WALTER C. BECKJORD 

'November 28 
Informal 
Enw ARD F. ALEXANDEU 

Lours B. OwENS, Clerk 
The Board of Management suggests 
that guests retire to the Librar11 during 

business meeting of the Club. 

"--------------·-·-·---



'nle Literary Club 

November Meetings 

Business Meeting November 7. 1955 

A blood-sated quorum or forty-four members was called to order 

by President Osborn on November 7 and approved the minutes of the October 

meetings with a low murmur. A memorial to Ramsey Findlater was read by 

Mr. Cellarius for his committee, Messrs. U,ring ani Cooper; and a memor

ial to Michael Krouse by George Ford for his committee, Messrs. Cameron 

and Wulsin. Both memorials were unanimously accepted by the Club and 

copies ordered sent to the families or the two deceased members. 

A framed print or "Der Bdcherwurm" was received from Mr. Roger 

Ferger and accepted by the Club in a chorus of ·jahs. 

Mr. Grant c. Cannon was elected to membership without bloodshed, 

following which the meeting was adjourned. · 

Blood lust is not one or our characteristics, but to the extent 

that we have it, it was over-abundantly slaked, it not drowned, by the 

paper of the evening, "The Head or the Harpe", by Charles s. Adams. The 

Harpe brothers, Big. and ·Little, were bloodthirsty and obviously demented 

murderers, who roamed Tennessee and Kentucky at the end or the eighteenth 

century. The paper was an account or their movements and murders, con.;. 

centrating particularly on the year 1799, during which Big Harpe was 

captured by a posse in a georgeous chase, after which he was killed and 

decapitated and his head impaled on a tree. 

The paper was lovingly researched, clear+f written and imaginative 

in presentation. It is not Mr. Adams 1 fault that about thirty-five murders 

in fifty minutes became repetitive; at the height or carnage murders averaged 
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one a minute. One very odd quality deserves special connnent: a curious 

undertone of come~, t~tally inexplicable on the basis or the narrated 

facts. There is, I am told, a literar,y genre called comedy of destrtlction, 

of which ."Tobacco Road• is an example, in which people and their actions are 

so utterly depraved and destructive that tJhe only human reaction is laughter, 

the laughter of swift and bitter satire. The undertone of comedy in Mr. 

Adams' paper lay in a similar vein, a bit uncomfortable, like the buc.kets

of-blood literature from childhood, and also a bit uncontrollable. We 

needed a change of pace, and we got it. 

On November 14 Dr. Carl w. Blegen came not with a paper entitled 

"Nestor's P,ylos, 1955", but with an archeological lecture. Screened color 

slides illustrated the presentation, beginning with Dr. Blegen's remark-

able archeological find in Greece some years ago and continuing with an 

account or further work and excavations to date. Dr. Blegen has concluded 

that the palace so discovered was Nestor's Pylos which was burned, probably 

by enemies, around 1200 B.C. I 

I doubt that the members of the Club have accepted the lecture 

as a satisfactor,y literar,y form to substitute for a paper. I do not doubt, 

however, that the large group found the lecture exceedingly interesting 

e.m informative, neither too technical for lay consumption nor too pedes

trian for informed interest. I suppose the prehistoric bathroom was the 

human-interest high spot, together with the thousands or drinking vessels 

also uncovered. or greater real interest, however, was the scope and 

breadth of the discovery and the subsequent work on it. 

On November 21 came Walter Beokjord with both ~. paper and an 

illustrated lecture on Hawaii entitled 11Volcano Island". It was an effort 

in the ~~ Trip Abroad" tradition, containing such phrases as "the paradise 

of the Pacific", though in one or two spots id did dig below the surface 
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to touch briefly on history, statehood, and anthropology. The pictures 

were pretty but undistinguished with a few hair-raising exceptions; notably 

one or two action pictures of fishermen and surf riders, and particularly 

several pictures of flowers, shrubs and trees. These had a professional 

finish. I wish Mr. Beckjord had decided he would be a botanist on this 
I 

trip instead of a tourist. 

November meetings ended on the 28th with Edward Alexander's 

budget. "The Antique•, a short short story by Francis Moore told of the 

unnoticing George who bought back the 18th Century antique clock that his 

wife had previously sold, that the unnoticing George had previously bought; 

a story with perhaps a de Maupassant flavor, unpretentious, unlabored, and 

also, perhaps, a bit lacking in color. "A 'lale of Two Land Titles" by 

Edward Alexander was an historical description step by step of the appalling 

mess in ti.tles of two inner squares of land between the Parkway and 12th 

Street; a factual, unadorned account which achieved interest by its very 

straightforws.rd simplicity. ' 

Two sketches followed. The first, "This Here Trip0 by Robert 

Allen, was an account of a wedding trip with mishaps. Taking a bit too 

seriously rq collllllents on simple statement, Mr. Allen leaned over backward 

in a self-conscious illiteracy of style, which signally lapsed in the 

middle; even so, he demonstrated that to a degree I was right, and in 

addition demonstrated that a trip paper, if reasonably selective, can 

amount to a good deal more than a "IV Trip Abroad". The second sketch, 

"The iiouse· on the Hilltop" by Bert Smith told of a hermit-like cobbler 

who died leaving the debris of forty-four years to his fifth cousin, in

cluding· a room full of spoiled. books. Again the sketch was straightforward, 

unpretentious, and highly selective in detail, 
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The fifth item was a poem by Ashley Walker, "An Ode" - to pie -

which began vaguely in the 17th Century metaphysical spirit and continued 

in the semi-mock-heroic style perhaps of the Restoration. It was a fin~ 

conceit, conceived in the satirical vein or contrast between pomposity 

and pie, with rubber-kneed meter and elastic rhyme, 

This seems as good a time as any to comment on our informal 

programs. Too often, it seems to me, our budget papers overlook the fact 

that the short torm has a place :1:.~ our lives as distinguished as the longer 

forms, We are too likely, as a favor to a friend, to produce for budget 

1 papers five or ten minutes worth of words beginning here, endj.ng there, 

and with a barren stretch between. The budget is the rightful place for 

the little gem, the well-.cut diamond which would not make a pendant but 

sparkles handsomely in a ring, We cannot all cut diamonds, but even a 

well-shaped brick has character. I make the point now because I can s~ 

in all honesty that Mr. Alexander's budget comes close to a model. Each 

of its items in its own way had a grace and sparkle of its own - not well

out diamonds, all ot them perhaps, but at least well formed rhinestones or 

bricks, with a lovely glass emerald from Woolworth by Ashley Walker, 

Perhaps it is fair to say that Mr. Alexander's budget set a sort 

of retroactive tone for November - varied, straightforward, unpretentious, 

interesting and direct, 

Respectful~ submitted, 

Secretary 
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The fifth item was a poem by Ashley Walker, "An Ode" - to pie -

which began vaguely in the 17th Century metaphysical spirit and continued 

in the semi-mock-heroic style perhaps of the Restoration. It was a fin~ 

conceit, conceived in the satirical vein of contrast between pomposity 

and pie, with rubber-kneed meter and elastic rhyme. 

This seems as good a time as 81\Y to comment on our informal 

programs. Too often, it seems to me, our budget papers overlook the fact 

that the short form has a place ~n our lives as distinguished as the longer 
. ,;, 

forms. We are too likely, as a favor to a friend, to produce for budget 

1 papers five or ten minutes worth of words beginning here, endj.ng there, 

and with a barren stretch between. The budget is the rightful place for 

the little gem, the well-.cut diamond which would not make a pendant but 

sparkles handsomely in a ring. We cannot all cut diamonds, but even a 

well-shaped brick has character. I make the point now because I can say 

in all honesty that Mr. Alexander's budget comes close to a model. Each 

of its items in 1 ts own way had a grace and sparkle of its own - · not well

cut diamonds, all of them perhaps, but at least well formEd rhinestones or 

bricks, with a lovely glass emerald from Woolworth by Ashley Walker. 

Perhaps it is fair to say that Mr. Alexander's budget set a sort 

of retroactive tone for November - varied, straightforward, unpretentious, 

interesting and direct. 

Respectfully submittEd, 

Secretary 
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Resolution - The Literary Club 

RAM§EY FINDL6TER 

The Literary Club has suffered a painful lose in the death 
of Ramsey Findlater, on July 24, 1955. Mr. Finilater, a graduate of 
Hughes High School, of Kenyon College (Class or 1926) and of the Har
vard University Sdlool of Architecture, where he received a Master's 
Degree in 1932, had practiced his profession in Boston and Miami, Flor
ida. He came to Cincinnati in 1939, where he became connected with the 
Metropolitan Housing Authority, ot which he was Executive Secretary since 
19.46. Hie conscientious serYice and executive ability were largely re
sponsible tor the advances made by the City of Cincinnatl.in the field 
ot Public Housing. 

While not practicing his profession as an individual, Mr. 
Findlater retained his professional interest in architecture, and he 
had served both as secretary and as president of the Cincinnati Chapter 
of the American Institute of Archi tecta. He was also a former vice
president of the National Association of Housing Officials and was one 
of the American authorities on public housing. 

Thanks to his informed interest in literature and the arts, 
Ramsey Findlater was a "natural" tor membership in our Club, and he 
became a truly devoted member.. He made it virtually an unbroken rule 
never to miss a :meeting when he was in the city. The Literary Club 
was to him a sour·ol"' of deep satisfaction, and he was at work on a long 
paper at the time of his last illness. 

The Literary Club can join with the writer of an editorial 
in the Cincinnati Times.;.Star who said ·of him 11 Hie friends -- and they 
were many .:..:. knew Mr. Findlater as a charming companion with a deli
cious sense of humor and an ability to speak with authority on ·a host 
of subjects, both intellectual and material. To the community, he was 
a faithful son, a man who rendered selfless service and who was ded
icated to the task of improving the lives of those leas fortunate. 11 

We shall miss his witty and kindly BP' ech and his :friendly 
personality. To hi's 1iite, Mrs. Helen louise Raymond Findlater, and 
his two children, The L1terary Olub extends its sincere sympathy • 

November 7, 19 55 

Ohar le s F. Cellar ius 

Henry Delano lorl ng 

Henry N. Hooper 
Committee 

i: 
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MICHAEL KROUSE 

Miehael Krouse, a member of the Literary Club since 1950, was 

born in Springfield, Ohio, on July 11, 1916. His family had lived 

in Ohio for a considerable period, and his grandfather had been a 

Republican member of the state legislature. He grew up in Springfield 

and in Dayton, and he attended Oberlin College 'Where he was awarded 

his B.A. and M.A. degrees. his teaching career began in Detroit, 

in the English department of Wayne University and was continued at 

Johns Hopkins, where he was awarded a Ph.D, degree, ±n 1946 he 

was appointed to the University of Cincinnati, first as assistant 

professor of English and later as associate professor, a position 

he held up until the time of his death on September 11 1955, at 

the age of 39 years, He is survived by his parents, and by his wile, 

Nargaret Good Krouse, and by a son and daughter, 

A few days after his death, an editorial appeared in the Cincinnati 

Times-Star, InasrJj.uch as the editorial was written by a member of 

this Club, it seems appropriate to quote from it two or three 

passages for this memorial sketch. The editorial begins by spe~king 
. 

of. the loss tel t not only by family and friends but by hundreds of 

students and thousands of television watchers; and continues: 

Whether in his classrooms at UC or before the TV cameras, 
Dr, Krouse was a rarely gifted interpreter of the great 
men and great works of English literature, .. His· career· 
might have developed brilliantlY' in any one of seyera~l 
directions, Yet ~hat so promising life has been cut 
short, before 40, by cancer. 

Thanks to his writings, Dr. Krouse was becoming a:n 
author! ty on Milton, The great Puritan poet never faced 
blindness with more courage than 'Mike' Krouse faced the 
knowledge of his mortal illness, fought it steadily, and 
yet continued his studies and writings almost until the 
day or his death. 

Times-Star editorial was an unusual tribute for a ma:n compara~ively 

young/and n~t a n~e of Cincinnati. It was one of several indications 

of the way in which Mike Krouse hai made himself known in what had 

been, for him, an unkno~n community. His promine·nce may be attributed, 

·i 
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in part, to his having been a man who combined in an unusual 

degree the qualities of a meticulous scholar and of a popular 

and: persuasive teacher of the humanities. These two sides of his 

character were not always 1 of course·, in perfect equilibrium. 

Here at the Literary Club, the appealing traits that made him a 

popular teacher and lecturer were most in evidence. There was his 

charm and' wit and hearty sociability -- all of which gave the 

impression of a man wholly at ease with the world. 

Yet those who knew him when he f~t came to Cincinnati had 

a differe·nt impression. He was at that time an extremely earnest 

young scholar,jtresh from the Johns Hopkins discipline and its 

Get"me:nic tradition of solid learning. Like Milton's Samson, he 

was a mighty slayer of Philistines, with no patience whatever for 

those misguided students or graduates or a.dministrat ors who regard 

' a university as an institution for training mu~es or for preaching 

official virtues instead of for training the intellect and for 

perpetuating learning./ And it was in th~ role of dedicated 

scholar that Mike Krouse became known out_§J.de the Cincinnati 

community.~ His book, Milton's Samson and the Christian Tradition, 

was recognized by seventee·nth-oentury scholars, here and lbroad, 

as a remarkable contribution to learning. Not only did it 

receive favorable .notice from reviewers, but in 1950, during a 

debate be tween the so-called New Critics and the champions of' 

historical critic ism, this book was singled out by the leading 

Milton authority, A.SIP. Woodhouse, as an outstanding example of 

what can be accomplished by first-rate historical scholarship. 

·Additional recognition of the qualities of his book came when 

the editorial board of the new Yale edition of Mil ton asked Mike 

Krouse to be the editor of their Samson Agonistes volume, and 

another editorial board appointed him to edit some of Milton's 



prose tracts. He was awarded a Guggenheim fellowship to assist him 

in carrying out the research on these projects, and he worked on 

tb:em until tb.e time of his death. J 
The ot~ side of Mike· Krouse, 'the turning to a larger public,, 

was more evident in recen·t years. He found that in addition to 

" gaining the. ears of his :f'ellow men of learning, he had the gift of 

comrnandiD.g the attention of a large audience. His television 

programs, consisting of his reading peams and interpreting them, 

were extraordinarily effective demonstrations that culture can be 

popularized without having to be vulgarized. ln front of the TV 

cameras he was as completely at ease as he was when seated at a 

Literary Club table. 

Equally typical of this second side of his character were the 

papers he wrote for the Literary Club. They~ light sketches, 

short stories, informal essays on contemporary manners -- most of 

them excursions away from the realm of academic solemnities. One 

· exception, perhaps, was his final full-length paper entitlea: "The 

First Time I Saw Paris." Some Club members who listened to that 

paper were surprised by its intensity, especially when the reader 
. I 

was e·numerat ing, with a fervor· that seemed almost excessive, the 

joys of Parisian sights and sounds. Yet, in pprspective 1 that 

fervor and lntensity belonged to him, especially at this time. 

Here was a man who had a curious premonition the. t he would not live 

to see forty --an accurate premonition as it happened-- and as the 

time-span was shrinking there was a sharpening of sensibility, 

a .,. heightened sense of the joys of everyday life 1 which could 

be felt during the reading of this last paper. 

It is appropriate to conclude this sketch with a short passage 

from a poem by John Milton which Mike loved himself, and loved to 

talk about to his students and friends. It i~ a passage from Lycida.s, 
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and it contains a dramatization of the very issues that Mike Krouse 

himself confronted in the last years of his own life. In this 

well-known passage, Milton is meditating upon the death of a 

promising young scholar, Edward King, and he wonders whett.er a 

dedicated life is worth the price: 

Alast What boots it with incessant care 
To tend the homelr slighted -shepherd's trade,. 
And strictly meditate the thankless Musef , 
Were it not better done as others use ••.•• ?if 

Fame is the spur that the clear spirit doth raise 
(That last infirmity of noble mind) 
To scorn delights, and live laborious days; 
But the fair guerdon when we hope to find 
And think to burst out into sudden blaze, 
c~ the blind Jury with th'abhorr~ shears 
And slits the thin spun life. But not the praise 
Phoebus replied • • • • 

Respectfully submitted, 

Alistair Cameron, 
Lucien Wulsin, Jr., 
George H. Ford, Chairman 

It is requested that copies of this memorial'be sent to his widow, 
Mrs. Margaret Krouse 1 and to his mother, Mrs. Ruth Krouse. 
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THE LITERARY CLUB 
Telephone MAin 1-6589 

• DECEMBER, 1955 

•• 
December 5 

Automation, An Old Story 
F. EuGENE WoLFE 

Business Meetin
1
g ;; i . .· 

1 b ~ i l , 
December 12 ~ ~ • '· 1 

La Vie de Paris 
LYNN J. RADCLIFFE 

December 19 
Pine Mountain Thanksgiving 

HENRY N. HooPER 

December 26 

Holiday Celebration 
THE TRUSTEES 

LOUJS B. OwENs, Clerk 
The Board of Management suggests 
that guests retire to the Library during 

business meeting of the Club. I 
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··· The Literary Club 

. December ·Meetings 

Business Meeting December 5. 1955 

The business meeting of December 5 approved the minutes, arrl 

adjourned· exhausted, 

The paper or the evening by F. Eugene Wolfe· was entitled "Auto-

mation, an Old Story"; punning mildly on the word 11old11 , a discussion of 

automatic retirement plans based on chronological age, There were ex

tended comments on the soundness or the idea i tselt, on the human and 

economic effects of premature forced retirement, and on the weak pallia-

tives designed to lighten the effects, In summary, the paper was an ex-

tended criticism or the oddity or a society which spends a great deal of 

money to retire a given group of useful citizens and then spends a gres.t 

deal more to counteract the effect of retirement. 

Dr. Wolfe got a good deal off his chest, inter-larded with some 

astonishing facts, the fruit or obviously substantial research. On the 

whole, the paper was structureless; and it left. me with a curiously am-

biguous feeling that Dr. Wolfe was expressing himself accurately enough 

but was missing an opportunity to express a universal. Retirement is a 

problem surely close to the hearts of many of our members; the problem 

could well find a spokesman in human and economic terms, In Dr, Wolfe's 

paper, Dr, Wolfe foum a spokesman. 

On December 12, Dr. ~ J, Radcliffe read his paper "La Vie de 

Paris" on which notes were made for m_e by Mr. vlilliam G, Wemer, ·' The 

paper was a philosophical discussion or the life or Paris in three as

pects: as the life or liberty, the life or beauty, and the life or joy. 

In his introduction Dr. Radcliffe made a basic equation between. Paris 
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and Westem culture; the life of liberty was developed as the life of 

philosophical skepticism; the life of beauty as the dissatisfied search 

. for artistic values to take the place of the traditionalism which had been 

tossed overboard; and the life of joy as the mask for sorrow. Paris in 

this a~sis becomes an over-ripe roquefort in shining tin foil • 

I personally agree with most of what Dr. Radcliffe said about 

Paris as a city, but there are those who take violent exception. I take 

exception only to the thesis that Paris is the s~nbol of France, and 

France the symbol of Western culture. Paris is a fascinating problem; 

France is an even more fascinating problem; they are different facets or 

one of the great theoritical problems of history, the people which has 

lost its wq. Toynbee has much to say abo~t this and so does Dr. Rad

cliffe - but I still think Paris does not show us nor lead us to our 

destiny. Maybe I am less pessimistic than Dr. Radcliffe. 

"Pine Mountain Thanksgiving" was Henry N. Hooper's ofi'er~ng for 

December 19. Pine Mountain turned out to be the location of the Warm 

Springs polio sanitarium of which Mr. Hooper was Director for a few years 

during the period when President Roosevelt actively publicized it. The 

paper began with a description and history of Pine Mountain Spa and its 

development into the Warm Springs Foundation with its model sanitarium 

colony. The greater portion or the paper was an account of the Presi

dent's Thanksgiving visit to the sanitarium, i'rom its Director's point 

of view, with all the detail involved in such a project - food, rooms, 

beds, Western Union office, telephone lines, Secret Service, Marines, 

maintenance, landscaping, housekeeping, and entertainment. 

The paper was a straightforward narrative of chronological in

ci4ent,. with homely and unexpected detail, achieving interest from the 
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accumulation of well-told incident. The paper was not "fancy" and gained 

stature from its direct, factual clarity. In one facet of it I am sure we 

would all have been more interested, When the President made a speech in 

the packed dining hall, Mr. Hooper observed that though the speech ;ras 

good, "the real conununion or spirit lias between the patients alone". This 

communion of spirit between polio victims, one of whom was President of 

the United~ States, would have thrown .m exceedingly interesting side-light 

on Mr. Roosevelt. But perhaps development of this facet would have de-

strayed Mr. Hooper's obvious desire to avoid the pompous and the por-

tentous. 

The Trustees' holiday celebration on December 26 brought the 

Club's ealendar year to its tradition-crusted close, with flowing egg-nog 

bowl, tenderized ham, Christmas cakes, ard an original carol by the Osborn 

family ,sung with ntrstifie<j gusto, There was also Mr. Draper's account of 

another memorable visit with the Old. Member: a.t one point :Hr. Draper al-

most resigned, but finally ~ook a Scrooge-like pivot and ended with a 

Merry Christmas to all and to all a good night. 

"I Can Remember" by William G. Werner was a Christmas reverie or 

boyhood ingenuity and derring-do. The F .A.O. Schwarz catalogue sent Mr. 

Werner through a catalogUe of his own boyhood toys and the considerably 

less expensive fun produced by boyhood skill combined with some petty 

larceny, 

~Jr. Joseph Sagmaster 1s "No Text For A Sermon" was an account of 

an incident in Venice during the Summer of 1929, in which he set out on 

foot to find a certain statue, without guide, Italian, or a well-developed 

sense of direction. He wandered for a d~, finally finding the statue 

_two hundred feet from the point of beginning. Had Mr. Sagmaster turned 



to the right on leaving his hotel, he would have found his objective in 
... 
two minutes; because he turned to the left, 1 t took him a day but brought 

a lot of tun. Moral, surely curious from a Times-Star editor: if you go 

to the right, you get there quickly, but miss the pleasure of the journey; 

if' you go left, it takes you longer, but you have more fun, and in the end 
\ 

you reach the same point. 

So ended December and the year 19.5.5. I wish I had something pro-

found to say about it. I do not. I believe I detect in our literary efforts 

an increasing and altogether worthy effort toward simplicity of statement 

and directness of approach, with an accompanying and equally worthy effort 

to avoid the fancy, the pretentious and the artificial. This, however, 

may be only coincidence; we shall keep our fingers crossed for 19.56. 

Respectfully submitted, 

Secretary 
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THE LITERARY CLUB 
Telephone MAin 1-6589 

tl~ 
JANUARY. 1956 

~~ 
January 2 

War on the Ohio (and a 
Bottle of Rum) 

MALCOLM F. McGREGOR 
Business Meeting ' · · 

January 9 
Antidote for Disorder 

JosEPH W. SAGMASTER 
January 16 

She Used Her Hair. for a 
Bowstring 

LuciEN WuLsiN, JR. 
Jan!Aary 23 

Uncle Otto 
FREDERICK W. GIESEL . 

January 30 
Informal 

v JRGINIUS HALL 

~' . Lours B. OWENs, Cieri~ 
The Board of Management suggests 
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The Literary Club 

January Meetings 

Business Meeting January 2, 1956 

The first business meeting ot the calendar 1956 was called to 

order on January 2 by President Osborn, who noted with relief the secre-
\ 

tary 1 s absence • minutes and all. 

Mr. Sagmaster reported an order for some new chairs, and dis-

cussed the very considerable drape problem. New slightly used drapes had 

been offered as a gift b,y Messrs. Beckjord and Keagy from the Cincinnati 

Gas & Electric Co., for which the Club's thanks were extended, after an 

apparent~ reckless acceptance of the gift. 

There being no further business, the meeting was adjourned. 

To launch the Club on a new calendar year, the most distant or 

its living members, Malcolm (Marmaduke) McGregor, mushed 4800 miles, and 

your secretary went down with The Germ, bringing William H. Hessler to the 

minutes. From the standpoint of the membership, it was a journey well spent 

and an illness well timed. Mr. McGregor, a foreigner returned to his home

lam, brought,in "War on the Ohio" ,a pungent Canadian chauvinism to the diet 

of complacent Americani~m to which the members are accustomed. 

Marmaduke McGregor recalled in sarcasm the experiences of a young 

·professor in AJnsrica, almost certainly at the University or Cincinnati, 

during World War II. He traversed his grapplings with the draft board as 

an English-speaking alien, his arms-length negotiations with the Air Forces 

as an instructor or militar,y personnel, and his over-all observations or 

the impact or war and the heavy hand of the military on a university. 

Although Mr. McGregor's sarcasm was italicized, his narrative was 

· infused with a happy whimsicality. And although his total picture or World 

Iii, 
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War II on the home front, academic branch, was short or glowing, the con

. ~usion and pompous nonsense he reported did not seem quite as extravagant 

as on the home front, Potomac branch, reported earlier by Mr. Edward Merkel, 

the Club's most articulate hero or the battle or military red tape. 

The empty words and idle posturings or small men raised to power 

by the . emergency ot war will alwqs be a f'rui tf'ul excavation area for the 

literature or irony, as Mr. Roberts and the Caine Mutiny confirm. Mr. 

McGregor, like Mr. Merkel, has dug fitfully in the junk heap or memory and 

come up with some amusing absurdities of' war at its least inspiring levels --

the academic and the bureaucratic • 

. If there was a slight overdose or acidity in our Canadian colleague's 

recollections, we mq all comfort ourselves, in our American complacency, by· 

setting it down to his newness_ in .Alllerica at the time. And if' he was 

horrified by the inanity or the military impact on ·higher education, we may 

attribute this to his youth• He "should have seen World War I. In all, 

this was a refreshing and at times uproarious paper, justifying the long 

journey trom Vancouver; and the secretary's illness. We must hope that 

Marmaduke will always be able to get a visitor's visa to return to the Club, 

and that he some day will shake orr this attack or Canadian chauvinism arvi 

come back to stay • 
. 

On Januar,y 9, the minutes or the December meetings were read arvi 

apparently approved, having regrettably been deterred from the meeting or 

January 2. 

For the program of the evening, Mr. Joseph Sag11aster gave us his 

"Antidote tor Disorder". In ostensibly reasonable tones Mr. Sagmaster found 

that modern creative writing is chaotic, ill-begotten and generally woe

begone; and that this was so because neither writer nor reader was adequate:cy 

grounded. in the classics, with their temperateness, objectivity, and reeling 
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for structural order. I suspect that what l'a'. Sagmaster really wanted to 

write was a diatribe, but that a diatribe would have been a paradox in an 

essa1 whose essence was a plea for order and temperance • 

I imagine most or us feel as Mr. Sagmaster does on the merits of 

contemporary creative Writing, though we may not agree on his diagnosis. We 

find also a serious difficulty in Mr. Sagmaster's antidote: as writers must 

reflect their times, the.y must reflect chaos in an era or chaos; temperate 

classisism in an· era or chaos would, therefore, denf the writer his primar.y 

tunctipn, which is to reflect his times. We do not want our writers to be 

anachronisms. I think what Mr. Sagmaster really deplored, consequently, 

was the decline or the classical spirit rather than the disuse or an edu-

cational tool (though in the long run the two ~ be the same). With some 

temerity, I also suggest that what we find distasteful in mod~rn creative 

writing is not primarily disorder, it is the smell or decay, the literature 
. 

of decay. This is front-rank pessimism, however, and is another subject, 

not minutes, though I suspect it is dec11 rather than disorder which angers 

Mr. Sagmaster and me. 

On January 16 in "She Used Her Hair for a Bow String", lncien 

Wulsin, Jr. presented a vivid and gripping portrait of Harriet Beecher 

Stowe, with·particular ·emphasis on her twenty years in Cincinnati. Mrs. 

Stowe was the tasty, meaty filling in a sandwich between two somewhat dr.y 

pieces of bread, which comprised the best that has been thought and said 

on the nature or·man by Mr. Wulsin and Bertrand Russell. Subdividing the 

nature of man into two sections, which in turn were divisible by two, which 

in turn were divisible by two, these sections of the paper were the most 

dichotomous on record for the past two years, but happily avoided entirely 

the use of the·word "dichotomf"• 
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. Anyway, the part or man's nature which is concerned with man 

divides itself into man organizing everyone else am man organizing h~m

self. This usually works all right, but when the two get into conflict, 

awful things can happen, among them Harriet Beecher Stowe. Mr. Wulsin 

concluded with the hope that this will not happen about atomic bombs, as 
. \ 

it had .. happened about slavery, 

It was a remarkable setting for the truly penetrating dissection 

or Mrs •. Stowe. I do not know how to approach the setting justly and critically, 

I can only s~ that I have before run into literature which contains what 

appear to me to be inartistic and irritating digressions; to the artist the 

digression was obviously an essential to his artistic integrity. The last 

section or Tolstoy's "War and Pe~ce" is perhaps an outstanding example of 

this phenomenon, and referring to it here is perhaps an appropriately deli-

cate critical comment. 

Mr. Frederick Giesel began the program of January 23 with a filler, 

"Two Essentials in Life" • which confirmed the impression which most of us 

already had that Mr. Giesel is an enviably happy man. The principal paper 

or the evening, "Uncle Otto", was a personal reminisence and a portrait or 

an elderly Swiss farmer living in Wilchingen, a town close to the German 

border. The attitude and tone of the pap~r combined qualities or the un-
. 

forgettable character with some or those or the earth novel. Uncle Otto, a 

comparatively ill-educated but very wise farmer, reduced his own life and 

his value judgments on a considerably more complex world to their basic 

elements. 

In idea Uncle Otto was roughly a generation behind his U. s. 

counterpart, it seemed to me, and I did not fioo Uncle Otto particularly 

remarkable. As a matter or fact, I seldom find the homespun pundit fascinat-
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ing for himself. For those who know the Swiss, Uncle Otto had quite another 

interest; he is the quintessential Swiss man, no better, no wiser, no more 

witty, .ml no more womerful than Switzerland itself. I am not sure whether 

Mr. Giesel presented Uhcle Otto as the essence or Swiss-ness or as a sort 

or Swiss Sweitzer (the pun is unavoidable). Occasionally a personality 
\ brilliantly impinges on those who meet it, but with a brilliance that some-

how needs a Boswell to project it; and without a Boswell, the projection 

does not fully jell. Gertrude Stein was one; I think aaybe Uncle Otto 

was as well. 

Mr. Sagmaster's mourning the classics was an interesting commen-

tary on the two papers which followed. Mr. Wulsin, who !! grounded in the 

classics, produced a most unclassical sandwich, fitting Mrs. Stowe between 

ethics and conscience; on the other hand, Uncle Otto, as presented by Mr. 

Giesel, was in a sense an embodiment or the classical spirit, who would not 

have recognized a classic on the hamle or his plow. Mr. Sagmaster thus 

puts Messrs. Wulsin and Giesel at two ends of a balancing paradox - all 

unbeknownst to all three, but to the considerable interest or people like 

me. 

The five-Mol¥iay January was brought to its close on the JOth by 

Virginius Hall's budget program of four papers- two personal reminiscences 

and two essays •. "Quo Vademus" by Mr. Fd Alexarder, as its name implies, 

was a whither-type paper on man's lack of direction. Different members 

read different implications into it, as judged from later comment, but to 

me Mr. Alexander's primary concern was the ever deepening submergence or 

individuality and individual achievement in a society growing constantly 

more collective and complex. This is an aspect or the basic problem ot 

our century, many times discussed in this club; Mr. Alexander restated 

the question in· Mr. Alexaooer's terms, 
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The second essay, "Fdmurxi Wilson and the Dead Sea Scrolls" by 

Francis J. Moore, was written to take issue with Mr. Wilson's suggestion 

that the Dead Sea scrolls would in some way seriously affect religious 

dogma ani were, therefore, reared by' churchmen. Dr. Moore eloquently 

~ereated his antagonist, but I rather rear that, as not many or us have 
\ 

re•d FdmuD:i Wilson, the battle was a bit obscure, 

In "Excursion Without Alann", Mr. Virginius Hall took us all down 

river in 1905 to Ca~olina Beach in a family of six boys, a girl, and two 

ladies. It was a pleasant, nostalgic, somewhat dreaii\Y trip evoking in all 

or us memories or easygoing, gentle summer picnics. 

Mr. William Clark's first Literary Club paper since his return 

from Europe was n A Morning With the Quality", an account or a visit in 

England to the bome or a BBC official and his titled wire. Its emphasis 

lay on the new life forced upon the English larded gentry by their present 

economic woes - the landed gentry in one case having turned to breeding 

and selling waterfowl and in another, vegetables. or course, they still do 

it in a very British. landed•gentry way and still succeed in being patron

izing about it, all or which was noted without coment by Mr. Clark. I 

personally round an extra pleasure in Mr. Hall's reading; one or our 

softest southern tongues had developed for this occasion a super-de-luxe 
. 

British whinqy~and-bleat which somehow turned a social comment into a 

comedy or ~ers. 

January thus ended in gentleness and reason, though it had begun 

with ill-concealed anger. On the way it had passed through a tempered but 

'irritated judgment or Harriet Beecher Stowe and the classical ruralism 

or Uncle Otto. In literary circles, it was January which came in like a 

. lion and went ·out like a lamb. 

Respectfully submitted, 
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the Literary Club 

February Meetings 

Business Meeting Februaty 6, 1956 

The meeting of February 6, 1956, was brought. to order painlessly 

by Vice-President Shine in the absence or the President. The minutes were 
\ 

read and approved with a few misgivings. Mr. Sagmaster noted the gift of 

a brass SJROking stand from Mrs. Ramsey Findlater in memory of her husband, 

and the secretar,y was instructed to express the Club's appreciation. An 

effort was made to evoke an interim report on the great drape problem, but 

inspiration was not present. 

There was no further business and the meeting was adjourned. At 

a subsequent meeting the President announced the appointment of a memorial 

committee tor Dr. Fdward McGrath consisting or Dr. Kehoe, Mr. Hooper, and 

Dr. t:f;:il".'"'• chairman. . 

The program of February 6 consisted of two short stories by James 

Maxwell, . who again drew on his two principal sources, boyhood reminiscence 

ani the army. In "Hillers", young Jim moved trom the basin to Price Hill 

and into a nest ot new companions hitherto scorned as soft and effete. The 

plot was his discovery that boys are boys in Price Hill as well as in the 

. basin, particularly where base ball is concerned. The story seemed to me . 
to be slow to get·under way in the short-story, plot-development sense. 

For that reason, perhaps, the second half possessed a focussed intensity 

which the first half lacked. Needless to say, it was written with Mr. 

Maxwell's customary sharpness of style and observation and was carved with 

his trusty mallet and c.old chisel. 

The second story, "Second Front" described the consequences ot 
., ' 

a visit by thf!t hapless Corporal Barrow to a labor union office in Indiana. 
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The visit gave John L. Lewis a pretext to raise a beautiful imbroglio with 

· the army. In the em, no heads rolla:!, but axes were poised. We all enjoy 

Mr. Maxwell 1 s army stori~s, am this was no exception. They do not have the 

depth nor color of the boyhood stories, and their characters are more shadow 

than substance, being wrenches in machinery rather than people; but they 

are .fUJi. 

It was an exceedingly pleasant evening. One of the qualities 

our papers often lack is imagination; this Mr. Maxwell supplies though dis

guised as reminisence. For what it is worth, it seems to me that Mr~: Max

well's people have become more pleasant in the last year or two, warmer 

and less willing to expose a hypocritical acceptance o.f the apparent as 

the real. Perhaps Mr. Maxwell is seeing them in a more .finnly rourrled 

vision; or perhaps I am making a generality supported by too few specifics, 

For Valentine's Day Eve, on February 13, Howard D. Roelofs read 

"The Porn", an account or the development by him ani his .family or a summer 

f'arm from its initial dismalness in 1917 to its tinal· attainment or functional 

am artistic integrity with the building o.f a pol¥1 in 1955• From a depress-

ing tenant house in disrepair, the dwelling was 111ade into a family's refuge 

and creative image. At the s&llle tirae the Y.ard · progressed from weeds am 

junk to a happy setting for family living and aesthetic sustenance, In a 

sense it was the story of the transformation of a farm; in just as real a 

sense it was, in Mr. Roelofs' own phrase, "the transformation of' ourselves 

by .the farm". 

The f'irat halt of the paper was the story or the .farm ani the house, 

the second h~f the story of' the pond, The .first half possessed an under

lying theme very rare in this Club~s papers - the ef'.fect on every-day living 

or essentially aesthetic reactions. Mr. Roelofs and I are convinced that 

. i 
' I' 

I,,: 
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aesthetic reactions pl~ a great deal more influential a part in our daily 

lives than we know; the abstraction is easy to word but its statement in a 

convincing account or real living is difficult and rare. Fortunately Mr. 

Roelofs' English.possesses a directness and a flexible eloquence which give 

him the power to s~ what most of us would either avoid or belabor. This 

half of the pa~er and the farm itself were joined in a creative, malleab~e, 

artistic union. 

The second half of the paper was different. When it came to build-

i~ the pond, Mr. Roelofs turned himselt into an odd union or civil engineer 

aOO shrewd French farmer. aeasuring orr curious intersecting vIs in hori-

zontal and verticil planes, handling government agents with notable subtlety, 

and ending with a pom as big as thirty swinlning pools. Throughout the first 

halt of the paper there had been a recurring note or dissatisfaction:no mat-

ter what was done, something was missing. The something was a body of open 

water. The pond should, it seems to me, have constituted no more than the 

adding of the missing feature which would make the farm and the paper an 

aesthetic whole. Instead, the building or the pond became a separate and 

distinct story in its own right, different in focus, emphasis, and tone, 

thereby I believe giving the paper ~lopsidedness, which could have been 

avoided with a bit more careful editing. 

On February 20 in "-A Visit to the Arctic Fringe", Dr. Erl A. 

Baber read an account of two trips to Hudson Bay. The first took place 

in 1830; it was an account ·or a trip taken by an official or the Hudson 

Bq Company with his wife, one of those eloquent English ladies who in 

the 18th and 19th centuries kept complete, chatty, and exclamatory journals. 

Lad1 Franc~es Simpson t s journal was quoted liberally, giving an alive picture 

or primitive wi~derriess life and travel in the northern Canadian forests. 
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The Babers took the second trip in 1955, following Lady Frances by. car to 

Winnipeg, and roughly following her from Winnipeg to Hudson Bay by Canadian 

National Pullman. 

The paper was a step or two beyond the MJ Trip Abroad school: in 

particular the account of Lady Frances 1 trip drew vividness and interest 

from the lady's own liveliness. The Babers had a fine trip too, but Dr. 

Baber in this section of the paper took to tossing in guidebook hunks of 

miscellaneous inf'ormation on Saskatchewan, Manitoba and Canadian history. 

The narrative account of the Babers' trip, as a consequence, was rough and 

occasionally a bit puzzling. It was an interesting and informative evening, 

significant because or its unusual material. 

For his informal program on February 27, ~. John N. Gatch assembled 

four papers of great variety, for notes and comments on which thanks go to 

!h. Willia G. Werner. The first, by Bert Smith, "Omar vs. Purcell", was 

a skeletal biography of Fdward FitzGerald (bom Purcell), with extended 

comment on his translation of the Rubaiyat. It came as no surprise that 

· the Rubaiyat was a great deal more than a translation in the 11 teral sense; 

surprise, however, lay. in the contrast between the splendor of FitzGerald's 

contribution to the Rubaiyat ar¥i the lusterless nature or the man himself • 

A one-work author is often interesting as a study in the processes or 

creative writing; apparently this facet or FitzGerald was not of particular 

interest to Mr. Smith. 

In "The Ad. Man's Christmas Carol", Dr. Ralph Carothers took a 

fling at the statistical analysis of journalism as applied to the New Yorker. 
. ·~ta~r-

His findings would interest temperance workers. Slick~li~or advertising 

st~adily' increased during .tall until Christmas, possibly in direct pro

portion to co~sumption, and in inverse proportion to the quality or editorial , 
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content; beginning with the Christmas hangover literary quality substan-
·.·t 

tially improved, Statistical analysis of· journalism is usually run. Agnes 

Me,yer, of the Washington Post, I believe, is its most persuasive advocate; 

"'ft .it is used in Cincinnati occasionall1 to ~cover political bias in our 

newspapers, ~hough all that is really needed is a pair of eyes, Anyway, 

as I say, it is f~ even when practiced by a somewhat prejudiced amateur, 

In "Double Saturday", John N, Gatch discussed the world •s past 

and present difficulties with the calendar - year, month, and week; the 

day, as a period of time • escaped critic ism, Astronolf\Y • mathematics, his-

tory, and the rh1tbm of life itself meet on the subject. Dazzling results 

are produced, not the least of which are calendar reform fanatics of various 

persuasions, whose dogmas usually end in an extra holiday per year, which 

will make everything neatly arithmetical year after year, except for leap 

years • which will add an extra extra holiday. These extra holidays are a 

sort of celestial left-over, made from applying arithmetic to heavenly 

bodies, but the reform will neV-er occur until someone thinks up an imagin

ative name for them, I perso~ think an interesting combination would 

be Heavenly Body Day and Leap Da;r. Mr. Gatch avoided this possibility in 

his very interesting but solemn paper, which at tilles was a bit co111plicated -

like the one in which Mr. Ahderson had us solemnly buzzing about among 

electrons. 

The fourth paper, by Charles Cellarius, was a description and ap

preciation of a small town in France near Italy, aoi its fine am famous 

restaurant Colombe D • Or. The village arxi the restaurant are both ap

parently masterpieces of survival from a by-gone age, aesthetidally magnir

icent to the 'f11e and to the palate. 
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Februar,y was an unusual month, with a dose of imaginative story

telling, a dose or imaginative farm building, a full quota of travel in 

two centuries, and pieces of literar,y criticism, analytical journalism, 

astronomy, and epicurean appreciation, This makes a month more imagin-

ative,.more eloquent, and also more varied than usual, Its only pattern 

was a lack of pattern, but there is no reason to strain for structure and 

coherence in a month when they were not present. I could not, however, 

resist a thought or two on Mr. Sagmaster's crying the doom of classicism 

in January, when February was bringing Mr. Maxwell's stories, Dr. Roelofs' 

farm, and Mr. Gatch's calendar, 

Respectfual~ submitted, 

Secretary 
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The Literary Club 

March Meetings 

Business Meeting March 5. 195~" 

The March 5 business meeting of The Literary·Club was. called 

to order b.Y the President, with a muscular quorum of forty members. The 

minutes were approved, after \a polite boo during their reading arxi a cor

rection in the names or the Memorial Committee for Dr. McGrath, The 

President noted the death or James B. O'Donnell and appointed as a Memorial 

Committee Mr. Fd Alexander, chairman, with Doctors Carothers and Mayfield, 

A letter from Malcolm McGregor tendering his resignation was read 

by the Secretary. Mr~ McGregor's resignation was accepted with regret, Dur-

ing the discussion, Dr. Francis Moore suggested that a new membership cate-

gory for non-residents be established: Mr. Hessler doubted the necessity 

for so radical a change, The President suggested that Dr. Moore tender an 

appropriate constitutional amendment;- the Secretar,y is looking forward to 

its receipt. 

Membership propos~ls for Dr, Samuel Sandmel and Mr. Richard G, 

Arms were presented, discussed, and voted upon, Both were elected to mem-

bership , and the meeting was thereupon adjourned. 

The program or the evening wa:s a paper, "And Ever Flows the Nile" 

by a:r1;. historian Philip R, Adams, who characterized the effort as a modest 

for~ into geographical determinism,.a'lovely modem-sounding phrase mean

ing what it seems to mean, but also in this case meaning vast over-simpli

fication. Isolating a few decisive geographical features, Mr. Adams com

bined them with cultural pre-history and history to evolve a geographically 

determini~tic conjecture as to why certain cultures turned out as they had, 

Mr. Adams sklpped fast and far among geographical high and low spots which ., 
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included the Nile Valley, the Mesopotamian valley-delta area, Assyria, the 

Greek Aegean complex, European mountain bastions, the Italians, and the 

Dutch lowlands. 

I do not know enough, and I do not have time to find out enough, 

to criticize this paper with any intelligence. I can only say,' therefore, 

that the conclusions appeared highly conjectural to me, the material thin 
I 

as these things usually go, and that Mr. Adams seemed to prove too much. 

It is only fair to add that Mr. Adams was aware of this, and consciously 

chose to give us an account of his conclusions rather than an accounting 

for their support, It was an interesting paper, stimulating, and brought 

us a fresh-eyed look at our old ·am ill-remembered geography. Many members 

ac~ounted this a brilliant performance; for me "bright" is more accurate, 

.. 

\' The aeeting of March 12 was opened b,y a suggestion from the President 

) that papers be from twenty-one to twenty-five double spaced typed pages, ap-

parently generated by some members' conDilents that some members 1 papers were 

too long. This is a very delicate matter. Comments of still other mem

bers· suggest that paper length is none of the business of the original com

mentators, and that the length of papers is at least occasionally a matter 

of artistic integrity, Perhaps the subject would enliven one of our no-

business business meetings, · 
~~ . The paper or the evening, by Carl Vitz, concerned Martin Baum, 

Pioneer Cincinnati Entrepreneur. We have all heard the name; it remained 

for this paper to bring to those of us who are not historically literate 

on a local scale a full-blown account of one of Cincinnati's early greats • 

The paper was an account principally of Martin Baum1s Cincinnati years from 

1795 to .18)1, in which were apparently concentrated enough activities for 

several car.eers: banker, merchant, industrialist, philanthropist, civic 
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leader, land developer, and cultural leader, Baum was too busy starting 

and stopping new enterprises to 't~ri te' and it is largely because of the 

omission that he remains a vague figure to later generations. 

He remains a vague figure even after Mr. Vitz's paper. The sheer 

mass of his catalogued activities prevented our seeing Martin Baum as a 

human being. Toward the end of his paper, Mr. Vitz quoted a few letters 

and contemporary comments which suggested the existence of some charm; in 

one or two spots. a personality peeped out, For the rest, ho\vever, Ymrtin 

Baum was an inexhaustible spring of high enterprise. I would have pre-

ferred more emphasis on the man himself and less on his works; for example, 

there were hints of serious financial reverses involving his personal in-

tegri ty and honor, which the paper barely touched, but which would have been 

more enlightening on the nature of the man than further entries in the cata-

logue of his enterprises. 

On March 19 Nelson Glueck gave us an account of "Explorations in 

the Wilderness of Zin11 , illustrated with slides in a darkened room which 

discouraged effective note taking. We never did find out exactly where Zin 

figured in the project, but the wilderness turned out to be the-Negev, a 

roughly triangular valler area north of the Gulf of.Akaba, the northern 

one of the two Red Sea "mules' ears". After giving an historical perspective 
, 

on the Negev, Dr. Glueck proceeded with pictures and comment on his recent 

ejplorations, principally concerning remains of Solomon's copper mines, a 

complex terrace-reservoir-cistern system of irrigation, and cultural re

mains of the ancient Nabataeans, who apparently lived in the Negev and 

spent many happy years making potter.y, carving cisterns, and scratching 

on rocks. Archeological papers and lectures baffle ~ sense of secretarial 

obligation, I find them interesting but beyond my critical capacity. Yet, 
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as these papers are among the most expert and learned given us, they ob

viou.sly deserve thoughtful and intelligent reaction. The particular portion 

of the. world's surface which Dr. Glueck explored turns out to have been a 

full-scale blank in most of our minds, except for bits and pieces of church 

school lore whi~h are obviously unsatisfactory as points of d~parture for 

an archeological paper. Perhaps it is best to ·say only that our vacuums 
\ 

were made less vacuous. It is also not amiss to point out that Dr. Blegen's, 

Mr. Adams'• and Dr. Glueck's recent papers make an interesting series: Dr. 

Blegen representing archeology in depth, concentrating on one digging; Mr. 

Adams representing in a sense archeology in breadth, skipping over several 

enticing key spots,pausing on none; and Dr. Glueck representing a mid 

position, giving us an archeological summar,y of one key area, with greater 

depth than that of Mr. Adams and greater breadth than that of Dr. Blegen • 

March came to its end with Arthur a. Beyer's budget program, two 

essays and a story. "Getting Away From It All", by James Nelson was the 

essay stor,y of a canoe trip with his son Tom in the Quetico Forest of south

ern Canada near Minnesota. Heavily over-equipped, and perhaps under-muscled, 

the pair slogged innumerable portages, plotted strategy against hungry bear, 

and finally had a few days of good fishing for their two-week effort. Though 

it was a father-son trip, the account was remarkable for the elision of ~ 

comments on the father-son r~lationship. The paper also evoked vague memor

ies of Dr. Martin Fischer's Grimace last year on the over-equipped, orchi-

daceous style or roughing it. 

In "Faith and Honor", John Garber wandered ruminantly through the 

National Gallery of Art in Washington, met Andrew Mellon's ghost, and re

ceived a rather remarkable r'evelation of the motives and logic of gether-

ing and disposing of his remarkable art collection. 

i' 
I 

i. 
I 
I. 
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Dr, Beyer's own contribution, "The Wreck", was a short story in 

which a railroad superintendent brought to an end the wrecking crew's 

prerogative to loot the freight carried qy wrecked trains - an interesting 

story, highly unusual in content but not so clearly tocussed as 1 t might 

have been, 

~cept for Dr, Beyer's budget, March was a month of history, 
\ 

ancient, conjectural, modern, and scholarly, The month gave us much less 

variety than usual, but the similarity of subject-matter was an exercise 

in individual taste and approach. Mr, Adams 1 wide-ranging historical con-

jeotures contrast logically with Mr. Vi't.'z":s intensively winnowed bushel of 

one-man facts. Dr. Glueck's enlightened exploration of an inter-continental 

cross-road contrasts logically with both, MJ personal preference leans to

ward greater variety of subject, but as coincidence governs these things, 

I am grateful for the wayward individualism of all our historians and 

archeologists, 

Respectfully submitted, 

Secretary 
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April Meetings 

Business Meeting April 2, 1956 

A hapPf quorum of thirty-six members was called to order by 

President Osborn tor the business meeting April 2. A ,memorial to Dr. 

Fdward McGra~h was read by Dr. Kehoe for the committee, which included 
· . Chairman, 

Dr. Stanley Dorst,am Mr. Henry Hooper, Mr, Ed Alexander read a memorial 

to James B. O'Donnell tor his committee, which included Doctors Carothers 

and Mayfield, Both memorials were received and attached to the minutes. 

Following the memorials, the minutes or the March meetings were 

read and approved. The Jlllllbership proposal or Rabbi .Victor E. Reichert 

was presented and Dr. Reichert was elected to membership. 

The resignation of Monsignor Wagner was submitted by letter, 

read by the secretar,y, and the resignation accepted with regret. 

All this having been done ~ith due solemnity, Mr. Charles Adams, 

with equal solemnit7, directed the Trustees' attention to the paint on the 

ceiling and was assured that the Trustees were conscientious~ worrying 

away at it. Mr. Keagy then announced his conviction that the m•bers or 

the Club were entitled to information about the new red leather chairs 

which had made their Jqsterious appearance some weeks be.t'ore. There followed 

a spirited give am take during which it appeared that the chairs cost $65,00 

each, that gifts thereof trom attluent members were not inappropriate, arxl 

that this price was reasonable, moderate, high, al1i outrageous. On this 

note the meeting was adjourned, 

The paper or the evening, by George Stimson, was "Lansford Hastings -

Promoter o.t' Disaster", a biographical sketch o.t' the first publicist and pro

moter of caillornia, whose book, "The lligrarits' Guide", st1lllulated the 
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California migration which immediately preceeded the gold rush. There 

were three principal episodes in Hastings' lif'e, or which overwhelminglJ 

the most iaportant was his book, ·with its recommendation or the Hastings' 

Cutoff' on the trail to California - a short-cut which, like so many others, 

looked ef'f'icient on paper but was disastrous in tact. The second and third 

episodes involved respectivelf, a Confederate plot to seize a portion of' 

the southwest; mi the promotion of' emigration to Brazil. It was obvious 

that these last two episodes were a conscientious rounding out or a bio

graphical paper - rather like the necessar.y but uninteresting tail of' a 

pig., 

The paper was well researched, coherent and solid, except f'or 

the Confederate plot and the Brazil episode, bOth of which were necessarily 

f'ragmentar.y. Regardless or the necessities, however, it was plain that the 

roving part or George Stimson's heart was in the· Hastings' Cutoff and the 

West. Mine was too - but once again we had a biographical sketch crammed 

with history and research, stutf'ed with incident, and with a strong narrative 

f'low, but again with little indication or the person and personality or the 

protagonist. Plainly there is room for argument, wt it seems to me that 

a biographical sketch benef'its from an indication or personality impact. 

Mr. Morss lippincott's paper on April 9 entitled "Eastward Ho", 

was a personal memoir composed in about equal parts of Nantucket am sail

ing. The Nantucket portion was a nostalgic recollection of' 1925 when life 

was simpler and on Nantucket, silllpler still. Nantucket revisited in 1941 

was repulsive. The sailing portion of' the paper dealt mostly with Nan

tucket racing, and more briefly with later, less rigorous efforts in 

boating. 

The paper was informal in tone and in presentation, relaxed, easy, 

. ;, 
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and IIIUSiag,. with an occasional flash or reality. For example, there was 

Friem Joe, who chewed :tobacco when sailing in a race, but at no other tillle, 

am g~~ wildq profane concurrent:Qr. The paper vas not intended to be, 

and vas not, profound or studied; it was wi tbout pretention and therefore 

had a sort of ease, refreshing atter the rather heavy sledding or several 

recent uetings, Perhaps a good wq to suggest this quali t;y is to quote 

the aside which acc011panied Mr. Lippincott's statement that he was Friend 

Joe's crew; 1That1s singUlar or I'm plural•, 

On April 16 Mr. Morris Fdwards substituted tor the program or 

Father Spence, whose paper and notes were destroyed in the holocaust which 

so seriousq daJU.ged St. Gregory Seainar,y. Mr. Fdwards' paper, "A Con

taaporary View", was written to supply tuture biographers of Robert A. Tatt 

with a livi.Dg point of view, including, ot course, a sense ot personalit7 

and . ot personal illlpact. The paper did contain a t• personal glillpses ot 

Mr. Tatt, which all of us found true. For the r.est, it was. a panegyric • 

to Mr. Tatt and a Philippic against Roosevelt, in chronological sequence 

from. the first d_,s of the Ohio Intangibles Tax through the gold clause 

cases, the National Conventions, and the Senatorial elections • 

In the past I have criticized us tor a gentle softness or ex

presaion aJd a failure to say torthrightl:r what_ ve mean. Though Mr. Edwards 

was reacting a great deal more to personal convictions than to IV ci'i tici111, 

there can be no doubt that he vas forthright, vigofous, and uninhibited in 

expression. The paper was a strong, biased presentation of one contemporar,y 

view, vhioh is exactly what it purported to be.. '!bat the point or Yin ex

pressed is both extreme aDd unpalatable to a large segment of. the public is 

a legitillate observation, but does not appreciabl.J alter the tact that, tor 

what it vas,- it was accurate; that is to sq, prejudiced, ~JUWhat bitter, 

I' .. 

, j ~·· 1 ' 

'i:l 
:1 '', 
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and interesting. On this score, perhaps the simplest comment is that:.lion 

haters lcwe Samson, or ~be I mean Daniel. 

Dr. Stanlq Dorst 1 s paper, "Dunvegan•, was read on April 23 bJ 

Ashley Walker in Dr. Dorst 1 s absence because of illness. Dr. :l)orst, I 

think, likes the Isle of Skye, on the northwest coast o£ Scotland, and 

used it effectively ai a backgrourd tor his second Skye paper, "Dunvegan". 

As his intellectual take-orr point, Dr. Dorst briefly examined myths as the 

long dark corridors from prehistory to· history, which are uncertainly traver

sed in either direction. The narrative take-orr for the paper was the clan 

McLeod, from which Dr. Dorst proceeded to the clan McLeod's fairy nag, 

which, according to legend, was given to Malcolm the Great by his wife when 

she was recalled to her supernatural origins aaong "the Little People" after 

the birth or her son. The legern or the fairy flag was examined in its 

various versions, and its meaning traced to historic and prehistoric events. 

Dr. Dorst loves to explore the little-known cross-roads ot travel 

and histo17. He explores with .a traveler's eye, an historian's interest, an 

archeologist's curiosity, and an optional Freudian monocle. The result is 

an interesting evening and an interesting paper, particularly when contained 

in an expressive and fiexible vocabulary. There was one spot where we tell 

a110ng atomic bombs in an effort to find a contanporaey meaning in the legend 

ot the fairy flag. I am not su:e I caught this, but I got the impression 

that the meaning, if any, lay in the sad proposition that McLeod-type bar

barism may 'in the end turn out to be the key to survival in an over-civi

lized age. I do not really care liUch; I was just plain interested, and I 

think that that is enough • 

For the firth Monday in April, Fdmwxl P. Wood brought us an un-

usually good bud_get. It began w1 tb a short letter bringing greetings to the 
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Club !rom its oldest member, Simeon Johnson. The first paper was •A Roland 

tor an Oliver", ·by one or the Club's newer members, Grant Cannon. Start-

ing ~m a. few well-ebiaeled co•ents on Shaw and his remarkable testamentary 

notions, Mr. Cannon proceeded to the vagaries or English spelling and his 

autobiographical tri'Wilpb over them. The paper was taintl.7 read.niscent or 

Mark Tvain' s faJIOus ess11 on the horrors or the German language, attributing 

to the struggl.e with letters its just measure or burlesque Laocoon entangle

ment. I c()mmend to Mr. Cannon, if' he does not know it, Ogden Nash's poig

nant lyric on the spelling or "llama 11 • 

The secom paper by Ernest I. Miller, was "Taft, Texas". Arter 

a brier biographical sketch or David Sinton and his son-in-law, Charles P • 

Tatt, Mr. Miller explained the paradoxical existence in Texas of towns named 

respectively, Taft and Sinton. The Taft real. estate operations in Texas 

came as a surprise to u aDd perhaps to IIIDY or us; the description of' them 

also came in an interesting paper, a curious footnote to Cincinnati and 

Texas history. 
~· 

The third paper, •Operation Crossword", by Fdmurn Wood, was 

essentially an historical speculation; tirst, on the cause or Roosevelt's 

death, and. secom, on what might have happened if Roosevelt had lived. •Oper-
vcJ.. . 

ation Crossword" was a secret arrangement between the u.s. and British forces 

during the War by which German coJIIJilaDis were permitted to surrender as un1 ts 
. 

to u.s. and British troops, moving our own lines as far east as possible 

with a body of' German reserves in effect behind them- intended as an effort 

to counter-balance Stalin's expansionist moves toward the. west. It is ob

vious that the Soviet secret agent system permeated our Govemment; it is 

obvious that the syst• was knowing with medicines and drugs; it is obvious 

that there &J"e.soM unexplained details surrouming Roosevelt's death. Does 
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this indicate Russian foul play? Plainly, in any event, ttOperation Cross-

~<.-r;..l. " 11 ' word co apsed with Roosevelt s death - which made an interesting specu-

lation tor Mr. Wood and the Club. I add a word or commendation to Mr. 
··! 

Wood's objectivity in dealing with Roosevelt; most or us see either a 

bright red or a holy' white light at the mention or the name;· Mr. Wood 

made an honest mi successful effort to see the spectrum. 
I 

Li.lce March, April was llainly a month of history - personal, 

legendary", and biographical - and again I remer thanks to the Club 1 s 

historical star for the variety or individuality in the members who write. 

it. Interesting juxtapositions or the season were Morris Fdwards 1 and 

EdiiiUDd Wood's glances at Rooswelt; Morss Lippincott's and Grant Cannon's 

battles with facets ot their biographies; and George Stimson's and Stanley 

Dors~' s examination of history in tact and legend, Ernest Miller 1 s "Taft, 

Texas" really belongs with Carl Vitz's Martin Baum paper - and I now sug

gest that one or the other write an out-and-out history or the Baum - Iong

worth - Sinton - Tatt house and get it ott our chests, 

April also apparentq found us in pretty good spirits, except tor 

the beaten breast ot Morris Fdwards, and even that can be diagnosed as an 

accurate or typical beaten breast. Or perhaps so11ething dire has happened 

to 1f1 sugar content • 

Respecttull1 submitted, 

·Secretary 

i•' 

'i 
I' 

' 
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EDWARD J. McGRATH 
"~-· 

J i 9 .'l ..... 
[,1\. .. 

Edward J. McGrath was born in Detroit in 1906. His parents 

moved to Cincinnati when he was two years old and most of his boyhood 

was spent on the slopes ot Mount Adams 1 where he grew up 1n the parish 

ot Hol.J ·Cross. For thirteen :rears begiDning in his late boyhood he 

was organist at Ho]J Cross, and many of the papers which he was later 

to read before this Literary Club have their roots in his boJhood 

experiencee iD and about Mount Adams. 

He was educated in the parochial school• ot Cincinnati and in 

1928 he was graduated with high honors from Xa'rier University. He pro

ceeded to the College ot Medicine, University of Cincinnati, where he 

again achieved the aost enviable scholastic record, leading his class 

throUghout each of the four years. After graduation tran medical school 

he elected to specialize in general surger,y and completed the arduous 

training. in the Surgical Department at Cincinnati General Hospital under 

the l.at.e Dr. Mont Reid and subsequently joined the Faculty of the College 

ot Medicine as a meaber of the De~rtment of Surgel'f• He then decided 

') 

to further lillit his suriical interests and devoted the rest ot hie active 

professional career to the study and practice of thoracic surgery mi was 

ultillately proliloted to the rank ot Associate Professor of Surgery. 

In 19b8 Dr. McGrath was named to membership on the Board ot 

Health ot the City ot Cincinnati. Hie wise and into:naed counsel was ot 

great value to this Board, on which he continued to serve until his death. 

During the last tour years ot his lite, ill health prevented the 

a~ti'Ye practice ot surgery and he de'Yoted his tiae in large measure to the 

administrative activities of the medical school, with the rank ot Jssociate 

Dean of the · Facul v ot Medicine. 
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He becUle a member or~ the Literary Club in J q 1.17, and rew or 

lU:e' s experiences ga\'e him greater joy. During the past four years, 

struggling under the shadow or increasingly poor health, his attendance 

at the meetings ws sharply lilllited, much to his regret. Howe•er, he 

ne\'er tailed to be prepared with a· paper when his assignment was due. 

In particular, several cbntributions are noteworthy additions not only 
' ~ 

to the libral'1 or the Club but
4 
to our knowledge ot certain interesting 

phases ot Cincinnati's history. His telling of the Great Debate or 1837 

will be remembered 111 th interest. His brief and admirable story or the 

contributions or Reuben Springer to the civic and cultural lite or 

Cincinnati, and especially his last paper dealing 111th a t~e story of 

the Passionist Monks ot the Mt. Adams Monasteey, were all contributions 

in accordance with the highest tradition or Literar,y ClUb. 

Ed McGrath was devoted to the concept of loyalty to persons 

and he enjoyed most the conviviality or the informal sessions which follow 

the reading of papers. He participated intelligently with a sparkling 

Irish 111 t in the discussion about the tables, and his failure in regular 

attendance during the last years or ill health caused him no little distress. 

His premature death at the age or 49 has deprived the community 

ot a devoted public serYant and the University ot one or the most proaising 

members of its Faculty of Medicine. It has deprived our Club of a rich 

and charming personality respected by all and loved by those who truly 

knew him. 

Henry N. Hooper 

Robert A. Kehoe 

Stanley E. Dorst 

i ,, 
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To the Members of, the Literary Club: 

Your committee appointed to prepare a memorial to 

our late fellow-member James B. O'Donnell herewith makes its 

report. 

JAMES B. O'DONNELL 

· James Bernard O'Donnell was born in Cincinnati March 21, 

1881, and died there March 1, 1956, lacking twenty days of 

attaining the age of seventy-five years. He was educated in 

the city's parochial grade schools, St. Xavier College (now 

St. Xavier High School), and at the University of Cincinnati, 

from which latter institution he graduated as a Bachelor of Arts 

in 1903. 

At the University, Mr. O*Donnell was a scholarly student, 

interested particularly in the Greek and Latin classics. In 

.recognition or. his scholarship, he was chosen for membership in 

the Phi Beta Kappa honorary fraternity. 

After his graduation, he continued for a time at the 

University with post-graduate studies. Du~ this period he 

became acquainted with our late member John D. Ellis, at that 

time a freshman at the University, forming a friendship which 

lasted till Mr. Ellis's death in 1947. During this period also, 

he studied law at the McDonald Institute, (now Chase College of 

Law) and, after receiving the degree of LL. B. in 19o6, practiced 

his profession actively and with distinction, till the time of 

his death.· In 1950, he was appointed a member of the board of 

directors of the .University of Cincinnati. /"' 

In 1909, he was married t_o Miss Grace K. Dolle, who 

survives him with three sons and one daughter. A fourth son, 

Richard, joined the Air Force in the late.World War and became 

a casualty ot ·the war •. 

Mr. O'Donnell became a member of the Literary· Club in 1926. 

He was.el~cted vice-president in 1941-and president in 1942. 
_._ ............... triend-and, .. a1; all times, an interesting 

· companion • · 

, ·• I,.",. 
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Those who knew him will long remember him. 

~ ----~~~~~ 
ran • Maytle 

Ed r.~xaer, Chairman. 

,. 
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,\THE LITERARY CLUB 

May7 

May 14 

May 21 

Mey28 

Telephone MAin 1-6589 

J::l 
MAY, 1956 

T' •·· 

As a Man Thinketh 
ROBERT A. KEHOE 

Business Meeting 

The Farmers' Party 
ERNEST I. MILLER 

Fasten Your Seat' Belts! · 
FRANK H. MAYFIELD 

Informal 
MURRAY SEASONGOOD 

L.oms B. OwENS, .Clerk 
The Board of Management suggests 
that guests retire to the Library during 

business meeting of the Club. 
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The 11 terary Club 

~Meetings 

Busin~s Meeting }f..ay 7, 1.22.Q 

The business meeting or ~ 7 was called to order by President 

Osborn with a happy quorum or thirty-five members. The minutes were read 

and approved. A travel diary or Dr. Frank Coppock was accepted by the Club, 

having been ·given by his daughter, Mrs. Dorothy Coppock Walton; an aerial 

photograph or Cincinnati, the gift of Walter Beckjord, was accepted for the 

second time, making its accession twice as official as usual, 

Walter Keagy, having taken the red leather chair situation in firm 

command, reported that he could get a 1~ discount if the chairs were ordered 

in groups of four. Th~s principle had enabled him to squeeze out gifts of 

twelve where only ten had grown before, 

The membership proposal of Dr. William D. lotspeich was presented, 

and Dr. l.c>tspeich was elected to membership, following wM.ch the meeting 

was adjourned, having given a fair display or the conservative mind in 

action. 

Russell Kirk's, "The Conservative Mind", must be an exceptionally 

stimulating book; to my knowledge, it has been the selected subject for no 

less than three Literary Club papers, of which two have been read. Dr, 

Robert A. Kehoe's, "As He Thinketh", the second, was the paper or the evening. 

Bert Smith's was the first, and it is our loss that we never had a chance to 

digest it (it was presented last year on that unhappy Rutherford B. Hayes 

night). Dr. Kehoe found himself in deep disharmony with the book, par

ticularly with three of the characteristics of the conservative mind as 

described by Kirk - its dogmatism, its resistance to change, and its 

hostility to certain disciplines, principally of natural sciences, Dr, 

; ' ' '~ 
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Kehoe finds these characteristics a denial of any intellectual principle 

in conservatism in that they amount to arrogance, inflexibility, and con

scious ignorance, which in turn come out at intellectual nihilism and 

sterility. Dr~ Kehoe thinks there must be a place in this world for con

structive or creative conservatism - and that a place must be found in the 
I 

world tor creative intelligence • 

The paper was both a criticism or the book and an evaluation of 

conservativism, by a man who is perhaps conservative in emotional direction 

and liberal by intellectual bent. It was also a deeply felt and nimbly ex

pressed distillation or the position of a sincere and intelligent man on 

one of' the great' problems of our era, the imbalance between iniividual and 

collective man. Dr. Kehoe was occasionally difficult and complex to follow, 

but he spoke from deep conviction, and he broUght us a rare act of courage 

and or faith, personal, eloquent, and inevitable. I shall not spoil it by 

criticism, though there is one comment that seems important .to me: most of 

us in our thinking see politico-economic shading as a linear range stretch

ing from radical on one end to reactionary on the other, with liberal and 

conserva~ive mile-posts at points along this linear range; Dr. Kehoe pointed 

out that m point on this linear range, from radical and liberal to con-

servative and reactionary, seems really responsive to the temper of our 

times - perhaps a truism, but also hackle-raising; and I hope that someone 

in this Club more capable than I, perhaps Dr. Kehoe himself, will give the 

idea the study and comment it deserves. 

Dr. Kehoe's observation conts.ins the ominous suggestion that a 

labor or some special-interest grouping may be in the wings • On May 14, in 

his paper, "The Farmers' Party", Ernest I. Miller had a bit to say on the 
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possibility that a farmers 1 coalition might lie in our future. It was a 

history of the short-lived, abortive, and generally wall-eyed People's 

Party; later the Populist Party, which was launched in. 1891 qy a Cincinnati 

convention called ~ the Farmers' Alliance. The call was answered by an 

eccentric gamut of malcontents and dominated in convention by the Eastlands 
\ . 

Kefauvers, and Wallaces or their day, an unlovely assortment of isms and 

splinters vaguely reminiscent of one or two more recent third party at

tempts. The steering committee formed at the Cincinnati convention 

ultimately mid-wifed the Party in 1892; and in the presidential election 

of that year the party reached its high point - 1,000,000 out of 12,000,000 

votes. Thereafter the party declined, and cr.r 1908 was ready for a com-

fortable grave, 

The his~ory of a political party is seldom interesting, but Mr. 

Miller's paper was a· splendid-exception, alive with thumbnail portraits like 

those or Senators Simpson and Peffer, stuffed with concise, narrative ab-

surdities and wel~ selected detail in perspective. Above all, Mr. Miller 

brushed his whole story with a rib-tickling, feather-light touch of wit 

and knowing comment. An historical paper which is obviously well researched 

and learned is seldom so highly selective and entertaining as Mr. Miller's 

on the Populist Party; apparently it was another natural, 

The meeting of May 21 found Dr. Frank Mayfield on the rostrum 

with "Fasten Your Seat Belts 11 , a discussion of automobile crash prevention. 

Though beaten to death in publications at large, the subject was new in 

Literary Club annals, and not surprisingly, was presented by Dr. Mayfield 

in a new am interest:t.ng light. As a member of the College of Sugeeons 1 

special committee to study crash injuries, Dr. Mayfield had medical and 'i 
! 
I 

i i 
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scientific data not generally known or available and in addition, had some 

interesting side-lights on the public relations policies of the large auto

mobile manufacturers, notably Ford and General Motors, These two themes, 

crash injur,y prevention and manufacturer's solicitude· for customers' safety, 

made a curious fabric of idea which gave distinction to a paper which would 

otherwise have been \another depressing document on automobile hazards, 

That a man can absorb forty g' s frontally if distributed over the 

entire body is the kind of fact with which the paper was inlaid; I am not 

sure that these are facts which the rest of us can absorb mentally and 

emotionally, As the paper was written with great sincerity and with an 

overtone of compelling importance, it had an interest and momentum which a 

description of its contents does not convey, I thtnk it is fair to say, 

however, that we were brought to the end of the evening with a few new con-

victions, notably that we had better get safety belts installed in our 

cars and use them, and that ·General Motors does not care whether we do or 

don't, though Dr. Mayfield does. 

As Mr •. Murray Seasongood was ill on May 28 Mr. Walter Keagy read 

his budget program, and as usual read it with distinction and with the 

precise obsemrance of the immutable laws of spoken English with which he 

is so familiar. The program was a miscellany of four papers, the first 

of which was "The Flig"ht from Houses" by Clark Firestone, in which again 

a member mused on the survival of man in a complex era. This time the 

musings were directed with a gentle chuckle to the biological improbability 

of the biped's successful adaptation to the series of falls, bumps, and 

knocks produced qy life's increasing hazards. 

The second paper, by Murray Seasongood, contained comments on 

three distinguished men on whose memorials Mr. Seasongood had worked -
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Elmer Balogh, Wallace Stephens, and George H, Silverman. The cormnents were 

interesting, though unfortunately niggardly in detail and extent, I had 

hopes for a mo~ent that we might receive comment on the frequent disparity 

between the memorial and the man, a good budget subject in an appropriate 

instance, but ~ hopes were not realized. 
\ 

In "Operation Bedpan", Henry Hooper happily memorialized an in-

cident of World War II, in which be and a non-com set out in a jeep to 

liberate some German bedpans for base hospital use; in passing they re-

ceived the surreooer or several German armies, took care of a few Czech 

secret police, garnered a truck-load of firearms and clattered back to base 

in bedpanned triumph. 

"Blue Paradise" by Walter Keagy described a first experience with 

betting on horses at the turn of the century under the tutelage of a friend 

whose sure-thing system collapsed in ruins before the ancient and obviously 

far more reliablehlnch s,ystem. 

May was a month of high quality and of interests broader than March 

and April. I ·have only one regret for May: that Morris Edwards' Taft paper 

was not in it, as it would have been a clattering juxtaposition to Dr. Kehoe's 

comments on conservatism, In fact, Edwards as an uninhibited conservative, 

Kehoe on conservatism generally, end Miller on the Populists, would have 

made a stirring series for any month, 

May closes the last full month of the Club's year and the last full 

month of ~ tenure as secretary. I have enjoyed the job, but I ask for re

lease ~ this time seriously. A Sherman-type statement may not be appropriate 

but in spirit and substance it would be accurate. It is fun, but exacting, 

and I think the Club needs both a new point of view and new set of stamards. 

Respectfully submitted, 

.. A~ur-W 
Secretary 

'! 
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THE LITERARY CLUB 
Telephone MAin 1-6589 

JUNE. 1956 

,,,,,, 

June 4 

The Joys of Ignorance 
RoBERT H. ALLEN 

Election of Officers 

June II 

Miscellaneous 
T. AsHLEY WALKER 

Lours B. OWENS,· Clerk 

The Board of Management suggests 
that guests retire to the Lilwary during 

business meeting of the Club, 
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The Literar;y Club 

June Meetings 

Business Meeting June 4. 1956 

A battle-hungry quorum or forty-three was brought to order by 

President Dale Osborn tor the business meeting and election or officers 

on June 4. The minutes were read and approved, no old business came 
I 

from the sepulcher, and after a brier announcement rrom Dr. Fabing, the 

meeting settled into the principal business or the evening, the election • 

The following were elected: 

President, Bart Shine, with ominous ease. 

Vice-President - Eslie Asbury • on the secom ballot in a 

spirited race. 

Secret&ry' - George Ford, on the third ballot, a notable showing, 

as the first ballot had listed and frightened almost 

the entire membership. --
·Treasurer - Wm. E. AMerson - on the first ballot, on which 

Hessler am Maxwell each received one vote, per-

haps on a basis of need. 

Clerk - L. B. Owens, on the :first ballot, on which, however, 

Keagy spurted to 2t votes. 

Trustee - (r~r the term expiring 1959) - Edward W. Merkel, on 

the second ballot, with mode~ate difficulty. 

The meeting was thereupon adjourned in exhaustion. 

'The paper or the evening was read by Robert H. Allen. .·· Preterding 

to describe "The Joys or Ignorance", it was in tact a refreshing frolic with 

the wayward word. The explicit content of the paper was a defense or ignorance, 

though ignorance was restrictively defined as what the rest or us call the 
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cultural lag. Mr. Allen stood firm for some .forty minutes on the proposi

tion that the cultural lag is really not very deplorable, human beings re

grettably being what they are. 

TM.s was, however • only as the words lined up on the dictionary 

level. We all know that words strung together do not really mean what. the 
·( 

dictionary says they meah;;land on the levels below the dictionary's Rob 
\ I ..... -

Allen's paper was re~lJ no defense or ignorance, but a somewhat jaded ac

ceptance of human nature just far enough above the animal to make Mr. Allen's 
R;( 

wit ppeceptible. In short, the paper was not what Mr. Allen said it was; 

rather it was a springboard for a great many sallies on a great naany sub

jects, SOJile witty, some cynical, and some singularly apt. It was a .forty 

minute juggle with words, like a mathematical symbol exercise, more in the 

spirit of Wilde than in the spirit of Mark '!Wain - both pl~~ant and amusing. 

For its last meeting of the year the Club was invited on June 11 

to a dinner meeting at the river side home of Dr. Howard Fabing, where by 

6:00 our meabers ADd guests, sporting and non-sporting, had assembled. 

Juleps am relat~ drink flowed happiq. and the pleasant tintinnabulation 

or ice against glass mingled with river side marksmanship .failur~ ~thout 

mishap. It was a lovely and jovial evening: no one was asked, am no one 

wanted, to play baseball, badminton, tennis, or croquet;, ladders into the 

cherry treei had been tactf'ullJ placed by Dr. Fabing, but the hint was not 

taken. 

Arter dinner Ashley Walker read two papers of his own from a 
. I 

rostrum beneath an old weeping willow; a perfect program for the evening.; 

"The Rise and Fall of' Tubville• recounted the distressing history of a 

town whose p~osperity was short-lived, as the scientific secret of its 

principal product died with the scientist who knew it. The story was 
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probably an allegory, but lllUch more pleasant than allegories usually are, 

in t~at no one knew what was being allegorized. 

The secorxl paper, "Rocking Chair Reverie" was a stunning, up-

roarious burlesque on the professional southerner, his inebriation with 

words 1 and regional aelt-idolatr,y. 
\ ' 

The eYening and the 7ear emed under the stars to the notes of 

Jim Brodhead's guitar and some nifty, five-part, barber-shop harmony, 

Respectfully submitted, 

/ .. ~w,~ 
Secretary 
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SEPTEMBER, 1956 

September 17 

Some Curious Clerics 
FRANCIS J. MOORE 

Annual Business Meeting 

September 24 

Informal 
HENRY D. LoRING 

.Loms B. OwENS, Clerk 
The Board of Management suggests 
that guests retire to the Library during 

business meeting of the Club. 
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The Llterar.y Club 

Secretarz•s Annual Report - 1955-1956 

Excluding the President 1 s Dimer, the year 19.5.5- 156 brought The 

L1 terary Club to thirty-eight Monday evening meetings, /~f' which twenty

nine were tull~_!_"":_~~~! programs,iand nine were budget collections • 
.. -

Average· attendance was 37.94 members and 2 • .5 guests; the average liierary 
\ 

program lasted f'orty-f'our mi111tes, fifteen and seven-tenths seconds. One-

fourth o:t a member went to sleep at each meeting; seven-eights of' a member 

woke a third of' him up, and the rest of' the members let the other two-thirds 

of' him sleep. 

Classification of' papers by subject-matter is not al~~s rational, 

but neverthttless seems appropriate. Of' the twenty-nine full papers, /history 

and biographJ (including archeology) led the field with ten, followed fairly 

closely by personalities and personal. memoirs with eight. Contemporary 

problems took over f'ive papers, and the remaining. six (or seven, with one 

double entry) were in unclassified, highly varied miscellany; only one 

evening consisted. of fiction - James Maxwell's two stories, · 

The history-biograpb7-archeology division ranged wide in time and 

content. In time, f'rom the pre-historic conjectures of' Philip Adams' assault --
on geogr~phic detendniam, to the 19th century gasps of' Ernest Miller's Popu

list movement. In content, from the blood-bath of' Charles Adams' paper on 

the Harpes to an impersonal dissection of' Martin Baum by Carl Vitz. The 

interesting characteristic of' ~t of' the~e papers, to me, was their sub

jective content - the personal pressure of' the individual writer, com

menting on am shaping his subject in a field by tradition reserved to the 

austere and objective.- Carl. Vitz, of' course, took his stm:l sq,uarely on the 

tradition; /George Stimson on Lansford Hastings made a manful try • but George 
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Stimson can,te through anyway. James Nelson on Prohibition also made an 

historian's college try, but the subject commanded interpretation, ani in

terpretation brought us James Nelson. In "The People's Party•, Ernest 

Miller took his stance one inch to the right of I.urtton Strachey, with R 

v' 
sort of lea~~-f~ather touch; and Lucien Wulsin attacked Harriet Beecher 

Stowe from a frankly,i if ~sterious, a priori set of behaviour judgments, 

Stanley Dorst wove a t~pestry. of history and myth (with a radio-active 

thread or two from Freud), and Philip Adams threw history on a junk heap 
I 

to mount a heap of his own •••• / To me, as I say, this adds a certain ,;oy 

to every paper;/to, 11! never knew that before," is added, "And from him 

of all people. 11 

In the personality and personal memoir secUon we did not fare 

quite so well. Though we reaped the luminous wisdom of Howaro Roelofs' 

"The Farm", the buzzing busy-ness of Henry Hooper's Warm Springs, and the 

warm hilarity of J eb Stuart's depression years as welfare director, we also 

received a few that were not sharply cut nor thoughtfully conceived. Fred 

Giesel's "Uncle Otto" puzzles me still: it seemed to be saying a great 

deal more than it actually said (like Swinburne's poetry, of all things), 

but I cannot figure out what was between the lines to the satisfactiop of 

~unhappy Teutonic. insistence on definition and order, 

Our contemporary-problern}lundits took off their gloves this year 
"--·· -.... 

and brought us both high feeling and high purpose. Frank Mayfield on crash 

injury prevention, perhaps, was the most temperate of these, but his bare 

knuckles showed when he described the automobile industry's reactions to 

ss.f'ety suggestions. Eugene Wolf on compulsory. retirement had set the stage 

early in the year; Joseph Sagmaster followed with a tirade on the neglect of 

''. ',' 
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the classics; and Morris Edwards took a cat-o-nine-tails to Roosevelt in a 

paper pretending to be about Taft. Robert Kehoe's "Conservative Mind" w~.s 

a standout in describing the dilemma of the conservative who abhors the ex-

treme, and brought the series to a fitting close, 

In the miscellaneous group, Lynn Radcliffe's "Life of Paris" was 

another puzzler; if ~t was a comment on contemporary problems, as it may 

have been. it was a great deal broader than most others. It was, rather, 

philosophical in content and deeply moralj.stic in .feeling. James Maxwell's 

two stories need no comment./ William Anderson on Nuclear Physics was, for 

us: an experimental novelty that had and has us confused, but rakishly 

scientific nevertheless, Final~, there were three entries in the wit-

and-humor group. William Hessler on "Pidgin English" was a perfect com-

bination of solid subject-matter and hilarious analysis. ~~colm McGregor's ' ~ . 

11War on the Ohio", and Robert Allen's "Joys of Ignorance" were subjective 

exercises of wit and word both fresh and joyful. 

What does all this add up to? Last year in this report we postu

lated an enlightened visitor from another world, like New York, snd asked 

his reactions. What would he have thought this year? 

Stylistically he would have thought our papers better this year 

than last. The minciilg, modifying, hedging parenthetical was held to a 

minimum; we demonstrated· a new capacity to aim a sentence at a target 

and shoot it straight. Our writing thereby acquired force and distinction -

whether exposing the structure of pidgin English, political prejudice, or 

historical ..;aywardness. We were less gentle and whimsical, .and correspond

ingly more forceful and direct; our 19th century mannerisms faded to in-

consequence. 

., .. 
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(?,ur visitor from New York, however, would also record that our 

sense of humor suffered no ill effects. The use of direct, forceful lan

guage suggests a ·certain ferocious solemnity, but it is a suggestion 

only: wit and humor survived and were enhanced - from Rob Allen's giant 

word-play to Ernest Miller's slyly placed tacks. / 

On our capacity to organize our papers. the literary visitor ----
would also note a substantial. improvement, though he would still have a 

headshake or two at some of us. 1J.JB.st year we uncovered a splay-footed 

tendency to trot eccentrically toward a finish line and to stop a yard 

short. This year in almost every instance we made the finish line, though 

the eccentric path often remained; and in one or two cases we went beyond 

the finish line and over the horizon. The eccentric path is exhibited 

particularly in personal memoirs, travelogues, and contemporary co~nent. 

History and biography for the most part organize themselves; the eccentric 

paths in that division (of which there were two at least) were conscious 

efforts to take the interesting b.Y-way. 

This capacity to organize our papers goes much deeper, of course, 

than the capacity for logical statement; in a literary club it shoQld be, 

and is, concerned with aesthetic completion. This year several of us 

demonstrated a rounded conception of, and preoccupation with, the problems 

of organic unity -/and on two of these my minutes wrote themselves into 
I ...--

trouble, for which I now apoligize. Twa of the best papers of the year 

were Lucien Wulsin's on Mrs. Stowe and Howard Roelofs' on The Farm, both 

highly articulate, both demonstrating a firm grasp on the meaning of 

aesthetic unity;J/because both fall just short of f'ul1 realization, I let 

the minutes scold instead of granting unstinted praise. I am not sure 

wM.ch course is right, but I do think some trick or emphasis in ~ language 
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resilltedl ln injustice. 

I have reserved for separate oolTUllent our budget papers. Judgments 

can differ on the merits of our long ones, but on pudget papers there can 

be no question that this year we were better than last. We still receive 

our quota of budget contributions which begin and end nowhere, which are 

hardly more than ten minutes of bilge, apparently written to discharge an 

obligation. But this year we also received a larger quota of something 

much better - budget papers which were short, pointed, neatly carved essays 

in themselves, varied, int.eresting, intense, and sharp. Fd Alexander's 

''Tale of Two Titles", for example; possessed a direct integrity entirely 

unique and .delightful; Clark Firestone 1 s special "Office Window" on early 

20th century journalism; William Werner 1 s toy catalogue; William Clark 1 s 

"English Visit"; Bertram Smith's two/bits, one on Omar and one on the 

Hermit of the Hilltop --th~ list could run on for almost a page. I per-

sonally took special delight in Grant Cannon's grapple with spelling, 

Henry Hooper 1 s liberating of bedpans, and Ed.mund Wood 1 s "Operation Cross

r~" - hut this is pure idiosyncracy. The budget papers which were worthy 

) 
of - and which gave - special delight /were m!IlY. 

A peculiar award of merit is reserved for Ashley Walker who gave 

us his "Ode to Pie" in November and brought the year to a close in June 

with two lovely and highly deflationar,r papers which were exactly right in 

tone for the final meeting. We are developing a very special kind of 

satirist here - gentle, devastating, sweet and des.dly - with his sway-backed 

ode, his spavined allegory, and his knock~kneed bombast. 

When this report last year wound its w~ to a kindly and charitable 

close, I was charged with having infected myself with the very gentleness 
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I had criticized. I suppose I am even more vulnerable this year. So be 

it: I have at least the merit of speaking from conviction. This year we 

l!!r! more direct, more forceful, and better organized; we spoke with a 

surer tongue and a clearer brain. If these conclusions indicate a weaken-

ing of ~ ~nl fibre and perceptions, I do not care - and I do not think 

you ought to care much either, as stronger fibre and deeper perception will 

make these comments next year. 

I thank you for your tolerance; I apologize for ~ faults; and I 

wish for ~ successor as much pleasure in this office as I have had • 

Respectful~ submitted, 

/cfl~w~ 
Secretary 



THE LITERARY CLUB 

STATEMENT'FOR PERIOD AUGUST 31, 1955 to AUGUST 31, 1956 

RECEIPTS 

Balance on hand August 31, 1955,--------------------------------------
Dues and initiation fees~'-------------------------- __ ----- ____________ _ 
Received from members to pay for chairs for Club (12@ 58. 50)---------
Received from The Central Trust Company, Trustee under the will of 

Lawrence C. Carr, deceased, surplus income,------------------
Received from Liberty Insurance Company, in full settlement for accident 

that occurred on 12/28/55, (Insured: Pick Freight Co.)------------

3,252.80 
4,955.00 

702.00 

450.29 

32.00 

TOTAL RECEIPTS--------- 9, 392.09 

DISBURSEMENTS 

rages------------------------------------------------ 679.97 
Income Tax------------~------------------------------ 4.80 

erical Services------------------------------------------ 326. 54 
rs-------------------------------------------------- 43.61 

----------------------------------------------------- 938.49 
and Electricity---------------------------------------- 733.93 
ance------------------------------------------------- 14.93 

s, Mauer-------------------------------------:---------- 460.93 
scellaneous---------------------~----------------------- 150.00 
stage, Printing, Stationery Supplies, etc.----------------- 330.66 

rs, Replacements, etc.-------------------------------- 2,168. 77 

8---------------------------------------------------- 688.32 
ephone------------------------------------------------- 132.26 
a~r----------------------:------------------------------ 25.43 

TOTAL DISBURSEMENTS 6, 698. 64 

CE ON HAND AUGUST 31, 1956,------------------------------- 2, 693.45 



DISBURSEMENTS 

BEVERAGES 

Liquor 
Ice 
The Geo. Wiedemann Brewing Co., 
The Coca-Cola Bottling Works Co. , 
The W. T. Wagne~'s Sons Co., 
Vernor's 
Barq Bottling Co., Inc., 
Liquor (for annual dinner) 
Liquor 
Ice 
The Geo. Wiedemann Brewing Co. , 
The Burger Brewing Co. , 
Vino's,Inc., 
Liquor 
Ice 
The Geo. Wiedemann Brewing Co., 
The Coca-Cola Bottling Works Co~, 

Liquor 
Ice 
The Geo. Wiedemann Brewing Co. , 
The Burger Brewing Co. , 
Liquor 
Ice 
The Geo. Wiedemann Brewing Co. , 
The Burger Brewing Co., 
The W. T. Wagner's Sons Co., 
The Coca-Cola Bottling Works Co., 
Canada Dry Bottling Co. , 
Liquor 
Ice 
The Burger Brewing Co. , 
The Geo. Wiedemann Brewing Co. , 
The W. T. Wagner's Sons Co., 
Vernor's 
Liquor 
Ice 
The Geo. Wiedemann Brewing Co. , 
The Burger Brewing Co. , 
The Coca-Cola Bottling Works Co. , 
The W. T. Wagner's Sons Co., 

Forwarded 

28.64 
3.50 

14. 10 
1. 92 
2.31 
1. 18 
1. 20 

50.00 
10.74 
3.80 

18.90 
. 1. 85 
79.99 
35.80 

1. 40 
16. 02 

I 96 

35.80 
4.80 

25.95 
3. 08 

35.80 
3.50 

23.70 
3.35 
3.31 
3.62 
1. 70 

39.38 
3.50 
5.20 

18.90 
1. 16 
1. 18 

28.64 
2.85 

14.25 
1. 85 
3. 12 
1. 16 

538.11 



BEVERAGES -Continued: Forwarded---- 538. 11 

Liquor 
Ice 
The Geo. Wiedemann Brewing Co. , 
The Burger Brewing Co., 
The W. T. Wagner1.s Sons Co., 
The Coca-Cola Bottling Works Co. , 
Liquor 
Ice 
The Geo. Wiedemann Brewing Co. , 
The Burger Brewing Co. , 
The Coca-Cola Bottling Works Co. , 

CITY INCOME TAX 

City of Cincinnati, City Income Tax withheld from Peggy 
Browning for months of June, July and August, 

Do - for months of September, October and November, 

Do - for months of January, February and March, 
Do - for months of April, May and June, 

(Note: No City Income Tax wa~ payable for the month 
of December 1955.) 

CLERICAL SERVICES 

Gertrude Aspden: 
Typing 39 Literary Club papers @ 4. 00 each, 
Re-Copying of papers 
Indexing 
Postage 

FLOWERS 

Jones, The Florist, flowers for annual dinner, 

156.00 
156.00 

8.00 
6.54 

Farrell Co., 7 Christmas. wreaths, Ruscus, Pine and Candle, 

39.38 
3.75 

38.00 
Z.80 
Z.39 
1.ZO 

Z1. 48 
1. 50 

20.05 
9. 15 
z. 16 

1. zo 
1. zo 

1. ZO 
1. zo 

Z3.69 

19.9Z 

679.97 

4.80 

326.54 

43.61 

Forwarded 1, 054. 9Z 
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FOOD 

DI'SB UR SEMEN T S 
----1cont~u;~----

Moriconi 1 s Food· Market 
The University Club 
Moriconi 1 s Food Market 

Forwarded----------- 1,054.92 
30.98 

The Boat House Coffee 8t Tea Co. , 
Iq.osterman French Baking Co., 
Moriconi 1s Food Marke.t 

Mrs. Mauer, to reimburse her for cash paidas follows: 
Cape Cod Fisheries 7. ZO 
Federal Bake Sh'op 4. 54 
Oysters (Z qUarts) 4. 00 
Morrow Nut House 2. 80 

Moriconi1 s Food Market 
Moriconi 1 s Food Market 
Moriconi is Food Market 
Moriconi ts Food Market 
Moriconi 1 s Food Market 
Moriconi 1 s Food Market 

GAS AND ELECTRICITY 

Gas 11. 32 
Electricity 30.30 
Gas 7.83 
Electricity 13.34 
Gas 18.08 
Electricity 31.67 
Gas 50.27 
Electricity Z4.Z8 

Gas 78. 16 ~ 

Electricity 23.56 
Gas 71.84 
Electricity 23.95 
Gas 70. Z1 
Electricity 2Z.Z1 
Gas " 64.18 
Electricity Zl. 40 
Gas 54.51 
Electricity Z0.25 
Gas 27.7Z 
Electricity Z0.36 

Forwarded 

360.42 
69.56 

5. 40 
3.38 

47.77 

18.54 
76.76 
66.77 
47.36 
58.05 
70. 14 
83.36 

41. 6Z 

21. 17 

49.75 

74.55 

101.72 

95.79 

9Z.4Z 

85.58 

74.76 

48.08 

685.44 

938.49 
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DISBURSEMENTS 
- ---1cciiiiii\i;d) ____ _ 

GAS AND ELECTRICITY - Continued: 
Forwarded 

Forwarded 

Gas 24.10 

Electricity 2Z. 84 -----------------------------46.94 
Adjustment due to overcharge on bill for previous 

month which was estimated------------------27. 72 
6.50 Gas 

Electricity 22.77 

IN SUR AN CE ----·-------
Walter P. Dolle 8t Go., Inc., $1, 000. 00 insurance on contents, 

MRS. MAUER 

Salary 
Less: City Income Tax withheld 

Salary 
Less: City Income Tax withheld • 40 

Charge on September telephone 
bill 6. 84 

Do - October bill 6. 78 
Salary 

Less: City Income Tax withheld 
Salary (No City Income Tax due this month) 

Salary 
Less: City Income Tax withheld 

Salary- Do 
S;a1ary- Do 
Salary- Do 
Salary 

,, 

Less: City Income Tax Withheld 
Charge on May telephone bill 

Salary 
Le.ss: City Income Tax Withheld 

Salary- Do 
Salary -Do 

.40 
1. 05 

40.00 
• 40 

40.00 

14.02 
40,00 

.40 

40.00 
.40 

40.00 

1. 45 
40.00 

.40 

685,44 

19.22 

29.27 

39. 60 

25.98 

39.60 
40.00 

39.60 
3.9. 60 
39.60 
39.60 

38.55 

39.60 
39.60 
39.60 

(Note: On 12/Z0/51 the Club advanced $50.00 to Mrs. Mauer to be 
retained by her to be used to purchase supplies, with 
reimbursement monthly.) 

Forwarded 

1,993.41 

733.93 

14. 93 

460.93 

3,203.20 
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MISCELLAN:EOUS 
Forwarded 

A. Williamson Walton, refund of dues paid since resignation in 
January of 1952, 

POSTAGE, PRINTING, STATIONERY SUPPLIES, ETC. 

Dr. Louis B. Owens, postage 
Armstrong Stationery Co. , ledger 
The H. Nieman Co. , 
The Central Trust Company, postage for mailing 

October first bills 
The H. Nieman Co. , 
The H. Nieman Co. , 
Harry C. Sherick, binding two volumes of minutes, 
The Central Trust Company, postage, 
The Pounsford Stationery Co., napkins, matches, 

Sheaffer desk set; green desk blotter, 

The H. Nieman Co., 
The H. Nieman Co., 
The H. Nieman Co., 
The H. Nieman Co., 
The Central Trust Company, postage for mailing 

April first bills 
Dr. Louis B. Owens, postage 
The H. Nieman Co. , 
The Central Trust Company, postage 
The H. Nieman Co. , 
The H. Nieman Co. , 
Harry C. Sherick, binding "t.wo volumes Literary Club 

papers, 

REPAIRS, REPLACEMENTS, ETC. 

Mrs. Mauer, refund of amount advanced for glass washing 
brush, 

Carrigan Plumbing .Co., 
Ray's Arnold Co., pest control service, 
Westinghouse Electric Supply Co., labor charge 
The Model Laundry Co., 
United Cleaning Co. , cleaning services, 

Forwarded---

10.00 
4.38 

55.88 

z. 76 
41.33 

7.41 
ZZ.66 
3.00 

8.40 

Z3. 31 
20.80 
47.ZZ 
10.75 

Z.76 
10.00 
9.56 
3.00 
9.46 

13.Z6 

24.72 

3.75 
10.20 
10.00 
4.·50 
2.41 

19.20 
50. 06 

Forwarded 

3,Z03.ZO 

150.00 

330.66 

3,683.86 



•. 

REP AIRS, REPLACEMENTS, ETC. - Continued: 

Forwarded 
Sb.illito' s - mop, broom, wringer bucket 
Mrs. Mauer, to reimburse her for amount paid extra help 

· at annual dinner, (waitresses and dishwashers) 
Abbey Rents, chairs, tables, silver, linen, glasses of 

all sizes, (annual dinner) 
Clock Service Center, repairs and adjustments made on 

Herschede Hall Clock 
Peck-Hannaford & Briggs Co. , labor lighting pilot light 

on furnace; oiling fan and motor; installing two new 
16 x 20 x 1 filters; and putting furnace in operation 

Model Laundry Co. , 
Good- Will Industries, 37 chairs repaired and upholstered 

United Cleaning Co. , 
The Mode 1 Laundry Co. , 
Golden Rule Electric Co., repairs on G. E. Vacuum 

Cleaner 
The Model Laundry Co., 
Model Laundry Co., 
The Backus Brothers Co., five arm chairs, 
H. Lauber and Co. , 

1/2 doz. 2 oz~ wine glasses 
1 doz. Old Fashioned glasses 

Wilrant Co., Inc., draperies 
Model Laundry Co., 
The Kay Electric Supply Co. , 1 opal shade, 
Chuck Service, cleaning 
The Backus Brothers Co., 12 arm chairs, 

1. 93 
3. 10 

Mrs. Mauer, to reimburse. for amount paid woman to help 
with cleaning, (2 days) 

United Cleaning Co. , 
The Model Laundry Co., 

TAXES 

Paul A. O'Brien, Treasurer of Hamilton County, Ohio, 
real estate taxes for first half of 1955, 

Do - second half of 1955, 

Forwarded 

50.06 
7.39 

61. 00 

92.29 

19.75 

9. 90' 
9.60 

184. 08 / 

14.00 
10.88 

11. 97 
6.81 
8. 19 

334. 75 ~; 

5.03 
515.00v 

11.62 
1. 96 

53.00 
723. 06 

10.00 
22.50 

3,683.86 

5.93 2, 168.77 ----

344. 16 

344. i6 688.32 

Forwarded 6,540.95 



TELEPHONE 

DISBURSEMENTS 
---lc~nt~u;~-----

($16. 63 - less $6. 84 paid by Mrs. Browning) 
($16. 57 - less $6. 78 paid by Mrs. Browning) 

($10. 95 - less $1.05 paid by Mrs. Mauer) 

*(Note: Actual amount paid by Club - $117. 59) 

WATER 

Forwarded 

16,63 
16.57 
9.79 
9.79 

9.79 
9.79 
9.79 
9. 79 

10.95 
9. 79 
9.79 
9.79 

7.68 

7.45 
5. 15 

6,540.95 

13Z.Z6* 

5.15 Z5.43 

TOTAL DISBURSEMENTS----- 6,698. 64 



Report of the Board of Trustees, 1955-56 

The Trustees, by tradition and preference, remain modestly in the 

ackground ·of Club affairs. But they do have certain functions, as 

et forth in Section 8, Article II, of the Constitution -- to ''represent 

Club in matters of legal nature" even though the membership not 

equently fa.ils to elect a lawyer to the Bonrd. They also have charge 

the property and must provide for the liquid and gustatory demands 

the members. Even though no physician was among the Trustees last 

or this, they must guard the digestive tracts of the members, and 

it that their posteriors are fitted as snugly as possible 

comforta.biJ.:e chairs. In loftier matters they must preserve a sound 

an unleaking roof over the members' heads. In all of these 

trust the Board has fulfilled its duties· durine the past 

as well as Club funds vo uld permit .. 

Despite
1 

a slow but steady rise in the cost of foodstuffs, and a 

no means slow rise in the price of whisky, the Trustees have, we 

lieve, managed to provide the kind of refreshments to which the member

p has grown accustomed. Several frivolous complaints were heard at 

Holiday Celebration, (from members who had read a certain work of 

les Lamb), over the absence of roast pig. And the customary debate 

r domestic.-versus-imported:wine was heard at the Anniversary Dinner. 

these are matters of routine. Happily, there were no demands for 

t noxious distillati~n fancied by some of our neighbors to the south, 

ch masquerades under the deceptive alias of "mountain dew." 



- 2 .. 

Speaking of more mundane things, the only repair job of c:onse ... 

the past year was the replastering of the ceiling dome. 

summer it migh_t be advisable to have all these walls and the 

washed. 

The most considerable expenditure on furnishings went into the 

drapes which adorn the windows of the long south room and the library. 

a few years it will be necessary to replace the drapes in this 

But the members of the future will probably be most grateful for 

e new chairs which, under the Trustees' policy, will gradually replace 

old, squeaky variety. Here the enterprise of the Board could not 

tch the individual zeal of our ex-President, Mr. Keagy. After long 

thoughtful consideration, the Trustees ordered five new chairs, But 

• Keagy, on his own ini tia ti ve, quickly raised enough funds from 

generous members of the Club to purchase a dozen more. 

It is. worth noting, by the way, that one member who had formed 

sentimental attachment to the old squeaky variety has asked and been 

anted permission to cart a discarded one to his home -- an arrangement 

ich will help to relieve Mrs. Browning's problem of storage space. Tre 

stees have a mental reservation here, however, Most of the chairs we 

now sittipg:in are approaching the condition of antiques. In time 

may acquire a considerabl~ value as collectors' items. Future Boards 

Trustees should keep in mind the possibility of a lucrative auction sale. 

With which final and mercenary reflection, this.report is respectfully 

The Trustees: 

Carl Vitz, ••• 1957 
William G. Werner, •••. 1958 
Joseph w. Sagmaster, ••• 1956 

Chairman 
. ) 



The Literary Club 
SEPTEMBER MEETINGS 

Business Meeting October 1 1956 
I 

Thirty day~ hath September, but not at the Literary Club. Two meetings 
·~· 

instead of the usual f-~~r or five provide an opportunity for the Secretary to 

devote some space in his first report to an airing of the reflections that have 

occupied his otherwise empty mind during the summer./ It is a convention of this 

club that an incoming secretary, in particular, is expected to disemburden himself 

after·a summer of contemplating his new role.f 

The p~~~nt in-coming secretary was denied the opportunity for such a soul-

searching summer. Having made the fatuous mistake of going to Europe at the 
e lc.c. t,.,. 111 ~14(;) 

time of the an&J(Ll meeting~ he was ignorant of his fate until September 15 •. 

As Thomas Gray said of the Eton schoolboys: 

Alasl regardless of their doom 
The little victims play; 

No sense have they of ills to come, 
Nor care beyond ~-1/fM todayl 

Si~ce then, instead o~ calm contemplations, your new secretary's predominant 

condition has been marked by a kind of numbness produced by his repeating this 
4. ~.;.t,. ' 

resolve: "J{ver miss !1 d? 1d meeting of the Literary Club." Vlhy? Bec,use one 

/r' I 
might end up this honorable office 1/an office in which one gradually loses all 

1\ 

of oneis friends.! 

Yet in the space of two weeks there has been time to sort out two or three 

impressions. The first is a humbling sense produced by recollections of my 

I 
predecessors. Mr. Sagmaster' s performance I missed, but at the time I became 

~,((,~J"f ,. 
a member, Mr. Hessler was in full form, and a very good form indeed it was. 

,~0"" ldi.W.ftJ. 
Then came Mr. ,_Stimson for a long period, and finally Mr~ Merkel. 

The contrast between these three excellent secretarial reigns should be ....... 

fU;_\1 of lessons for a successor. We had first the reigh of William the 

Lion-Hearted,/a writer of fearless critiques whose rapid-fire display of witty 
/ 

phrases rained blows so gracefully that none of us kg'w when we had been hit. 
- -· ,_ a" tilc.t'c/e,.,i 

Mr. Hessler's performances sometimes reminded me of a I J\ from the .first 

Vlorld War concerning_ the Ghurka night-fi~hters whose favorite practise was to 

sneak up behind German sentties in the dark and to cut their throats Vli th one 

r 
'.'\ 

' 
? 
} 
'j 
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a German sentry heard the swishing sound of a Ghurka knife behind him, but 

f~t nothing, and exclaimed with relief: "Hah, you missed me." 

the Ghurka., "just wait until you try turning your head." 

"Oh no," said 

This reigh of William the Lion-Hearted was suggeeded by the reign of 

Geor!e the ~~?tle -- a. long and honorable reign in which conscientious and 

fair-minded summaries of the club's offerings were p~ovided, /and corrective 

cr_i ticism was kept to a minimum. 

.. Last came the reign of Edward the Terrible, who, like his predecessor in 

Russia., was resolved that no one in his court could cohtinue to wear beards 

or peasant dress./These reforms were urged with wit but with a passionate 

and compell~ng conviction that elevated the secretary's caair to an eminence 

that makes his successor l,i feel dizzy. 

Recollections of these three predecessors is, as I say, humbling and 

rather unnerving. In the .light of them, my own quickly formed resolutions 

are first: to attempt sometimes what Strachey called a "becoming brevity." 

Realistic academics know that most papers submitted by students are of a good 
... ~··· 

11 C11 calibre. Attention always falls on the A's and the ~,, s,/ It is exhausting, 

therefore, for club secretaries or for academics always to attempt evaluations. 
-~ 

Quite often, a Stimson-like summary will serve. Secondly, that I shall have 

the temerity once in a while to comment upon the reading rather than the 

writing of papers. We are all more sensitive, oddly enough, on this score, -.. ff1 
and hence secretaries shirk making comments. Yet it is a sad experience to 

see well-turned phrases clumsily delivered • .. 
f Finally, ;I shall steadily urge upon the membership the folly of electing 

,.--
to this office someone who is not a newspaper-man, One has the impression 

that William Hessler constructs Fearless Fosdick quips with his Corn Flakes 

at breakfast 
1 

and that ail of these newspaper people simply sit down to 

typewriters and the sentences roll off effortlessly -- lik~ breathing. 

The rest of us Mr. lerkel and I and others, must struggle painfully to 
I . 

elaborate our sentences. This is painful for us and painful for the membership. 

·Let us hope that next June the office will return to those who can handle it 

'J 

t : 
' . 

\ 
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effortlessly. I should add that the present t secre ary will of course attempt 

to attend as many meetings as possible GUring the year and that it is certain 

that he will not miss, again, the annual meeting in June • 

Back now to September's meetings. The first, on. September 17, featured 

Frank Moore's delightful sketches of Some Curious Cler1·cs, T wo years ago, 

Mr. Moore's paper to the club had been entitled 11 Meet the Devil." In the 

present paper he introduced us not to his Satanic majesty again, certainly, 

but to some clergymen who were on more intimate terms with the devil i. sh 

dispensations than the man on the street supposes is appropriate for 

gentlemen of the cloth. The four clerics described by Mr. Moore were not 

c..l c.o cl 11 ' ~ 
devil's disciples ~. They were in some instances men of real faith 

yet belonging to a special tradition of cleric that goes back to the monk 

Rabalais 1 clerics that is with either a worldly admixture or an earthy 

admixture. The worldly ones included the famous Vicar of Bray who managed to 

hold on to his living throughout all the changes in the church of ~ngland in 

the 17th and 18th centuries by his technique of always voting for the side that 

was winning. His worldly counterpart later was the hunting parson. The 

earthy types were represented by * two great ~nglish writers of the 18th 

century, Dean Jonathan Swift and the Reverend Laurence Sterne, Swift's 

love~life, as Mr. Moore explained, remains a mystery, but the vocabulary 

of his books sounds as if it might make even a Vassar senior blush, a difficult 

feat these days. Laurence Sterne's fondness for bedroom scenes, at least 

in his writings, is perhaps the most striking example of the incongruity 

that was the real sourc~ of the comedy of Frank Moore's sketches. This fine 

paper reminded me of a remark by Ra~ph Waldo Emerson who, in his clerical 

days, was bothered by observing that whenever a clergyman joins a table of 

non clerics the conversation freezes and no one seems to be able to talk 
. I 

naturally. Frank Moore's examples demonstrate that the generalizatio~ is 

by no means always applicable; none of the clergymen he discussed would ever 

freeze a con~ersation, except perhaps a conversation between elderly maiden ladies. 

l" 
} ,. 
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This paper was followed by sth 1 1 e annua business meeting which featured a 

a reading of the treasurer's report b H A d Y •r. n erson and the secretary's report 
and a report from the trustees by Mr Sagmaster 

which had been written by Mr. Merkel.. The treasurer assured t•h t • · , , us a we are 
• and the trustees assured us that our new chairs are soueakless. 

solvent, the secretary assured us that we are writing better aner-s 'ff. 
t~~ger~~~r~~~i~~~t Ib are indebted to Mr • Keagy and others fo~ 'provldi~/~ li~;e~a~~ast•"-' 

of these reports are attached, A letter ff/1..JJ.:J.1Jijj,.J,JJ..J.-.,Dr/.:~i;.;...o' f · ti . . 71'7Pnl:/itr<lfii'H'II''' ;,;,.,..,~,._.,..,~" o res1gna on was 

received and accepted from Wyman Parker who has moved to his new post as 

librarian of Wesleyan University in Connecticut. 

The last meeting in September consisted of four budget papers read by 

Henry D, Loring. '£hese offerings included his own rj~ contribution, "Black 

Bishop,'' an imaginative presentation of some rathei exotic incidents in the 

history of Portugese relations between church and state, incidents which were 

reminiscent of Henry II 1 s g_uarrel with Archbishop ~'homas a Becket in Enghnd 1 

/)~ (I,...., .-ffl.,~/1 
but presented here in the form of ~witty letter i:ather than as a murder in a 

by Wilson Wright, was and 
cathedral. The first paper,/18 minutes in length 1 /was entitled 11 The Front Page. 11 

It seemed to leave most of us puzzled by its weird juxtapositions of Byzantine 

past with present parallels. -There was one fine moment in the pPper when a great 

fight in the hippodrome was vividly pictured, but I soon got lost in a crowd 

of British paratroopers and j'avenile deling_uents \'Ji th stra.nge haircuts. 

If Mr. Wright's paper cut a large swath, a much larger swath was attempted 

by Fred Giesel who submitted a fast-paced survey of the history of human 

starvation, food production, and religious history (Buddhist and Christian) 

with some reassuring predictions about the ha~py prospects for man's future 

on earth when the scientists start to feed us all on capsuled seaweed. In 

the midst of our present uneasiness about man's future state in an atomic 

age, it was comforting to have Mr. Giesel assure us that Malthus was all wrong. 

And'the Victorian breezyness ~f his paper was infectious even though one sensed 

afterwards that such a topic is not exactly covered by 7~ minutes of treatment. 

The most successful ·of the four offerings 1 it seemd to me 1 was 11 Tulipomania" 

by James Nelson -- a good brief account of the fantastic speculations which 

took place in 17th century Holland when exotic species of tulip bu'llbs were 

being sought by investors. These speculations ended in a kind 1929 crash. 

<," 
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This paper was unpretentious, informative, and of an appropriate scope, and 

as such a model of what a budget paper should be. 

Respectfully sub~itted, 

~t!§~ 
George H. Ford, Secretary 

,\ 
' 

) 
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the Literary Club 
OCTOBER MEETINGS 

Business Meeting: November ~' 1956 

The long month of October featured five club meetings culminating in 

the grand finale of an annual ban\Uet, In keeping with the gentle melancholia 

inspired by autumn mists and warm sunshine, most of the papers were retrospective 

in hue • The first paper 1 by Raymond Walters 1 evoked for us the fi!Ure of 

his eminent predecessor, Herman Schneider, Mr, Walters was concerned with 

demonstrating that Dean Schneider was not only a. distinguished administrator and 

.. 
engineer but also a. lover of arts and letters, We learned of his life-long 

inter&st in the music of Bach dating from his exposure to the Moravian choir 

at Le~gh 1 and also of his interest in painting and Oriental ob1ets ~all_, 

Of special stgnifiaance was the account of his tastes in literature (lipling 

and Richard· Jfarding Davis) and of his successful venture into writing popular 

short stories. Mr, Walters' reading of a passage from one of these stories 

was highly effective and blew life into Schneider's rolling Biblical rhythms, 

The whole paper, in fact, showed Mr, Walters in his best form --charged with 

an energy that can be compelling. It is his enthusiasm that leads him at times 

into his distinctiv~ hapit of departing from the text of his paper in order to 

comment extemporaneously about some point that interests him. The vitality 

and energy displayed both in the paper and in these "interludes" (as Mr, 

Walters called them) reminded me of Thackeray's account of being sick in bed 

and receiving a visit from the energetic poe~, Robert Browning. "Bro•nlng 

was here this morning" 
1 

Thackeray said. "What spirits he has -- really too · 

much for my weak state, He a,lmost blew me out of bed." 

' A business meeting followed .Mr. VI alters 1 paper. The new secretary 

presented a. muffled report airing his hastily formulated views of the 

secretarial functions, and after a brief flurry occasioned by an objection 

from Mr. Loring, the minutes were accepted a.s read. Mr. ~oring's September 

budget paper ha.d been praised by the secretary a.s "witty" a.nd imaginative./ 

Mr. Loring objected, His paper, he sa.id1 ha.d~ been witty and it had been 

soberly historical. The minutes were then corrected to show that Mr, Loring's 

'aper had been witty oply in the Pickwickia.n sense. 
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The problem of fac~ or fiction cropped up again on October 8 when 

Forest Frank read a paper concerning a Kentucky school-teacher, Miss Letty, 

who made a vast fortune in the stock market. ~veryone in the room here 

assumed that Miss ·Letty was a real person, and it was only afterwards that 

Mr, Frank admitted, under cross-examination, that he had invented Miss Letty 

and that the~ents in her life were piec•d together from a variety of sources, 

It is a tribute to the vividness of Mr. Frank's paper that jjlf(f his hearers 

were taken in by it ~nd that what we assumed to be a biography was actually 

a short story. Thus, although Mr, Frank is not himself a master of dialogue, 

he nevertheless joins ~ the ranks with Jonathan Swift and other great 

literary artists, To have the club's secretary fooled twice within two 

weeks suggests that our .reading-stand ought to be equipped with a warning 

device of some kind, Perhaps a flashing green light would indicate that the 

reader was giving usfact, and a flashingred light would indicate fiction. 

On October 15, some other kind of warning device might also have been 

installed. Jlavid Roberts who was to read some "Comments about Russia." was 

himself absent, and so was your secretary. Lucien Wulsin 1 who kindly acted 

as our man Stanley for the evening, has reported upon the events, and I 

shall quote his report as given 

I• 
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II In the absence of Dave Roberts, who was to read his paper 
entitled "Recollections of Russia", James Maxwell substituted for the 
peripatetic Mr. Roberts, and in view of the shortness of Mr, Roberts• 
offering1 added a welcome contribution of his own, 

·~· 

Mr. Roberts• Recollections stemmed from his recent trip be
hind the I ro~ C~rtain on the business of a local Cincinnati newspaper, 
Those wh~ead the articles atlfW&I l•a thu•e were not further enlightened 
on the sali'ent aspects 'of contemporary Russia, but they did receive Mr. 
Roberts• assurances that his views •ere not to be taken ·as valid gener
alizations on life in Russia but merely the impressions of a traveler 

' . 
who was more interested in meeting and seeing people than in visiting 
the places of cultural interest. This was evident. 

Those of the audience who had n_g,J: read Mr. Roberts• newspaper 
articles were given brief and disconnected descriptions of life in 
Russia together with a collection of assorted facts such as the size 
of the country, the lack of a free pressJ and the ownership l?..Y the govern
ment of all, elements ~f commercial life, Mr. Roberts closed his paper 
by describing his feeling of relief and happiness when he left Russia. 
Ita he R&lde "1 wa1' (!lla&' *• he haelt hamea.u The audience echoed his 
sentiments. 

In his. own paper, James Maxwell presented a short story on the 
tolerances to b~ found in egg timers, The paper was titled "Sands of 
Time". ·Evidently from Mr. Maxwell's researches and observations in a 
10~ store, hour ... glass .. type .three--minute- egg_ timers are seldom accurate. 
'l!&at is te say tbat Gut of twelve identical egg timers found on the 
counter of a commercial establishment, the chances are that only one will 
be accurate to within p~us or minus ten seconds. 

Around this odd and unique .Piece of information, Mr. Maxwell 
bui 1 t a B"l:t rn t ton comedy involving a precise purchaser, the store clerk, 
the sto:re manager and the observant narrator. lfl a p 1 chaser wan1arl, undet"

sta.udaiJly, aft' aaCJit!.tt tiMeP; '£he ec~nbtnart···;;£NU! &f i!IB:!!"!fFet\hfC"!!~·~, ~ss 
41&tl th Q tl II. 8ft I IIUt.SS s.eJ)I II g d r•rwu-'a lfM6Ax~··-UAt"-i Be Pilliftating t Uftltttlf!liJti•Je 
~ In the' story.· 'the conflict ft.applly

1114:'esolved in favor of the precise . ' 

purchaser, and the narr.ator, emboldened by this success, made his own 
individualistic purchase conclu.ci n .to himself; "Ever 1 ee_oyomy must be 

' ~ ~ -~ ~117 
made to work for the citizen,"... . · on Mr. 
Maxwell t 8 sense of· ori ginali ~, ·s the best Benchley t radi-

tion.-'' 
.·. ·,· 

·~.a.. 
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On October 22 1 Howard B. Luther discussed th J e ames M. Hutton print 

collection and illustrated his generalizations by showing us slides of 21 

pictures by,Albrecht Durer and his school. Unlike some 1 t an ern-slide evenings, 

Mr. Luther's was not a casual talk. He read to us a carefully prepared and 

informative paper. Unfortunately some of the slides had~ not been arranged 

with the same care, and hence text and picture did not always correspond. 

Until the ditficulty was straightened out 1 the early part of the paper 

was rather like watching a symphony conductor pointing his baton at the 

trumpet section, which remains silent 1 while the cellos come booming in, 

unexpectedly, to his rear. 

On October 29 1 
members jj'*f'JJ;J;(';ij';ill were on hand to celebrate the 

107th anniversary of the founding of the club. It was a festive and friendly 

affair, as it always is 1 heightened by seemingly bottomless supplies of spirits 

and fine food, and by a respectable Pommard that circulated freely. There 

was also a barrage of good talk, and in the occasional quieter moments there 

was time for passin~ thoughts of absent friends. 

After the banquet, several hearty bangings of the President's gavel 

reduced the long tables to some sort of silence; gfeetings were read from 

Mr. Keagy who reported from the Florida beaches, and the President then began 

reading his one-man entertainment entitled "Literary Labour's Lost." This 

was an extreordinary performance in every respect. Based on Shakespeare's 

early and very talky play, Bart Shine's skit consisted of three scenes 

portraying some inci~ents in the domestic lives of five ~entlemen of 

literary affinities such as Walter 1 Lord of Transit, Howard, thane of 

Glendale, and Morse, a Knight of the Table. The blank verse was faultless 

and faultlessly r~ad 1 and the whole piece was a ~r de force of wit and 

imagination, Yet one could not help wishing, at times 1 that it had been 

saved for a regular meeting instead of for a gathering at which the imaginative 

faculties of most of us were a little blunted. In fact 1 it vras t~ good.-

- Most of us were more ready for pie-throwing than we were for this 

admirably conceived and extremely ambitious comic work. One can predict 
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that a hundred years hence, a Ph.D. candidate in English at u.c. will be toiling 

to identify all the characters in Bart Shine's little master-work. 

After the, reading was concluded 1 the tables were broken up into smaller 

units, and political conversations were resumed. 

This account of a pleasant evening may fitly close with a short dialogue 

between three Club members that took place immediately after ~resident Shine's 

paper: 

· First Club Member (accosting two other members): 
.;:..:;,;;.;;,.;. -

I 
"Ho friendsl What think 1 st thou now of this? 1 

Was•t not a doughty deed Sir Bart hath wrought? 

Spak'st he not well? --With wit and cunning both 

Hath he not raised the tone of our symposium? 

Second Club Member (a sleepy gentleman) 

"Sire, thy praise is just, yet fain must I admit 

That •twixt Jl addled brain and Sir Bart's wit 

Did Morpheus intrude. -- The fumes of gin 

And eke of wine did shut my weary eyes. 

In short, damn'd if I know what it was all about." 

First Member-- addressing third member: 

"And you, Sir 1 what thinkest thou 

Of this our entertainment'/" 

Third ·Member (a stout gentleman) 

"Achewl arphewl achewl --VIhat meant Sir Ba.rt'i 

Alas dear siy I know not either. -- But 
'.J 

Spak•st thou not of gin just now? Say on then1 

( th Club kitchen and raising his voice) calling out to e 

"Ho\ wench\ Sack posset here\ Or 1 failing that 

' 1 brew will serve." A pot of Wied'man s roya 

Voice from the Kitchen: "Anon, sir." 
..-;..-.-..- - -
Third Member: 

11 Ho 1 hawl fie fye fo fum1 

Confound that wenchl Come my dear, comeL" 
--next page 
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(Third member again r'aises his go ice): 

11Dost thou think because thou art literary 

That there shall be no more cakes a.nd ale?" 

Chorus of other members ..;;.;;;;,;;.;o.,.;;;;-

"Heart. hearJ hear'J" 
( 

fruJ 
ExAt omnes) 

Respectfully submitted, 

~-- rf·q_~ 
~H. Ford 

I• 
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THE LITERARY CLUB 
Telephone MAin 1-6589 

NOVEMBER, 1956 

November 5 

The Cathedrat 
EDWARD J. ScHULTE 

Busin~ss Meeting 

November 12 . 
Mouch-More, Mobsters, Mexicans 

and Madness 
HowARD D. FA BING 

November 19 
To Be Announced 

JAMES E. BRODHEAD 

November 26 
Informal 

NATHANIEL R. WHITNEY 

Loms B. OwENS, Clerk 
The Board of Management suggestl 
tli.at guests retire to the Library during 

business meeting of the Club. 



The Literary Club 
NOVEMBER MEETINGS 

Business Meeting, lJecember 3, 1956 

Two of the three full-length papers in Novembe"' •·rAre • • - concerned with 

different ways of forgetting reality. From one paper we received a good deal 

of information about the pleasant effects of beer, and from another paper ·ne 

learned of the not-quite-so pleasant effects of 1 d / s~c1 rugs as mescaline •. 

The o~r long paper 1 by Edward J. Schulte, v1as entitled 11 'rhe Cathedral," and it 

would be te~ng to ~late it to November's intoxicating theme ·by recalling 

the rude athetstic remark {Voltaire's wasn't 

of the people,/~ctually Mr. Schulte was not . -

it) that religion is the opium 

offering a sectatian discussion of 

any kind, His subject was the current remodelling of the church of St. Peterl-

in-Chains into the beautiful cathedral that promises to add much distinction to 

4own-town Cincinnati. This old church has been the setting for Roman Catholic 

services for more. than a hundred years 1 but its original architect, as Mr. 

Shul te reminded us, was a Pre~ian 1hamed Henry Vial ter. The Presbyterian 
in the 1840 1 s 

archtiect was chosen/by a very civilized connoiseur of good buildings: 

~ Bishop Purcell./ Moreover its stylistic inspiration was ufuti~~ely neither 

Roman Catholic nor Presbyterian but pagan Greek/via. that respectable English 

Episcopalian, Sir Christopher Wren./ 
' 

Mr, Schulte complained that some of the young U,C. architects, who have been 
the church of 

working with him on the task of restoring/St. Peter-in-chains, are alarmingly 

insensitive to the arch{tectural past of western man. It is fortunate that 

Mr, Shulte himself, the present architect-in-chief, ~bviously does not suffer 

from such a deficiency.'/ His paper showed a tendency to wander and digress at 

times, but 1 t was generally drawn together by the speaker's 1\jl_j-verence for the 
// 

beauty of this fine church-building and the archttectural heritage it represents •/ 

This paper was ~ollowed by a business meeting which featured some 

Shakespearean& and a lively discussion of possible parking areas for members' 

automobiles. f 
The second paper, on November 12 1 was by Howard Fabing. Of necessity 

it was much l.ess reverent than Mr. Shulte•s paper. Alliteratively entitled: 

1 M t '1 i and ''1adn· essn Dr. Fa bing,' s paper seemed· to be 
'Mouch-More

1 
obs ers, 11ex cans, I' .. 

dedicated to exploding the Freudian interpretations of schizophrenia. 

' \ 
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If I understood his underlying thesis, his contention is that -
schizophrenia1 ~hi~h is responsible for filling half f t 

1 
o he number of beds in the 

melhtal hospitals of the civilized world 1 /m~y- be attributable to some chemical 

poisoning rathe~ than to our childhood resentment against nocturnal activities 
. I 

in adjacent paternal bedrooms. ,1/ 

Medical controversies, like other controversies, can be dull, picayune, 

and marred by jargon. Howard Fabing knows low to avoid such dangers because he 

has the literary artist's capacity for concrete illustratlan. This was a 

brilliant paper 1. vividly illustrated ~hroughout, The possible biochemical 

basis of mental illness was sug1 ested by a striking collection of case hi stories 1 

past and present. We learned of the inhabitants of Kamchatka penninsula who 

achived a kind of euphoric state by eating mushrooms and then quaffing draughts 

!I 
of each other's urine;// we heard of the South American Indians vthose habit of 

u 
using mescaline has recently provoked Aliou~Huxley into writing a book in honour 

I 

of what is called the "divine plant." We l'arned a.lso of .A:.ztec drugs and of the 

Australian aborigines who were fond of pine-nuts soaked in urine. Or. Fabing _...,.· 

noted that all such substances have a common chemical structure, and to 

demonstrate their capacity to produce simimlar mental states of an extraordinary 

kind he cited the recent case of a mushroom-eater in nearby Michigan who, 

when under the influence of mushrooms, suffered from the unhappy delusion 

.f 
that his docto.r was god. ( 

:' tY' 
The most interesting speculation of all concerned the ·~rserks of the 

Icelandic sagas. The reported behaviour of these terrifying and frenzied warriors 

was explained by Dr. Fabing as attributable to their secret weapon: the mushroom 

{ . ) I or to some equivalent thereof • ' 

After hearing such speculations about these ferocious Horsemen, the 

ignorant laymai
1 

such as the Club's secretary, began to look for immediate 

practical ·applications for such information. The secretary has, in fact, ma~e 

two resolutions • 
The first is that he is resolved to stick to stea.lc and o~ns 

hereafter, rThe. second is that if his fem~e dinner-partner asks the waiter in 
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a restaurant for a dish of mushrooms, he (the secretary) resolves to le~ve 

Brunhilde at the table alone to finish her meal •rhl'le he 1 • s ips out of the 

restaurant by the nearest exit.~ 

Dr. Fabing concluded by promising to return in 1976 with a paper that would 

make a final report upon the causes of schizophrenia: whether the disease is 

caused by chemical poisoning or by more remote psychosomatic factors (as the 

Freudian.s would say). I hope that thi f t ff s u ure o ering will be as fascinating 

as the present paper was, and that an even larger crowd will be on hand to 

enjoy it. /1 
After P.ine-nuts soaked in urine, b_eer must seem a rather tame drink, . 

Nevertheless on November 19, James Brodhead managed to make this less euphoric 

brew into the subject for an interesting historical sketch entitled: "The 

Anciaat Art." 

VIe all knew that Guiness is good for us, but we learned from Mr. Brodhead 

that all brewed beverages are c;onducive to health and hap,1iness. Brewing, he 

showed us, was a highly respectable art in tet·ms of its ancestry, having 

been practised by man for sixty centuries. The P,leas~~ of beer-drinking were 

not prominently featured by Mr. Brodhead, but his account of a Chicago beer

garden must have aroused some dry throats in his audience. /More prominent was 
U"1Jt0171 J 

his report on some wxperiments upon white rats at Yale, which~ as is well known, 

is the centre of alcoholic experimentation in America./ The Yale rats demonstrated 
.. 

that beer is especially recommended for those who require a low sodium diet. 

Perhaps the whole Literary Club suffers from a sodium deficiency(or surplus) 

because Mrs. Browning reported afterwards that the consumption of bottles of 

beef from the ice-bucket was especially high on the evening of November 19th. 
Your secretary had two bottles of Vliedeman' s med1cine himself • 

. But this is perhaps to overlook the main theme of Mr. Brodhead's pleasant 

paper which was not consumption but taxation. The poor man's drink, as he 

called it, is now subject to a stunning succession of taxes, beginning with the 

federal tax. of -$9.00 a barrel(. Such sad statistics make the modern practitioners 

of the ancient art ready to cry into their glasses and shins. It may be of 

some comfort to realize that tixes on beer have distressed people for centuries. 
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By chance I ran across a street ballad written th h d · . ree un red years ago, in 

England, to complain about an excise tax on beer, and the 

stanza deserves to be memorialized in our minutes: 

It never should grieve me much 
though more Excises were 

The only _thing I grutch, 
is that on Ale and Beer. 

I never would vex nor pine 
whatever you say or thinke, 

To dubble the price of wine, 
for that I seldom drink. 

0 fie upon this Excise, 
'Tis pitty that ever 1 tvtas paid, 

It makes good Licquor to rise 
And pulls down many a trade, 

' I 

following clumsy 

Mr. Brodhead's imp~d question w~s, of course~/what does the u.s. 

4. 

government~ with all the billions of tax money it collects from brewers and 

the rest of us? A week later, an answer was briefly provided by William 

G. Werner in his contribution to the budget called "The Forgotten Man." 

Mr. Werner indicated that about 1932 1 taxes on beer and all manner of things 

began to be distributed as largesse to make the forgotten man feel less 

forgotten. His theory was that up until the 1930's, the term forgotten 

man applied to a hard-working quiet little type of American who paid his 

bills and his taxes and never complained; but that after 1930, tt e 

forgotten man was transformed into a lazy and irresponsible ,drone, guaranteed 

a soft and comfortable life by tax monies, Mr. Werner attributed this 

transformation to the golden-vo\ced Roosevelt rather than to the depression. 

Mr. Werner's. offering was the first of five contributions to the budget 

-of_November 26
1 

which was presented by Nathaniel Whitney, Mr. Whitney has 

" 
a satisfactory reading-voice but he neglected, at times, to turn up the 

volume, and hence some members of his audience simply got lost. I was 

reminded sometimes of the incident when Walter Pater had to give a public 

address in .London. Pater was an eminent writer but an extremely soft-goiced 

speaker, and he afterwards asked Oscar Wilde, with some concern, whether 

the au~ience had be~n able to hear what he had said. "Oh yes," said Wilde, 

"don't worry, we overheard you." 
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As a result of the pianissimo, Eugene Wolfe's three sketches involving 

a. baby 1 two birds 1 · and some shady politics in Vttginia were not always 

audible enough to be clearly understood. Also not fully clear were the three 

short verses contributed by T. Ashley Walker, ~nd here the problem was not a 
. ~ . 

matter of Mr. Whitney's quiet voice but ¥the medium itself. One wishes that 

when new poems are read that mimeegraphed copies could be circulated among the 

members present, for the intricate 

the eye seeing the words even more 

syntax of good verse depends nowadays on 
With the page of verse in front of one, it is 

than on the ear hearing them./**'~~ evident 
tha. t Mr • Walke: ~ ODUlland s 

••••• a. ~eal wi;r~nd a capacity to treat serious themes lightly and effectively 

in skilful metrics. 

The ~ of the budget consisted of offerings by Mr. Whitney himself and by 

Mr. Howard· Roeloffs. Mr. Vihi taay1 s informative account concerned a writer named 

Timothy Flint, who lived in Cincinnati in the early 19th century. 'rhe subject 
I 

was interesting and worthy of being expanded into a full-length paper,· Mr. 

Roeloff's sketch involved a salesman named Eddie who works in a butcher-sup~ly 

house on John Street in Cincinnati. From this curious salesma.n, Mr, Roeloffs 

purchase .La beltiful butcher-knife with which he can slice slabs of ba.con as if 

they were butter. Out of these simple materials, Mr. Roeloffs built up an 

excellent story, vividly told. A Roeloffs story is characterized by a leisurely 

pace and an almost elephantine piling up of little de*ails. The results can be 

either yawn-making or absolutely delightful. This butcher-knife story was 
~-

absolutely delightful~/ James Maxwell and his New Yorker magazine talent-scouts 

ought to keep an eye on this sturdy exponent of Plato from Glendale. 

Respectfully submi tt~ ....... , 

I 
.... ~ 

_. c-·····---~·~ i Ford 
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THE LITERARY CLUB 
Telephone MAin I -6589 

i j ' l ; 
DECE~BER. 19561 I t I ) ) ) 

• December 3 
Devil on Catgut . 

WiLLIAM G. WERNER 

Business Meeting 

Decembe'r I 0 
The Literary Lawyeri j_ II , 1 . JolfN H. Mo~F. 

December 17 · 
The Current HeadalJt I ) I I I 

MARTIN H. FISCHER 

December 24 
Holiday Celebration 

THE 'TRUSTEES 

Oecem~er 31 
Informal 

Lours B. OwENS 

Lours B. OWENS, Clerk 
The Board of Management suggest. 
that guests retire to the Librat"'l during 

business meeting of the Club • 

.. 



The Literary Club 
DECEMBER MEETINGS 

Business Meeting, January 71 1957 

Five meetings (,two of them featuring budgets) p.,..·oduced • the extraordinary 

total of thirteen papers for the final month of 1956, It would be impossible 

to do justice to all of th~se offerings, a11d some t ib t con r u ors will be content , 
I hope 1 to be memorialized in these minutes with only a brief (if honorable) 

mention. 

I ·shall violate chronology and begin with what was perhaps the most 

me~orable of these papers, the one presented on December 17 by Martin H. 

Fisher. Its formal title was "The Current Headache", but its sub-title 

11 Miserere" expressed its point more effectively. Dr. Fisher was investigating 

what he resards as the main principle of modern medicine: "Find out what the 

patient wants and then take it away from him." The a.pplication of this joyless 

prescription was illustrated by alarming case histories of what happens to a 

patient when he is deprived of salt or fat or protein on the principle that 

"what makes you suffer is good." On these topics of salts and proteins 

Ur. Fisher spoke learnedly, but on the topic of depriving patients of alcohol 

or tobacco, ·he spoke with passion and conviction. 11 Unwatered man" he said 

fervently "dries out." This was a point that James Brodhead wanted to establish, 

a month ago
1 

when he read his paper on beer, but dared not. Dr, Fisher dared 

anything. E'or the twenty-three minutes of his brief paper he had his crowd 

of fifty members absolutely crowing with laughter as hit after hit was made. 

And behind the satire was a ~easonable principle {as there always ought to be 
'' 

in good satire) that a patient generally knows what is good for him whether 

it is protein or fat or liquid {alcoholic and otherwise) • The old fashioned 

saloon, with' its salty foods and its flowing beer was lovingly evoked for us 

in a sentence that H.L. Mencken wou:Od have admired (and I quote)} "More than 
/ 

sin went out when the beer saloon with its comforts died." Le·l;· us hope that this 

sentence and others will be included in the fifth edition of Fisherisms when 

that book appears. 

Medicine 
1 

which 120 years ago was one of the lowest of the professions 1 is 

the most sacrosanct of all and it can only be criticized effectively by 
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those i'li thin. the kirk. The profession of la•·r is less sacred, but once again 

it is probably best when criticism is made from the inside rather than by the 

layman. It was appropriate that on December 10, a week before Ur, lt'isher' s 

expos~ of certain fadings of d' · tl me 1c1ne,. 1ere wa.s pre~ented a witty attack on 

the failings of the law -- by a lawyer -- John H, Moi·re, T '(\ he technique of 

this paper 1 anti tled "The Literary Lawyer 11 
1 was ffi1~~/:#.¢i.~ii,jp;j: ,however 

1 
different, 

Mr. More avoided Dr. Fisher's unmistakable bludgeoning-technique. He resorted 

instead to a subtle and ironic presentation. ~ome of us found the irony highly 

effective but others, it seems, missed the point. This is a chance the ironist 

must take 1 and Mr. More increa.sed his risk by reading his paper with a sober 

mien that would have suited a judge. Not a flicker of a smile crossed his 

face as he solemnly presented the legalese gobbledygook that goes into the 

fat volumes of mortgage indentures or when he contrasted the British system of 

reporting criminal ·crials with the colorful commentaries of American journalism, 

This was a sophisticated paper which deserved more of what TV people call 

11 audience pprticipa tion" than it seemed to receive, 

The other long paper of the month was presented by Willi~~m G • \'Ierner ..¥>n 

December 3rd. Entitled "Devil on Catgut 11 it was a fast-moving account of the 

musical and amorous career of the great violinist, Pacan~ini. Mr. Werner 

reported that Paganini's reviewers 1 at the height of his triumphs, ran out of 

adjectives. Mr. Werner was confronted with a similar problem as he worked 

through the iuccessive stage~· in the dazzling careor of this Byronic virtuoso 

of the strings and of the bedchambers of Europej but Mr. Werner's vie;orous 

reading, nevertheless, carried us along with him. 

This paper was follow~d by a business meeting at which Walter C, Langsam 

was elected to membership. 

On Christma.s Eve a budget was pre sen ted by Ca.rl Vi tz and on New Year's 

Eve a budget was presented by Louis B. Owen~. As might be expected, the 

attendance on both evenings was regrettably small. On Christmas ~ve there 

were 14 memb~rs (including the secretary but not the president) and 4 guests. 

On New Year's Eve there were 15 members (including the president but not the 

guest, Both Mr. Vitz and Ur. Owens might console themselves 

·, 
.( .. 
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with the Miltonic comfort that they were be1'ng 1' t 1s ened to by fit audience 

though few. The audience on Christmas hlve was certainly an enthusiastic one: 

fortified by cups of the traditional egg-nog and the traditional privilege 

e were 1ve papers. ,.\r, itz of being able to smoke during the read1' ng. T!1er f · • v 

himself had the excellent idea of diggine out from the club records a paper 

present~d 26 years ago, on December 25 1 19201 by Alfre~t)~led . 

11 Books and the Christmas Spirit." As edited by Mr. Vitz, this paper was a fine 

exa.mp~e of the c'ivilized kind of amateur bookman tha~this club has fostered 

throughout its long history (as the club memorial to Mr, Gessler, at the time 

of his dea-th in 1939
1 

made clear). Alfred Oessler knevt Engl'L sh literature 

thoroughly and had opinions about it. he was id!i>syncratic enough not to like 

Dickens' Christmas Carol and preferred, for his own cheerful Christmas reading i 

poems by Herrick and by Mil ton. Less bookish was another bookman' s paper called 

"An Indiana Christmas" by Bert Smi th 1 which evoked some distinctive ~hristmas 

customs from Mr. Smith's childhood. hldward Merkel's paper 1 called "The Sixth 

Wheel" 
1 

involved the dilemmas of parents embroiled in a <lhristmas pageant for 

the v1olf-cubs
1 

and one suspects that this piece ought to have commercial (as 

well as literary) possibilities. Most warm-hearted of all 1 however, was Walter 

Draper's welcome report of his visit to the Old Member. The Old Member seemed 

in the best of spirits and announced his renewal of the ever-memorable custom of 

providing copies of books published by members during 1956, these copies being 
:. 

presented to members wise enough to have attended the Christmas meeting. 

This year the lucky 14 members will have to choose between three books: 

(1) E~il•psy and the Law
1 

by Howard Fabing and a collaborator 

(2) The Jewish Approach to· the New rrestament 1 by the eminent Biblical scholar 

from Vanderbilt University 1 Samuel Sandmel 

(3) Fisherisms: Fourth Edition, consisting of the bon mots of martin Fisher 
as originally collected by Howard Fabing and now enlarged. 

t Was follo 
.. red by the singing of an excellent new carol 

The Christmas Eve budge • 

Sung Wl
.th gusto and encored (despite a piano out of 

by Dale Osborn,which was 

tune), A printed copy of Dr, Osborn's carol vrill be attached to these minutes. 
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. Aftervrard~f/1/f/lffli/i/11/t/f/lf!ltiJIJ/IIJJ. there vras a ham to be eaten -- as big as a boar's 

head -- which inSpi~ed some spozadic singing of the Boar's Head Carol led by 

~'rank Moore 1 then there was a dispersing of the small band of Pickwickians out 

into the frosty air and to the spectacle of the lights in the trees surrounding 

the cr~che in Lyt\J.e Paric. 

New Year's Eve must unfortunatly get briefer mention. bu"t credit must first 

.. 
go to our clerk who was as self-effacing as his lihaucerian namesake and nobly 

stepped into the breach to read on an evening that would be shunned by most of 

us. This budget was unified in theme and· consisted of five reviews II for New 

Years. The medical review for 1956 was written by Ur, Owens the clerk himselfJ 

the Cincinnati review for 1956 was by George Stimson, the United States scene 

~~)1/ 
by William Helllller 1 the world outlook by Joseph Sagmaster 1 and the Economic 

picture by Henry Greer. 

According to a report sent to me by George ~timson, who proved to be not 

only gentle~ as always, but reliable, four of these five papers were what he 

called "guardedly" optimistic_ about the future. The only note of gloom was 

sounded by Mr. Greer in his econom&cH review. But even with the saddening 

prospect of empty pockets in 1957, one suspects that by midnight, all members, 

present and absent
1 

vrere looking back on 1956 as a year that could "guardedly" 

by described as a good one. 

.. 

RespectfullY. submitted, 

~fl-=1--a-J.._ 
George H. Ford 

Secretary 
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THE LITERARY CLUB 
Telephone MAin 1-6589 

• 
JANUARY, 1957 

• 
January 7 

The Regulars 
RANDOLPH L. WADSWORTH 

Business Meeting 

January 14 
Eat and Get Out 

RoBERT D. VAN FossEN 

January 21 
Sea-Change Along Pine Shore 

'WILLIAMs. CLARK 

January 28 
Informal 

CLAUDE M. LoTSPEICH 

• 
Loms B.' OWENS, Clerk 

The Board of Management sugge1tl 
that guests retire to the Library during 

business meeting of the Club • 

........ - ·-·---·--- .. ~ 



The Literary Club'· : 

JANUARY MEETINGS: 1957 

Business Meeting February 4, 1957 
. I ' 

Exclusive of the b~.get,. the first three papers of 1957 were al:l_ what might 

be called autobiographical in character,/ or more .· , precisely, each consisted of 

generalizations. baseiupon personal experiences. l!.Ve~ though one of them 

involved th~ army, another the air force and boy scouts, and the third mentioned 

atomic bomb. sites in Japan,· none o:f these papers was genu1'nel d' t t' · - __ 'f lSpU a lOUSe 
---~· 

They fulfi;Lled Wordsworth's recipe for a good poem: "emotion recibleected in 

tta.nquili ty." 

The f~:.~~t of these was presented on January 7 by Randolph L. Vladsworth. 

Entitled "The Regulars" this paper was a warm-spirited evocation of the 

mi~i tary establishments that have been garrisoned at D'art Thomas in Kentucky./ 

The perspective was usually that of ~he child or youth;looking upwards a.t the 

glamorous soldiery, for Mr. Wadsworth had the distiJ}.£."li ve experience of having 
C),.tol 

. been born within the walls of the l!'ort, of growing up on a street nearyy 
. ,, 

where he could watch milihry activities and could listen tot he bugles sounrling 

taps every night while he climbed into his civilian's bed ns lq,; Mr, 

Wadsworth's personal recollections of the different garrisons extended back 

to the Spa~ish-American War, and these recollections were supplemented by 

antiquarian researches. At~ present1 the Fort.has been turned into a 

veterans' hospitalj /the par'ade ,..~:ound i~-~//~las/ a parking lot, a.nd no one 

can now purchase a five cent cigar vrhich had been labelled "Colonel Egbert" 

in honor of the Fort's most 'colorful C .o., but to Mr. Wa.dsworth the place 
paper 

is still full of echoes from its li~ely past. This/was a commend~ble military 

review, well-me.rtialled 
1 

occasionally sti:;j.!!JS as when a 
favorite regiment of 

througho//., 
Regulars swung by for the salute, and under firm control ,. 

spectacles military should always be. If/ 
:At the business meeting afterwards, Mr. Woodward Garber was elected to 

........., membership. }JJA lively discussion was initiated by Frank Moore who p~opose.d 
I that. the Bo·ard of Management consider the possibility of modifying the 

traditional practise of holding meetings on Mondays that coincide with 

.\: 
' 
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Christmas Eve or Christmas Day ·:'nd new Year's Eve or Hew Ye(l' 's 

D8.y, ·such modification to con::ist of either a ch--tnge of night 

or of a combined 1re etirrg on one J.;Iond8.y niP:ht or the other. 

This proposal was second~d bv,. Geor~e 2Jtin1son Rnd d ,rr,1'th _. _ . vn s pas s e " 

hearty approval, a1 though it was evident that Mr. Moore had 

approached his revel uti onary suggestion '"i th considerable knee-
/ 

shBk,ing.and an expectatim that the domed ceiling w8.s about to 
.::..__,.· 

. fall on his h~'1:d• He assuren ns th0.t he was :J. conservative/looming 
.... ..,,.,. •• ,._ / r 

from a conservn.ti:v e country 8.nd representing a conservative church, 

but that ·even the b~t of conse:- vat ir es i ~ prepared to re-rexarnine 

traditional pr8.ctises '.'''hen they h~'.va become flagrantly moribund. --
A Ch•·istmas meet in!! vri th only fourteen memb-=>rs present W8.s a 

pathetic spectacle, said Mr. Moore, and the secretary's report 

descri.binrr it h8.d been much too kinrl. 'perhaps the minutes were 
~ -

t__:oo full of Christm8.s spi.ri t. /f 
The second p:1.per C'~lle d "Eat 9.nd Get out" by Hobert D. Va.n 

Fossen was presented on Janur.J.ry 14. It vr3.s b8.sed, lfr:e Mr. Van 

Fossen's paper two years qgo, upon his experiences with a troop 

of Boy Scouts on a camping expedition. The expedition this time 

however involved experiences of a more adult level than that of 

the usual vroodsma.nship expected of young boys. Tb e. Scouts h&l.d 

1. nstr11ct1· fV'I fro"n '',, r.:;urvi val Tr a ini m unit been invited to undergo u• • o w ·~ 

at Nelson. Ohio, run by the u.s. Air Force. 
Th~ Air Force has 

devoloped a rath 8 r hair-ra.isinc program to train its personnel 

how.to sutvive in a wilderness after a crash or a parachute jump. 

The parachute itself becomes a tent, a 11 parat ee-pee" (Mr • Van 

· · t h ) , .... nd a. "survival kit" Fossen brou rrht one with h1m o. s or.r us ' o. 

strapped to tl1e parachute eno::tble s the ~d,rma.n to begin a trek 

t , h · ngle After the K ratim.s run 
across a desert, or nrou~ a JU • 

out, however, the a.ir ma~en become# a.s ingenious as the 

• i ;:· · I 
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traditional Boy Scout. H t ; 8 mus seek whg,~~Y.-~r. wild food is available·// 

To~_s, we f/A#I#~;~ le9.rned, vvon' t do 1o t 1 ' 1 11 a most 8.nything else v;ill, 

such as grasshoppers' bulrushes' young sweet potato 1 eaves' ~nd 
snakes, even po~sonous oner;. To prepare a choice coppe·.'head, cut 

off his head, skin him, slice into thin pieces, and cook by 

exposing the filets to sunlight on rocks. 

Mr. Van Fossen reported that his Boy Scouts spP.nt a fascinating 

week-end listening to Air Force instructors who w;:;re full of 

such unusual lore, and also in watching demonstrations. The 

boys themselves had voraciru s appetites and consumed camp food 

"1 ike ve.coum cleane:rs 11 • It must have been :m alarming J?!'ospect 

for them to considEr making a full m':lal out of acorns and lizards, 

and Mr. Van Fossen made it seem an 11armi nr prospect th::.t v1e might 

· a;2:.J!q.ve to face in the future. This pa]ler was a.t times a trifle 

too belligerent in tone. such ps.rts of the paper reminded me of 

army instructors wh-o initiated us into Booby-'rrap 'fraining or 

Camouflage Trcdning or Gas-Mo.sk Traininr, with an over-insistence 

upon the i~!!.Q! of the subj oo t instead of letting the subject 

demonstrate its importance itself. kfter all, Mr. Jan ~essen's 
materie.ls were of considerable interest in themselves and did 

not need underlining. This however is a ·:1.if ficul ty to which e.ll 

dedicated instructors are li~le, ~d Mr. van Fre sen is obviously 

dedicated to his subject. 

Th·e third paper was a.n e.ocount of William G. Clark 
1 

s recent -viit to Japan on his state-Dep'trtment-supported mission to 

participate in t~e 75th ~nniversory of the founding of H~eido 

University. // 
To review this paper bri~s to mind one of 'the two or th:ee 

aspecte of the secretarial role in this Club that have 8.lvtays 

seeme·d mysterious to me • 
How does a secretacy review his own 
. £ 
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paper? I shall find the 8.nswer to that next week, But a further 

mystery is h~. does a secretary revi ev.· a P''.per written by someone 

who must be styled his boss, or, more formally, his chief? 

In the past, I listen=!d to Fearless-Fosdick Hesseer (vrhen he was 

secretary) reviewing a papP!' by Mr. Roger Ferger, and I Vtond ered 

how he managed to say 'Nh~;,t he vms saying vii thout a quaver in his 

vo·ice. ~particular problem, however, has fortunat'i y taken cal e 

of itself. Mr. Clark's p8.per delighted his l8rge audience, and 

there is. no cr:1.ll for critical comment, Entitled 11 Sea-Change i'l.long 

Pine Shore 11 , this ingeniously contri v:d paper consisted of 

counterpointed pictures of Japan as the country appeared to Mr. 

Clark's gra.ndfather in the 1870's, and as it appeared to Mr. 

Clark himself in 1Y56, rrhe most dramatic of thAse scenes of contrast 

and cha.nge was of Nagasaki, a city of exquisite natural beauty 

once innocently redolent of Madame Butterfly, The city now 

features an A Bomb Museum vrhc.re friendly school-children politely 
r( 

greet the Americg,n visitor, ~1i and leqv'e him wondedng. . 
On a. 1 ighte·:.~ plane W8.S the account of the elder Clark, 

after completing his strenuous term of office as a university 

president, beinr; asked by the Japanese students what 1 ast words he 

would like to leave wlhth them. 
"Boys" said the famous educator, 

"be ambitious!" This .motto is nov; carved in lJ·# a stone pillar 

and is known all over Japan. The contr·1.st in this instance was 

provi d.ed by the Club audi 8nce and by the speaker, both of whom 

laughed heartily at this phrase. "Boys, be 8.mbitioUS
11 

sounds like 

something from the Henty books, and sea change has vrEs hed it. 

It has the monum?nt8.l simplicity of a gre~.'.t century ths.t is behind 

us even if that century's problems are with us still. One 

ca.rry-over is the industri".l revolution which, Mr. Cle.rk showed 

~s, is transforming Ja:pan at 0.n extraordinary rate, breaking up 
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old patterns without yet :pro·vidin.::'· replace·lll-".J·nts, • m d making the 

visitor wonder at times vrhethAr th e westernizing process vill 

ultimately be for the real good of J . a pan. 
_ ' o· members w;"s on hand to On January 2A, ~nothe~ laTge cr·ov1·d f 

hear a budget· read by Glaude Lotspeich. Ho~~rd Fabing's brief 

diatribe "A Dilemma of Our Times 11 "l"'.s.· k' I ~ 0., a lnd of craclcer-barrelr chat 

on a sophisticated 1 ev'~)l compl8i ni nr~ about con ternpor 8,-,~y man's fail u1· 8 

to· en,joy. the leisure he has beru strivin:~· to 8.cquire. A little more 

contemplation of our. navels instead of our TV sets seems to be 

Dr. Fabing's prescriPPion. 

"Richard Heberf : Bi bl iom:1niac" by Bertrand Smith was the 

second paper, an interestinc ffiffiffiff story of one of the greatest 

private book-collectors of all time, v1ho filled nine houses in England 

with his 250,000 volumef:l ?,nd died in 1833 without havinr; provided fo.c 

~ , .. ·''·!:'" . mas memora. e ··a ure o their dispos1't1'on. 1'n h1's ',''1'11. Perh'n"' the t bl f t f 

his book-buying methods was his theory that every ~entleman oughl 

to have three copies of ev~ry book he own~d: Jne for his country 

estate, one for his house in town, ani one to loan to friends. I 

don't know whether this is m<:mia, but it iB certainly a sign of style. 

I said that the budget was read by Claude Lotspeich, but I 

should have said Cls.ude M· Lotspeich, for the 
11
M" is significant. 

It s.t2.nds fer the proper nA.me r~eek, and lJlr. Lotr;peich ·suddenlY 

exposed himself to us as a. ~rand nephew of thP frontiersman, Jo • 

Meek, in his own budget paper 1·'ihich was entitled "Uncle Jo Meek." 

The subject here VJas of a colorful young man vrho hea,ded west from 

Vit' ginia, ,joined the mountain-men, slew 8, grizzly bear with a 

tomaha.wk 
1 

miLrri ed three indien wives (not all at once) and settled 

at last in a.n oregon valleY where he br:~cam~ a prominent S1)okesman 

for the rights of the #I'IHI, are8., sent to wa:shington in 1848 he 

was courted by the ladies and by President .Polk himself who · 

·.appointed him Marshall of the Oregon regim whence he returned to 
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en.j oy a. firmly esta'hl i shed loc<:1.1 reput:rt ion •· 

Aft~r this daring and su9cessful r~id into thP George Stimson 

terr.~tories, Mr. Lots-peich retun~ed to hiE. ovm preserves in a final 

pa.-per; Ill so written by himself. The yr.8.r 195? is tho. 400th a.nnivers;:.ry 

of the pbblication of Totrtel's l\'L1_sc~g1.ny, tho, first ~nthology of 

sormets in English, and Hr. IJot::-p:dch hc:l.d the.admir;~.ble ide0. of 

cr-:leb~~atinf. this event oy reviewing for us the history of l~nc.'lish 
.. 

sonnets, evrn re::.J.ding to us ex8.mples from Sh2.ke~rpe.1.re, Milton, 

Wordsworth, Keats, and Dante Gabriel Ross0.tti. The expert re:l.ding 

of these poems, like the readin.s of the v:hole paper, v;n.s pleasa.nt. 

The prose meant ng of each sonnet f. W".s cl eq.rly developed rather than 

the rhythmic base, r.J.nd the wholP v,r,-,p ? fittine; tribute to a 

form tha.t h::ls had, as Mr. Lot2D·"'ich S'l.id, #lf!f.#¥f.1f· a "glorious career" 

in English. 

Reepectfully submitte~ 

. ·~-!£~-~ 
George H. Ford 
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Professor Rawkins and the Lamp 
OLIVER :M. GALE, JR. 

Business Meeting . . . 

February II 
The Horse, The Captain, and 

The Miner 
GEoRGE H. FoRD 

February 18 
Change of Pace 

EDWARD W. MERKEL 

February 25 
Informal 

ERNEST L. BECKER 

Lours B. OwENs, Clerk 
The Board of Management suggest.~ that 

guests retire to the Library during 
business meeting of the Club, 
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The Literary ~lub 
FEBRUARY MEETINGS 

Business Meetin~,: March 4, 1957 
•' ·' 

J'eb~~_ry was an exceptionally fine month • T . ,, he three regular papers were 

attended by an average turn-out of f'ft :.._l. members' most of whom seemed to enjoy 

themselves. The kick-off, starring Oliver M Gal . . ' .---- • e' was espec1ally 1mpressi ve. / 

There is a saying that each. of h th us a.s e capacity to write .at least one novel. / 

Offerings at the Literary Club seem to belie the i say ng, for hardly any of us 

nowadays seems to have the nerve or the capacity to offer fi ~~on. The exceptions 

are James Maxwell and Oliver Gale, a doughty pair indeed. "Professor Rawkins 

and the Lamp" demonstrated that Mr. Gale has a striking flair for prose fiction, 

or, in this instance, for fable. His story concerned a·professor of Archeology 

who receives 11/H/i/IHii/..fA-J,fiii/Hm from a former student a box of assorted i terns 

including an old lamp once belonging to Aladdin. The professor's adventures with 

the Spirit of the lamp, whom he addresses as "Gen~" 1 were delightfully told. - .. 

From the m'oment that Gene arrives in his Brooks Brothers sui t,·to the end when 

Professor and Mrs. Rawkins decide to cancel their contract with the powers of magic, 

Mr. Gale succeeded in persuading us of the reality of the events. The professor 
-----

and his wife ha.d rather simj~e wants: a rare book from the British Museum, new 

drapes for the living room, a maid to prepare breakfast {an elderly maid let us 

add), and ~inally an.almost disastrous wish for a summer home at Bar Harbor. 

Some of the academic members of the Literary Club may have felt that tlie professor's 

wants were a little .i2.2, restrained 1 but Mr. Gale's theme was n~~ primarily to 

show that all Americans (even academic Americans) are content with their present lots 1 

but rather that it is difficult for'the Genes and their cohorts to adapt their magic 
j 

to a world both so complex and so ordered as is ours today, a world of electrician~~ 

unions, property taxes, and inventories in department stores and public libraries, 

a world in which Cinderella transformations simply don't _!.~_t ___ in because they would 

·(0 
require a. parmi t. We were made feel sorry for Profe~!!.I!Wkins' frustr.ations in his 

. ,, 
failure to get much satisfaction from the lamp· (except the 1i ving-room drapes which 

he did decide to keep) 
1 

but lfM we felt even so~ .. for Gene and his hard-~orking 
,,·· 

assistants ·because their well-intentioned services were constantly being spoiled 
,. 

I 

by the conditions of modern life./Let us hope that Aladiin' s lamp is now in more 

appropriate hands -- perhaps in the hands ·of a. Rajah in remote parts, whose simple 
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tastes are restricted to a desire for boxes of rubies and a room full of 

bare-breasted beautiful slave g.irls. 

The· unenviable. takk of foliowing up Mr. Gale's excellent performance fell 

to the lot of George H. For.d on February ll. Th e dilemma aired in last month's 
l"; 

minutes: how does a secretary review his o~aper? was confronted and apP,arently 

solved./ George Stimaon nobly took the time and recorded attendance, Lucien 

Wulsin nobly took the minutes. But when the s~cretary received a copy of Mr. 

Wulsin' s re~ort, he realised that the solution had not been so s~e as it had 

sa~ed. , Mr. Wuls~n' s re.port is charming but fulsome in its praise. Reading 

this report at home was soothing to me,· readi it 1 d t ng a ou o this company is 

alarming •. But here, nevertheless, is what Mr. Wulsin has written: 

Insert attached sheets numbered 2-a; 2-b; 2-c 

end quote 

After what Mr. Wulsin has written, the secretary can obviously criticile no 

one else's paper adequately for seyeral months. And for a small fee, he will 

contract to rent out Mr. Vlulsin to members who wish to receive kind reports 

on ·their papers. 

On February 18, ex-secretary Edward M1rkel read a paper entitled "Change of 

Pace." The title was apt. A large turn-out of members was on hand expecting one 

of Mr. Merkel's celebrated expos's of contemporary follies such as government 

jargon,-- the kind of satirical papers that have made the walls of this room 

resound with delighted laughter. Instead Mr. Merkel presented a completely new 

face to us. He began by pointing out the curious fact that members of this Club 

rarely write about the area of life which is closest to all of us: our family 

life, and· he proposed to remedy the deficiency • He told us of the ceremonies 

in one such family: the shared birthdays, New Years parties, and summer vacations, 

and he communicated to us a sense of the happiness of domestic ritual in a 

h'ousehold fet~turing two lovable sons. The centre of interest in his account, 

h~&Yiir, 'II&B tile pathetic situations following an accident that occurred to one 
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'' MINUTES OF LITERARY CLUB 

FEBRUARY 11 1 1957 

II 
0~ i;_ela Qhi #' ll, ~our Secretary~~ pape:;~nti tled 

s m g be anticipated "The Horse 1 The Captain and The Miner". A i ht 

from the title, the paper was divided into three parts• b•• ta ttue 

s.Wijset Ditto• ·f ttM"-a;fiper. It was, in truth, an essay in classic 

form; each of the three parts was capable of standing alone. Each 

had a beginning, a climax and an end. Each differed in tone and 

tempo from the other, the first casually humorous, the second measured 

and the third sensuous and enthusiastic. Yet the three parts were 

bound together by a central theme, giving the three the classic 

unity of time, space and subject matter. This theme o:o:••·•· •IWli was 

stated in the opening part. In what amounted to a prologue ~ 

was presented • Lord Raglan\.' s thesis of the inability of the 

human mind to remember and pass on to posterity the deeds of its 

. 
ancestors. As a result, heroes are born of and in men's minds and 

not created in the crucible of fact. 

To begin the exposition of this theme, George Ford used the 

familiar device of a family chest and a newspaper clipping found among 

the effects of a deceased parent. As Proust used his magic lantern 
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to ~~ansport the reader into the past in search of swa~s way so 
r\ ' 

Ford used his scrap newspaper clipping to trac& his familial way 

bac~ to Victorian England and there to lose his progenitor attached 

to the pedigree of a blooded horse, 

The second part elaborated the central idea from another 

view by showing that even a foster family adopted by an ancestor as 

a substitute for a real family.tree can be equally barren. The Moore 

family that once gave Napoleon cause for grief and rage and British 
) 

poet ~-~rl subjects for romantic ballads, ended embossed on a brass 

plaque in a forgotten church wall. 

The third part carried Lord Raglan\'s idea to its logical 

conclusion and through a trip to D, H. Lawrence's birth place, George 

Ford showed that the heroes of the novelists' art are more faithful 

representations of reality than the recorded facts of life and death, 

The essay closed with a summation, which could be justified 

as an academic necessity tying the contents of the several parts back 
I 

into the moral of the prologue. 

It was a polished essay, conceived with a strong sense of 

form and executed with deftness and clarity, Yet, the essay offered 

something more than a classic exposition. Like Proust's indeterminate 

narrator, the figure of Geo~ge Ford was always present, pointing 
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,, 
up Victorian and Edwardian England and creating for his listeners a 

vivid sense of participation in both Lawrence's and Ford's England, 

By t~is very act 1 he made Lord Raglan\'s dictum irrelevant. It was 

n 
George Ford 1 a living friend who was revealed, not dead heroes • 



of these sons 1 situations invo~ ving the helpless sufferings of the parents, 

the brave responses of both boys 1 and the final adjustment of the household after 

tlie~r initiation into the painful realities of a changed family scene, 

This paper held the audience as Mr, Merkel's papers 1 h ld a ~ays o an audience, 

but in a new way. It moved our emotions instead of t1'ckl1'ng our f b DDJY- ones, even 

though there were flashes of the expected wit from time to time, The writing 

had the charge and verve we have come to expect, and never was the old saying more 

nicely illustrate•: Scratch a. satirist and you will find an idealist. 

If there is ever any problem about an incoming secretary reviewing a. 

previous secretary's paper, the problem fortunately did not exist for me. I was 

deeply impressed by Mr. Merkel's performance and went home to bed feeling relieved 

that there would be no problem of reviewing it critically. Just as I was dropping 

off to s•eep, however, a figure in a Brooks Brothers suit appeared to be standing 

near my pillow-- a. ghostly presence-- and I thought for a moment that it.might 

be Gene of the lamp. Academic tastes differ, and I had a fleeting vision of 

asking Gene about that luscious Oriental maid that Professor Ravrkins had banished 

so rudely from his kitchen. But it was not Gene, The spirit addressed me saying 

bluntly: 11Araa' t you ashamed of yourself?" --I .!!! a little ashamed about 

that slave-girl, but this wasn't what the spirit meant. "Aren't you ashamed" 

he went on, "for having liked Merkel's paper so much? Aren't you going to say 

what's .. wrong with it? Where are your standards? What• s this Club coming to?" 

I was alarmed. "Who are x;ou?" ~ asked. 

"I am the spirit of Secretary Merkel." he replied. "You may address me as SM 

for short." 

"Well, SM'' I said, "what.!!! wrong with Merkel's paper? You tell me." 

The shade seemed to unbend a. little at this point and pulled a report from his 

pocket which he began to read, and I quote: 

Of February 18 was an interesting attempt to introd~ce 
"Mr. Merkel's paper 

· reflection 1·nto the Club's offerings. As such it deserves 
some' order and adequate 

ti tt t nevertheless one could not 
our·thanks. It was certainly an interes ng a emp i 

help wishiQg tha®r • .Kerkel had thought through his paper a little more fully 
. . ~ 
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in advance and had paid some · serlous attention to structure, his paper could 

have been excellent. A 't s l was, it was almost very good. Unfortunately • • ,n 

I bolted up in bed indignantly to t pro est, and the spirit of SM suddenly 

'' vanished, leaving me sleepless. 

SM never returned, and yet the following week, when it.was necessary to 

review the February budget, the spirit of his spirit lingered. My minutes 

consequently seem to reflect the influence of SM•s accusations about the need 

of tightening up standards • 

. On February 25 a bud~et was read by Ernest Becker, After some of the other 

February meetings, this evening was something of a falling off. Mr. Becker 

presented· six papers, which was one too many. Owing to circumstances beyond 

anyone's control, he received the sixth paper shortly before the meeting. 

This was a promising entert~inment by Mr. Van Fossen entitled nA Tale of Tailsn 

which fell undeservedly flat because it had to be hurried in its presentation, 

as indeed were the other five papers. Mr. Becker's contributors, too, had 

... une,yen offerings to present. Even Oliver Gale failed to show at his best. After 

' his triumphant paper of February 41 his budget offering, called "The Miracle at 

Ha~ley Junction" seemed curiously tedious from such a skilful pen. The audience 

had to wait too long a time for that train to arrive during the rainstorm. 

By contrast, Samuel Sandmel redeemed matters with~ the most effective offering 

of the evening, a moving little story of two ag•ing men who had vowed to tell each 
... 

other if the other were to ~N#IN/lMMJj show symptoms of senility, and of the 

pathetic situation of one being unable to keep his vovr after his friend ha.s 

forgetfully repeated an anecdote for the fifth time. Sharing honors with this 

story was one entitled "Colonel Plug. 11 It was one of Charles Adams' easily 

recognizable 11 ttle pieces concer.ning a Kentucky river-pirate --macabre and gory 

and hair-raising as usual. One wonders whether Mr. Adams is related to the famous 

. cartoonist by the same name. 

Mr. Becker's own offering,. which was calied "Integration
11 

presented some 
• 

facts concerning an English-speaking Indian and his relations with the Pilgrim 

Fathers in Massachusetts. The longest paper was entitled "Measuring Ideas" by 
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Fred Giesel. It was a folksy chat about politics, business, education, and just 

about anything else that one can name. Short, simple sentences and rhetorical 

questions characterized this paper. Like Mr. Giesel's last budget offering, this ,, 

chatty discussion of serious matters was dominated by a bouncing cheerfulness, 

but t~ time, for me at least, the cheerfulness did not bounce the listener into 

overlooking the thinness of the discussion. There was lots of sweetness in the 

paper but not enough light. 

February, then, was a good month. It may have ended as T.s. Eliot Vlould 

iay1 with a. slight whimper, but it began with a very distinct bang. I suspect 

that even ex-secretary Merkel would have approved of this month's offerings 

even if SM didn't• 

Respectfully submitted, 

~#-~ 
George H. Ford 

Secretary 
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Pages for a Biography of a Fri~nd 
M. A. BLANKENHORN 

Business Meeting 
March II 

"The Colleagues of Mr. Chips'~ 
SAMUEL SANDMEL 

I 

March 18 

Prophet, Pioneer, Politician, Prisoner 
GRANT CANNON 

March 25 
Informal 

RALPH G. CAROTHERS 

,,,,,, 

Loms B. OwENs, Clerk 
The Board of Management suggests that 

guests retire to the Library during 
business meeting of the Club. 



The Literary Club 

MARCH MEETINGS 

Business Meeting April 1 . I I 1957 \ 

" The three full-length papers presented in March resembled each other in 

being biog~es and a':!-o in being skilf.Jllly done. /.ehe first, on March 4, 

by Ma.rion Blankenhorn, anti tled "Pages for a Biography of a Friend,'' was concerned 

with the great American physicist, Carlt Taylor Gomptom,/ distinguished 

professor 1./Preiident of MIT,/
1 

statesman of science and f th :. . 1 one o e most important 

leaders in the American war-effort./ A slrilful feature of this paper was its 

resolutely limited focus upon the ear~phases of Compton's career, before he 

became famous./ llr. Blaullnhorn _!!g sketch in Compton's later career for us very 

briefly but he devoted m~t of his 38 minutes to recalling what Compton was like 

Woo.! of"~ 
as a youth at Oh J'c College and at the family's summer camp where young 

Blankenhorn and Compton industriously fished .for pike together./ These glimpses 

w-.re interesting in themselves but made mqu_. interesting because J.Jr. Blankenhorn 

kept reminding us of a question •hat he himself did not try to. ~nswer. / ,lli 
did this particular young man dev~lop along the lines he did? Young Compton, 

in effect, displayed promise but not the signs of genius (whatever the signs of 

genius ar.e) •. He excelled in college ath~tics; he was a fine swimmer at camp 

and a kind of early scout-master; he was a member of the A1'0 Fraternity 1 and 

he was~ligiously observan~ --that is to say, he was a not extraordinary young 

American. Furthermore he came from a home which was distinctly unrelated to 

.the gl.orie·s of warfare; his mother being a Mennonite, his father a Dean in a 

Liberal Arts college, yet from 1939 on, Compton was to be a k~y figure in. modern 

America's military might. 

It should be a ~attar of 

lite•ers there hap~ened to be 

record that among Dr. Blankenhorn's enthusiastic 
~"~ Nob:-1 'frt~ WI~<~~><~•) 

th9 eminent british physicisit,~Sir Edward 

Appleton, who had come as a guest without knowing that the paper he wast o hear 

would be of ·such· strikingly immediate interest to him. 

A _busineas meeti~g followed Dr. Blankenhorn's paper. Greetings were received 

:from John P. Frey via Mr. Draper, and a book concerning •he early history of 
I 

Cincinnati was received :from Derrick Vaile A proposed by-law co~erning meeting~ 
which, being approved, will be posted'to be 
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votad,on during the May 6th meeting,;l 

. The s~_ond paper' .by Samuel Sagjmel, was IHII/ili entitled "The Colleagues 

. of Mr. Chips •" /This paper also concerned the story of the fortunes of an 

academic, or perhaps one should say the misJ£riunes of an academic. In this 

instance, the academic was a fictional charaacter, or. James Drummond, instructor 

in an English Department at an imaginary institution called Wilson University./ 

The saga" of Dr • Drummond's initiation in to the mysteries of academic life was 

a hair-raising one, something that might have been concocted by our own Charles 

Adams. For $360o.oo a year, Ur, Drummond had to prepare fifteen lectures a 

week, grade hundreds of essays, present a learned paper at the Modern 

Language Association, blow the noses of fourteen hysterial adviseea, get a 

book ready for publication, and look after his child and pregaant wife. 

Two years of such a life were too long for ilr, Drummond, and even a little bit ·-
too long for this audience for Mr, Sandmell leaned too hard on his device of 

ropoa to d a cone a j;o show us the shear mad nos s of the uni var s i tr rou tin a,/ The 

high quality of Mr, Sandmel's maiden effort before this Club was most apparent 
~':fi;.II'IIU'..,.,.. • 

.. in indiTidual scenes, best of all perhaps when he brought vividly I# to life for 

us a faculty meeting at which a University President attemptei to propose an 
: .:..:..,. ... :,...-· .. ~. 

I . 
unpopular measure, ( The measure seemed doomed to be defeated by the faculty 

' . 
. ' ~ 
until it was attacked by a young radical professor, whereupon; of course, ... ~ ~ 
measure was overwhelmingly a~ed by the faculty. Such seenas reminded me of 

what a woman-reader once said to· the novelist, George Meredith. "Sir 1" she 

said, "your knowledge of women is almost indecent." Any English professor 

could likewise protest that Mr. Sandmel's knowledge of E~glish departments is 

almost indecent. My own first two years of service as an English instructor 

were a~armingly parallel to those described by Mr. Sandael. And just as 

Charles Dickens, as an old man, used to wake up screaming from his sleep thinking 

that he was back in the factory where he worked as a boy, pasting labels on 

bottles, so 1 
111

aalf aomatiaos nll:o up acroaaing fro• • nightmare in which l om 

back in that incredibly hellish routine of p~eparing lectures until 2.30 A.M., 

uence I •Yself had particular reasons for finding Mr. 
aeven nights a week. ~ -v 
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Sandmel's paper painfully funny, and I was unprepared for its sober ending. 

Other members, like Queen Victoria may have b 1 
. 1 een ess amused. .k-erhaps there was 

so~~ general un9,!rJi.inty in the speaker's satire and wit. Almost all of Mr. 

Sandmel's satire was directed exclusively against one feature of 
academic life 

1 

that is 1 the concern with scholarship. Mr. Sandmel seemed to be arguing that 

it would be much better to have the young Doctor of Philosophy spend his time 

con soling n.~urotic sophomores who are having trouble N holding the affections of 

their girl-friends than to devote his energies to research and to the world of 

scholarship. Such an attack, coming for a scholar so dipiin~ished as Mr. Sandmel, 

left one wondering whether the speaker's irony had someho'lr got out of hand • 

The third biography, by Grant Cannon on March 18th
1 

was also a maiden 

effort, and was certainly one of the best papers that we have heard presented to 

this club, Not many of us have such colorful progenitors as Mr. Cannon had in 

the person of his Mormon grandfather, but hardly any oi us would have had the 

knack of bringing such a man to life again so colorfully as Mr. Cannon contrived to 

do, Th.is was a full-scale biography covering the story of George Cannon from the 

time of his. conversion. to the Mormon faith when he was a boy in Liverpool, England, 

his. ·baptism in the river Mersey1 his emigration to Illinois and Utah
1 

his 

missionary work in Hawaii and California, his rise to poYrer in the Mormon 

hierarchy, his activities in Congress and in business, and his term in prison. 

These diverse activities were indicated by Grant Cannon's title for his paper: 

"Prophet, Pioneer, Politician, Prisone,r." ·To this highly alli.terative list, 

Mr. Cannon might have added· one other important term, the explosive word 

Polygamist. For George Cannon adhered to· the protocol of his sect and had 

six wives, forty children. (including 18 sons), and a seemingly oountless number 

· d hild One got a 1 i vely sense of a MDrmon of grandchildren and.great-gran c rene 

menage when Mr. Cannon described how the forty children went to high school in 

Zion by }lding on a street-car of their own which was called The Cannon Hearse •. 

· .~ The Mormon experiment has often been written about b#those who regard it as 

instead, was just right. Only occasionally a gigantic hoax. Mr •. Cannon's tone, 

necessarily comic sides were there for us to did his paper become polemical. The 
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see and enjoy, but the paper was no burlesque. Instead the dedicated zealot was 

mrought to lif~ before us as a more than life-size hero but also as a human 

being, a man who embodied the rather terrifying motto which one can find on 

the title page of the Gideon Bible in any hotel room: "Diligent in business; 

fervent in spirit; serving the Lord." 

The budget, read by Ralph Carrothers on March 25, included another study of 

a strange and zealous sect. This time it was the Peacemakers, a group of Pacifists 

whose meetings in Cincinnati were effectively and objectively reported upon by 

James Maxwell. A different kind of report was offered by James Brodhead, entitled 

"Independent Schools" 1 which consisted of a history of private schools in America 

since the establishment of Bo•ton Latin in 1635, especially the history of 

Cincinnati's three private schools, and most especially of all perhaps, the 

history of Miss Bogherty's College Preparatory School. 

In "We Were There" 1 John Gatch offered some delightful recollections of a day 

in 1922 whEtn Company "B" of the Ohio National Guard was assigned to look after 

President Harding during the presentation of a speech at Point Pleasant. 

The Snafu that followed was a military classic (even a naval classic in fact), 

and we are grateful that Captain Gatch has resurrected it for posterity. 

Dr. Carrothers read each of these papers with zest, but it was inevitable that 

his best efforts as a reader were reserved for his own paper called "The Vlitness•" 

.This series of anecdotes in dialect, based presumably on Dr. Carrothers' own 

shrewd observations as a witness in cp~rtrooms, was hilariously effective, and 

rounded off a very fine budge( and also a month of exceptionally fine papers. 

Respectfully submitted, ---
(l t-f . 

. ~H. Ford 
Secretary 
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. THE LITERARY CLUB 
· Telephone MAin 1-6589 

April I 

AprilS 

~ 
APRIL,· 1957 ' 

The Mulberry Tree 
WALTER R. KEAGY 

Business Meeting 

·Mr. Newton's "Light Blue Stocking" 
BERTRAND SMITH 

April IS 
That Everlasting Thucydides 

ALISTER CAMERON 

April22 
The Fish Captains 

WILSON WRIGHT 

April29 
-Informal 

EsLIE AsBURY 

~ 
Lours B. OwENS, Clerk 

The Board of Management suggests that 
guests retire to the Library during 

· business meeting of the Club • 
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APRIL MEETINGS 

Business Meeting: May·6, 1957 

Apri~ beg'n with a large meeting (as expected) to hear Walter Keagy read 

a good p~per {as expected) •. Taking a 1 f f ea rom his earlier experiment in 

autobipgraphy, Mr. Keagy sketched the adventures of d a own-town Cincinnati boy 

called Joady who in 1898 attempted to steal a crop of 1 · usc1ous mulberries from a 

well-guarded yard in his neighborhood. In it f. sp e o preparations as elaborate as 

those made for "D" Day in Europe, the plan miscarried, but Joady, by rescuing the 

ogrish neighbor (whose leg had been broken) ended up as a hero instead of a 

thief, with ten dollars in his pocket and with fresh wisdom in his head. ljith 

this new-found wisdom he was enabled to rout the local drug-store cowboy and to 

#MioW assert his arrival into the state of manhood. 

This was a slig•t sketch, perhaps a little too slight for a full-length 

paper, but beautifully read, with clarity, zest, and affection, through all the 

bass registers, so that the ~udience was carried along and enabled to relish the 

slow-paced details of west-end color. Even a professional evoker of Cincinnati's 

past such as Mr. James Maxwell would have ia.d to admire Mr. Keagy's skill .and 

daring in bringing off this little epiphany-sketch so effectively. 

At the business mee~ing afterwards, there was some dispute about whether 

President Shine's gavel had struck the board at 8.30 or at 8.33, as contended by 

Frank Moore. Whether a clergyman's integrity is aalled into question when the 

accuracy of his watch is called into question is a moot point not decided upon at 

this meeting. Afterwards Carl Vitz explained to the members that Club papers are 

becoming mouldy in our non-air-conditioned vault, and that the Cincinnati Public 

Library has offered to store such papers for us. It was moved that the Board of 

Management investigate this proposal and r aport back to the membership, especially 

concerni'ng the possibility of such papers being made available to the public. 

President Shine announced the appointment of two memorial committess. For 

Henry D. Loring, a committee consisting of Ciharles Cellar ius, Howard Luther 1 

E A d i For ·"'rl Baber, the committee is to consist of and dw~rd lexan er as cha rma.n. ~ 

~ Arthur Be1e.r 
1 

. Howard Fabing, and Lynn Ra.(!.cliff as chairman. 
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The meeting of April 8 began with a timely reminder of our 19th century 

past when Pr_asidant Shine announced the death of Simeon Johnson after 72 years of 

membership. The paper of the. evening, bv Bert Smith, t k ~ oo us back even further 

into the 18th centurr. Entitled "Mr. Newton's Light# Blue ~tocking" 
1 

this paper 

consisted of the life-story of Mrs. Thrale, a ~ondon hostess whose name has 

survived because of her twenty-years' connection with Ur. Samuel Johnson and his 

biographer, James Boswell. This was a very learned paper, even including an impressive 

bibliography as an appendix at the end. Nevertheless Mr. Smith demonstrated that he 

can wear his learning lightly. The style of his own polished and epigl'i1Jilmatic 

sentences reflected the taste of 18th century literature. ~orne of his phrases 

were worthY' of a M&rtin Fisher or an Alexander Pope. lr. Smith lightened his 

paper not only with earthy accounts of the bedroom career of Mrs. Thra.le and her 

seventeen rears of pregnancies, but also by his irreverence. Not many people in 

Dr.Johnson's lifetime ever had the temerity to question'liii/Mi'-1 the authority of 

that sturdy law-giver of letters 1 and the terror he provoked has persisted since 

his death. Bert Smith, however, was not impressed or afraid, and marched stoutly 

into the bear's dean and pulled out half a dozen hairs from the bear's tail. 

Aft~~ studying ace oun t s of Johns on 1 s twenty years ojr• s i dance with the Th rale s 

(Mrs. Thrala being the "Blue Cross plan of her time" )1 Mr. Smith concluded that 

Johnson was a)a bora b)a gross feeder c)a lazy and neurotic man and d)really 

not much of a writer. Perhaps Mr. Smith has been engrossed for so long with the 

of Mrs. Thrale
1 

which he brought vividly before us, that he 
fascinating character 

has bean led to take her side against,tha.t of her famous guest. 

f' On April 15.~ another learned paper was presented, this time by Alister Gameron, 

anti ueJ. ,; That Everlasting Thucydidas." This was a subtly constructed paper 

that ~hycydides himself might have admired. It began as a study of the difficult 

prose strle that the Greek historian devised to establish the dramatic contrasts 

of his highly contrived narrative, a. style that has passed down through Cicero 

to Gibbon and Winston Churchill. Mr. Camerson showed how this contrived style 

reflects Thucydides' view of our human lot -- his sense of our blunderings and 

f hi t l'vlr. Cameron quoted, in particular 1 the 
our failure to learn rom s ory. 
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magnificent and mo'ving passage in which Thucydides described the disastrous 

defeat of the ill-planned Athenian expeditionary forces t s a yracuse in Sicily, 
L· 

a defeat that cut off a great poYier in its very spring, and one which is full 

of historical lessons for us today in our particular time of troubles, 

This paper was well-received, as it deserved to be, although it might have 

been even more appreciated if Mr. Cameron had explained to us (a.s he did 

ptt•ately afterwards) t~at his subject was not one about which he has ever had 

the chance to lecture professionally, and that his paper was thus something of 

a Roman holiday for him1 or, more appropriately, a Greek vacation. 

On April 22 1 Wilson Wright presented "The Fish Captains." This seemed 

to 'be a sober study of some representative specimens of men who command small 
I 

boats and take parties fishing on salt water. A dead-pan reading added to the 

effect of sober scientific HHI/ investigation, but by the time we got to a footnote 

on Erikson's Law and the need of all fauna to re-establish their saline balance, 

it became evident that we were being treated to an elaborate spoof. The audience 

fortunately responded to Mr. Wright's witticisms with enthusiasm and with more 

intelligence than the secretary displayed. My trouble, I am afraid, was a 

feeling that some terrible shake-up has been taking place in the higher 

echelons at P & G. Not long ago we had a paper from Edward Mekkel that was 

completely different from Mr. Merkel's usual satirical offerings •. Now we have 

Mr. Wright offering a paper that was in the classic vein usually associated with 

Mr. Merkel. One wonders what is going on. Can it be that spoofing at P & G 

is now so elaborate that Mr. Merkel read to u~ Mr. Wright's paper and Mr. Wright 

read Mr. Merkel • st Or has the WMH-~ secretariat of P & G become 

confused? Only Tide will tell. 

The fina}.l meeting, on April 29,f, featured a budget read by Eslie Asbury. 

Dr. Asbury set an :admirable example by limiting his offerings to three medium 

length papers •. A rather soft Kentucky voice, despite its considerable carrying 

power 
1 

may ha.ve prevented a few of the members from hearing all the parts of 

this fine budget which featured, in time for Derby week, the horse. 

sh~rt paper, by Carl Blegen, concerned the ·death of a famous 
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horse in November, 1956. "Nelly was a Lady" was an appropriate title, for 

Nelly was a distinctly urban creature 
1 one might almost say, an urbane creature. 

For 22 years she 16ved in ~ pasture near Clifton ,. School, beloved of generations 

of children, and herself th.e last of a line of N . allies that ~trea•hed back for 

50 years, who had helped to give the cit t f it Y par o s distinctive character 

and charm. Her death, l~~the passing of the Mount Adams' incline, symbolizes 

the end of a, more leisurely-paced era that is now behind us. 

The second short paper also concerned another more leisurely and gracious 

era, the age of John Singer Sargent, and the lab.rious painting of his gigantic 

picture called ~carnation, Lily, Lily, Rose" from which the paper derived its 

title. This paper was the first contribution to the club of Vlilliam Lotspeich. 
and, 

It was skilfully done mR-~ without being mi!rely cranky I was informed with 

an 1:/HIJIH/N/HI/NMW/JN~ affection for a neglilcted artistic genius. 

The last item ori the budget was "Big Charley" by Dr. Asbury himself. This was 

a heart-warming p·aper also 1 displaying affection for thoroughbred huuses and 

for the popular and dignfied Negro trainer, Big Charlie, who contributed so 

mucj to the success of Dr. Asbury's cup-winning stable in Kentucky. His death 

gave Dr. Asbury the chance to review the story of his acquiring an old Ktntucky 

homestead, built in 1812, and of its development into a home for a Cincinnati 

family and for soDS intelligent as well as famous horses. Reference was made 

to one checker-playing throaoughbred-mare whose owner protested that she was 

not very smart because he could beat h~r in three out of every four gUles. 

Every member who intends to make the pilgrimage to Dr. Asbury's farm in 
f't.tllres4 ~(... 

June ought to read, in advance, this ~veaa~t e sketch which evokes a charming 

leisurely-paced age that is, fortunately in this case, still with us. 

h~ ·. 
During a month in which we ~'-papers taking us back to 19th century Cincinnati 1 

18th century London, 5th century At~ns 1 and even back to man's pre-historic 
~i) 

emergence upon land after his long sojourn in~fishy state in the sea, it 

was co~orting to conclude with a representation of man's enduring state of 

carte., 
happiness, today, in the blue--.s island of Kentucky's horse-fams •. 

" 
RespeetfulfJ submitt~· 

~"= .. George H. For 
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THE LITERARY CLUB 
Telephone MAin 1-6589 

~~ 
May. 1957 

~~ 
May 6 

"fustest with the mostest" 
RICHARD G. ARMS 

Business Meeting 

May 13 
The Partners 

JoHN H. GARBER 

May20 
Equality - Liberty- Democracy 

STEPHENS L. BLAKELY 

May27 
Informal 

JAMES G. STEWART 

Louis B. OwENS, Clerk · 
The Boa,rd of Ma,nagement suggests that 

gtu1sts retire to the Libra,ry during 
business meeting of the Club. 
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The Lite~a~r Club 
_MAY MEETINGS: 1957 

Business Meeting: June 3, 1957 

On Mondar, May 6th, the maiden ettort-ot Richard G. Arms waa 

liatened to by an extraordina~r turn-out ot halt a hundred 

membera. Perhaps the word had got round in advance by the grape-vine 

(or bJ the telephone line) that this neophyte apeaker vas 

exceptio~allJ vell•intormed about hie subject. Ria title 

"tuateat with the mosteat" led us to expect militarr hiatorr, 

but instead we got ca.mercial hiatorr. Mr. Araa• paper aketohed 

in tor Ul the first 20 years ot the Cincinnati and Suburban Telephone 

Caapanr trom ita founding 1D the 1870's, when cornet solos were 

plaJed over the#t .... l vires to a receiving station in Clifton, 

until the 1890 1a, when 4,500 aubaDDibera were being served b7 

this pioneering organization. One inte!'eating tact brought to 

light by Mr. Arms' researches waa that in 1877 a paper was presented 

to the Literary Club by a Mr. Shiras, later a Secretarr here, on 

the then fascinatingly new subject ot the invention ot the tele· 

phone. A later generation ot members might look eagerl7 forward 

to a report on a different kind ot invention. Your present 

aecret&rJ ia working on a gadget that ia deaigned to deal with thoee 

amooth•voiced ladies who now uae the telephone to invite UJ to 

becaae aubaeeibera to the TiMes Star o~ to have our photographs 

taken at the Ace Portrait Studios. This gadget will automati.callJ 

aend a blast ot a cornet along the wires into the calloused ears 

ot theae ladies who abuse a once great and useful invention. 

A long business meeting followed Mr. Arma' paper. A memorial 

tribute#IB honoring Heft1'1 D. Loring vas presented b7 Edward 

Alexander.· The resignation ot Derrick T. Vail vas accepted. 

Elected to m~mberahip were Glean Tho~on and Van Meter !Mea. 
' . . . . 4 

Then.there was a long-drawn out, noisJ, and rather inconclusive 

discussion concerning how the Cincinnati Public Librarr might 
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handle the Club's papers that are to be stored there. The 

Secretarr proposed· a measure to protect Mr. Maxwell' a new-born 

literarJ progenJ from being kidnapped, but the measure was 

indignantlJ repudiated bJ all banda (even including Mr, Maxwell) 

and the matter was tinallJ volleJid back to the Board of 

Management for further consideration, rMore conciuaive waa the 

discuaaion involving a change 1n the bJ lava pertaining to 

Chl'iatmaa and New Years' meetings. The propoaed change was 

paaaed with one member (name not recorded) voting against it. J 
On Ma7 13, John Garber read a paper called "The Partners", 

a aeries of assorted recollections, told in the first person, 

beginning with a widower ot 50 who planned to move to a farm 

called "Winding ValleJ Farm" but who sold the farm inatead. 
-The storJ•teller later met a junk dealer called Smokf Oakland 

fraa who. he bought a ma~e statue tor t2S.oo. BJ the end 

of the paper, the atorr-teller waa in bia So•a, bad married 

a widow, and bought the tarm. 

Your secretarJ bas suggeated before that in tbia club 

we ought to have a signal-light go on when a paper that aeema to 

be tact is actually ficti~~· Narratives told in the first 

person are especially difficult to aort out. In this particular 

inatance, one had the reeling that some or the incidents were 

based on Mr. Garber'• own experiences, while others were 

surelJ imaginary. Nevertheless, one club member alriouslJ 

obaerved to me afterwards: "I never knew that John Garber -
was over eo. He certainly carries his 7ears well. He doean't 

look more than. 50 to me." 
Mr. Garber'• velvet~voiced reading conveyed a certain 

' . ' 

charm to one or .. two or his episodes, but on the whole I did· 

not reel that this disorganized contribution was up to 
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May P•3 

Mr. Garber's beat efforts. The road to Winding Valley farm 

was not only winding but full of bends. 

On May 20, Stephens Blakely delivered an address entitled 

"Equalitr·Liber~y-Democracy". The address wae essentially 

a summary or Alexia de Tocqueville's study of the American 

political scene, published in France 120 years ago. 

De Tocqueville's observations are always of interest, and Mr. 

BlakelJ did them justice by a clear presentation and by a 
I 

clear, if somewhat orotund, reading. The principal point 

that Mr. Blakely wanted to stress was that de Tocqueville 

forewaw that the greatest dangers in a democracy (as the 

democracies of antiquity can demonstrate) are the tendency 

towards governmental e.xtravagance pranpted by the desire to 

equalize wealth; the tendencJ to iron out the differences 

between individuals in All respects so that the majority 

becomes a tyranny worse than that of a European despot and 

the country itself becomes what John Stuart Mill called a 

"collective mediocrity"; and finally, the tendencJ towards 
' 

vulgarity in government when instead of being guided bJ 

dedicated aristocrats the state falls into the hands of popul• 

arlr·elected representatives •nd listens to the advice of vulgar 

and ignorant jouraaliata •· 

On May 27, a budget of five papers was presented by 

James G, Stewart. The first, entitled "Dear Congressman" 

was a fictional piece ~y Morris Edwards. It was indeed topical. 

It consisted of a letter by an imaginary Republican ward-heeler 

to his congressman protesting about the proposed Eisenhower 

budget. The style assumed bJ this political gentleman was . 

a nice illustration of deTocqueville's observations about the 
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power ot vulgarity in a democracr. It was folksy, bome
1

, tull 

ot bard-hitting clich,s, and at times verJ tunnJ• Commentators 

have been telling us tor ten years that the spirit ot isolationism · 

ia dead in America now that we are a world power, but it this 

letter is at all representative, it would appear. that there are 

still .•ome wards in Cincinnati where the spirit maJ be dead 

but be won't lie down. 

A club-member ot tbe opposite persuasion was arguing 

afterwards that the opinions expressed in, the paper were reallJ 

being satirized bJ Mr. Edwards, tor the references to quote 

"pee-wee countries such as India" could onlJ be interpreted as 

satire against the incredible ignorance ot tbe ward-heeler. 

Whether aatire or not, the paper was good comedJ and made a 

lively opener. 
1?c ba·r !1Atlrtt'.tfP( 

It was followed bJ a- tine little sketch ot "cnL lla;fllld' a 

entitled "A Rural Vignette" which gave a graphic account of 

·· a delicate operation performed on a calf to transform it tram 

a potential bull, rich in mJthic lore, to a gelded creature 

tond onlJ of grass and doomed to become beet. This was a 

beautifullJ phrased little contribution, an excellent budget 

paper. 

In the third paper f# "Markets and Market Places", Edward 

Alexander pictured the aix large markets that flourished in 

Cincinnati atter the Civil War and which have lett us the 

fortunate reaidue or some citJ aquares that we might otherwise 

not have had. 

The next offering was a tribute to the supreme court judge,, 

Benjamin la.han Cardozo. which we all assumed nmst have been 

wr1.tten bJ Judge Stewart himself 1 but which a ctuallJ came traa 
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the pen ot Victor·Reichert, Cardozo, we learned waa a great 
) 

·literarJ at7li1t who believed that HenrJ James' aenae of 

literary to~ ought to be adopted b7 legal vritera, The strle 

ot thia paper itself waa also deceptive, tor it had something 

ot Judge Stewart's Shakespearean eloquence, The real Stewart 

atyle ·waa reserved, however, tor the final offering, and was 

lavished upon a deacription ot Tahati vbich be entitled 

"South Pacific Paradiae." After liatening to thia luah evocati_pn 

ot a land of tree coconuta, papaJa juice, and lovelJ girls, 

where people are happJ and do not worrr about bond iasues or 

the Eisenhower budget, moat or us were readJ to consult our 

travel agents. Meanwhile, we can all look forward instead 

to a subatitute paradise, much closer at hand, when we assemble 

on June 8th to visit the Blue Grass utopia at Dr. AsburJ's 

KentuckJ farm, where mint juleps, instead of papara juice, 

will console ua tor our ulcer-making winter. 
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In addition to ~epo~ts on the fou~ meetings held d~ing 
Mar, ~ete~ence must also be made to the awa~ds p~esented, this . 
month, ot the two annual Lite~a~y Club P~izes. The p~ize or 

125,00 tor the beat abort atory by a student or the UniversitJ 

ot Cincinnatiwas won bJ M~. Robe~t c. He~~on, or the G~aduate 
School, t.or a story entitled "Enf~anchised". And the $25.00 

prize tor the best essar bJ a student or the University was 

won bJ Mr. Karl Wente~sdo~t, ot the Graduate School, for an essay 

entitled "The Man Who was William Shakespea~e. 11 
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IN MEM:>RY OF 

HENRY D. LORING 

Henry D, loring, a member of the L.i. terary Club since 1938, 
was born in Boston, Mass., Jt1ly 19, 1884 and died in Cincinnati March 20 
1957. After graduating from the Latin High School of Sonerville, Mass.,' 
in 1902, he en~ered the Massachusetts Institute of Technology, from which 
he graduated in 1907 as a civil engineer, During the year 1905-1906, he 
took a year's leave of absence from M. I. T,, and served on shipboard as 
an officer in the u. s. Coast am Geodetic Survey, mapping the "t-taters in 
and about Chesapeake Bay, 

Af'ter graduation, he came to Cincinnati as a civil engineer 
with the Ferro Concrete Construction Co, 'Ihis employment lasted only a 
f'aw months, but in 1908, he rejoined the company and remained with it until 
his death, becoming an officer in 1918, general mamger in 1939 and 
president in 1949, At the time of his death, he was serving a~ a consultant, 

Despite his training as an engineer and his successful career 
as a business executive, Henry Loring was a man of broad scholarly talents 
and instincts, Over the years he had acquired a practical knowledge of 
nearly a half dozen modern languages, With his wife, Lydia, who had lived 
in Italy many years, he lB d read Dante an:l other Italian classics in the 
original. In addition to his linguis~ic attainments, he hsl d an extensive 
knowledge or American and European history, He was in all respects a well
read and well-informed man, an interesting companion in any group of which 
he happened to be a member, His friends at the Literary Club will lorn 
remember him. 

Mr, Loring is survived by his wife, Lydia Mason wring, four 
children and four grandchildren. To them your committee extends the 
sympathy of the Club in their great lose, 
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PROPOSED BY-LAW 

"The Board of Management shall, prior to the preparation 
of the calendar of meetings for 1958-59 and eaoh year 

. thereafter 1 review the dates of the two Mondays on .or 
closest to December 25 and January 1; shall eliminate one of 
these• as a meeting date; and may, at its discretion set a 
day other than Monday for the other." ' 

Posted March 11, 1957 

May be voted on at the May 6 Business Meeting 

Possible Substitute· 

(Since the Constitltution requires advance posting of proposed 
by-laws, the following substitute is also posted in view or 
the closeness ot division of opinion indicated at the March 4 
business meeting.) · 

"The Board of Management whall, prior to the preparation 
of the ~ndar of meetings for 1958-59 and each year there
after, review the dates of the Mondays falling in and around 
the Christmas-New Years season, and may, at its discretion, 
eliminate a meeting or change the day or a meeting, or both 
in the interests of a be-ter schedule." 

Posted March 11, 1957 
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